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1

A framed Chinese print designed as four portraits
of Mao Zedong (1893-1976), Former Chairman of
The Communist Party of China, overall dimensions
79 x 60 cm; together with a Chinese Ancestor
Portrait of a Manchu/Chinese Consort, overall
dimensions 130 x 62cm (2)

7

A yellow ground Chinese snuff bottle, decorated
with the Auspicious symbols of bats and endless
knots, the base with underglaze blue fourcharacter Qianlong mark, but not of the period
£50.00 - £100.00

8

A Chinese white metal leaf from a small table
screen or other Scholar's object, inscribed with a
poem by The Tang Dynasty poet, Du Mu (circa
803-852 AD), 14.5cm high, Qing Dynasty or later

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. The Mao
Zedong picture acquired in Hong Kong, circa 1994.
£50.00 - £100.00
2

A Chinese famille rose circular box and cover,
9.5cm diameter; together with a famille rose
Chinese snuff bottle, and a Japanese ginbari vase
decorated with a bijin, the last 15.5cm high and
Meiji or Taisho Period (3) £50.00 - £100.00

3

Two Chinese, semi-translucent mottled-green
stone bowls; each one on a circular foot. Both
about 10cm diameter and with a wood stand;
together with a Chinese famille rose figure of a
seated Budai with impressed mark, 11cm high (5)
£50.00 - £100.00

4

Provenance: An English Private Collection.
Thought to have born in Chang'an (modern Xi'an),
the poet Du Mu writes a poem here that is an
ethereal look at the landscape; it may perhaps be
translated as: 'Far away on the cold
mountain/There are homes amongst the white
clouds/I stopped my carriage to gaze at the forest
of Maple/Covered in frost, the leaves are still
redder than February's flower'. £20.00 - £30.00
9

A quantity of Chinese silver, comprising: a ladle; a
Napkin ring; four small condiment containers; one
small cup; one menu holder; and two decanter, or
other, labels (10)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. By
direct family descent to the Present Owner.
Thought to have been collected by Captain Wilfred
Harry Dent (1867-1915), presumably during his
service with the 1st Chinese (Weihaiwei)
Regiment. One of the silver labels here is
inscribed: Presented to the Officers of the 1st
Chinese Regiment; possibly this was a gift to
Captain Dent, following the Regiment's
engagement with the Boxers at Tientsin on June
24th 1900. The other silver label here is inscribed:
H.M.S. Amphitrite/1902-1903. This vessel is said
to have arrived in Hong Kong in 1902, and thereby
missed the actions against the Boxers, which
took place under the command of Admiral Sir
Edward Seymour (Amphritite is not listed as
intervening in the Boxer Rebellion by Major L.
Gordon in British Battles and Medals/1947
Edition). Perhaps it was Amphritite which
transported representatives from the 1st Chinese
Regiment to and/or from the Coronation of King
Edward VII. This perhaps would account for the
inscription here on Captain Dent's label. £50.00 £100.00

5

A Chinese translucent glass or crystal figure of
Guanyin, wearing a high chignon and loose fitting
garments, 20cm high £30.00 - £50.00

6

A Chinese gilt-metal water pipe of typical form,
decorated with three girls beside a pine tree; the
reverse with a long inscription, 32cm high, post
Qing Dynasty; together with two gilded wood,
Chinese figures, each about 28cm high (3) £50.00 £100.00
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1

A Chinese famille rose vase with trumpet neck and
underglaze blue design, decorated with
Manchu/Chinese figures, 25 cm high; together
with a blue and white bottle vase, decorated with a
dragon, the base with Qianlong six-character
mark, about 21.5 cm high £50.00 - £100.00

10

An associated pair of Chinese, white metal lined,
nut or wood cups; each cup decorated on the
exterior with pine, plants or trees, both about
5.5cm diameter, Qing Dynasty (2) £50.00 £100.00

11

A mottled, Chinese jade figure of a duck, holding
fungus in its beak, 6cm long; together with a
mottled grey jade slide, 4cm long; a serpentine
green figure of a standing girl, 16.5cm high; and a
stone vase and domed cover, 22cm high (4)
£50.00 - £100.00

12

A Chinese, underglaze blue and famille rose
decorated vase with cylindrical neck and oviform
body; 32cm high, the base with underglaze blue
six-character Qianlong mark, but not of the period
Provenance: The Property of a Lady, from a
Private English Collection. £50.00 - £100.00

13

Four items of Asian metalwork, comprising: a
white metal water pipe; a pair of betel-nut cutters;
a white metal chatelaine with circular ring
suspension, 18cm long; and a box and cover of
circular lobed form, 8cm diameter (4) £50.00 £100.00

14

A turquoise-green Chinese coat decorated with
peaches and six applique elephants; about 93 cm
long, late Qing Dynasty
Provenance: According to family tradition,
collected by Lieutenant Commander, later
Commodore, H.W. Best, Royal Navy, and thence
by direct family descent. £200.00 - £300.00

15

A collection of small Chinese textiles, comprising:

a gourd-shaped pocket for tobacco; a purse
embroidered with hexagonal motifs in counted
stitch, about 10cm square; and five other textiles,
also probably purses or Da Lien. Together with a
book entitled 'The Chinese Purse/Embroidered
Purses of The Ch'ing Dynasty' by Loretta H.Wang
(8) £50.00 - £100.00
16

A quantity of Japanese and other textiles,
including: a Chinese or Korean rank badge
decorated with a Buddhistic Lion, 30 x 28cms; a
red-brown scarf in hinoki-wood box; an orangebrown gros grain fabric decorated with kanji; a
Japanese furoshiki decorated with a red-capped
Manchurian crane; another furoshiki decorated
with a mask; and a black ground textile decorated
with Durna from the Sanskrit Epic, Mahabharata,
probably Javanese (lot)
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. Some of the
Japanese textiles, thought to have been collected
in Japan, prior to the Second World War. £50.00 £100.00

17

A Chinese green textile gown with white ground
sleeves, collar and fringe, decorated with floral and
crane designs, length about 85cm, Qing Dynasty
or later £200.00 - £300.00

18

A quantity of Asian textiles, comprising: five
Chinese collars; five other small Chinese textiles;
a cerise/pink ground bag with beaded design at
the rim, 20 x 22cm; a small enveloped shaped bag
decorated with zig-zag, arrow and geometric
designs, 19.5cm long; and a scarlet-ground
rectangular textile, possibly Gujarat or Rajasthan
(13)

and an inscribed metal dish, 23cm diameter (3)
£50.00 - £100.00
24

Three Asian metal sculpture, comprising: a
standing figure of Krishna, playing the Divine Flute,
19cm high (flute lacking); a figure of Sakyamuni,
The Historical Buddha, seated on a lotus base;
23cm high; and a standing figure of Sakyamuni
with his right hand raised in varada mudra, 18cm
high (3) £50.00 - £100.00

25

A Vaishnava theme, Indian picture on textile
portraying The Blue Krishna standing beside
thirteen Gopis, possibly representing the musical
mode (raga) of Vasanta; dimensions including
frame about 194 x 59cm £50.00 - £100.00

26

Two Indian pictures, both about 26 x 19 cm; one of
a woman seated with her two attendants in a
garden whilst smoking a huqqa, possibly Pahari
style from Northern India; the other of seated
traders or scholars (2) £20.00 - £30.00

27

Fourteen various, mainly Indian, pictures,
including: a pigment on paper painting depicting
Ravana, The Demon King of Lanka, beside
Hanuman in an episode from Valmiki's Ramayana,
overall dimensions 45 x 23 cm; a small picture
possibly depicting Radha kneeling before Krishna;
and a Pahari, or other, picture of a girl dressing
with her maid (14)

Provenance: Six of the pictures bearing Oleg
Polunin, Godalming stamp or writing.
Oleg Vladimirovitch Polunin (1914-1985) was a
Botanist of some note who taught at
Charterhouse, and was well known for his works
on flora, notably 'Flowers of The Himalaya', written
together with Adam Stainton, and published by
The Oxford University Press in 1985. It may, of
course, have been during his trekking across the
Himalayan regions, researching for this work, that
these pictures were acquired. Polunin's travels
took him across a huge area of Asia, including the
Nepal/Sikkim border, Nepal, Uttar Pradesh,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir.

Provenance: The Property of a Lady, from a
Private English Collection. £50.00 - £100.00
19

A Chinese silk shawl with fringed edges,
decorated with bold red flower heads and variously
coloured scrolling tendrils, approximately 150 cm
square, 20th Century £50.00 - £100.00

20

An elegant Indian, pink-ground Sherwani, or other
gown; decorated with gilt woven facings and floral
designs, length about 124cm £100.00 - £150.00

21

A quantity of Asian textiles, comprising: six
various Shisha/Abhala Bharat decorated fabrics,
variously decorated with geometric, reticulated or
other abstract designs; together with two other,
similar textiles, lacking the mirrors; possibly
Rajasthan, Gujarat or Pakistan (8)
28

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £50.00 £100.00
22

23

The small picture here of Krishna with his hand
above the kneeling girl is interesting. This may not
be Radha, but may be Radha's sakhi (her
confidante) who was responsible for explaining to
Krishna the extent of Radha's elegance, a theme
discussed at length by the great Hindi Poet, Bihari
Lal in his work, the Satsai. £350.00 - £450.00

A Japanese short kimono, or other jacket;
decorated on the reverse with a shibui design of
leaves and plants, about 77cm long, Showa/Heisei
Period £15.00 - £30.00
An Indian, Bidri ware huqqah base with with
typical trumpet rim and bell-shaped base, 16.5cm
high; together with a Bidri page turner, 25cm long;
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2

An Indian, small white metal vase, probably Bidri
ware from Bidar in The Deccan, nearly 12cm high,
19th Century
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. For a similar
shape, also attributed to Bidri in the 19th Century,
see page 212 of 'Islamic Art' by Barbara Brend.
£50.00 - £100.00

29

A picture of two Chinese Scholars, standing on a
rocky promontory, two line inscription and red

seal, framed and glazed, overall dimensions 115 x
68cm £50.00 - £100.00

23cm diameter, Qianlong (2) £50.00 - £100.00
37

30

A Chinese porcelain, coral-ground bowl, decorated
on the exterior with scrolling, floral designs, 13cm
diameter. The rim mounted in white metal; the
base with underglaze blue six-character Qianlong
mark £80.00 - £120.00

Two pieces of Chinese blue and white porcelain,
comprising: a powder-blue ground bottle vase,
decorated with objects from the Scholar's Studio,
21cm high; together with a blue and white prunus
jar and cover, 12cm high (2) £300.00 - £400.00

38

31

A glass fronted Chinese wood cabinet; together
with a rectangular, lacquered wood plaque
decorated with fan-tailed goldfish (2)

Three Asian ceramic teapots, comprising: an
austere Yixing stoneware teapot and cover; a
famille rose teapot without cover, decorated with
two figures, probably taken from the Wu Shuang
Pu by Jin Gulian (possibly Ban Zhao, author of the
Book of Han, and Wen Tianxiang, symbol of the
Song resistance to the Yuan); and an octagonal
teapot; the last 17cm diameter (3) £50.00 £100.00

39

A blue and white porcelain Kamcheng with domed
cover decorated with floral and foliage designs,
18cm diameter; together with a Chinese small
blue and white vase, decorated with a fisherman,
18.5cm high (2) £50.00 - £100.00

40

A pair of Peranakan gilt metal Bantal Peluk of
rectangular form; each one decorated with sacred
symbols, 15.5 x 9 cm, 20th Century; together with
an architectural stone plaque, decorated with a
mythological animal (3)

Provenance: The Property of a Lady, from a
Private European Collection. £50.00 - £100.00
32

33

34

A quantity of Asian Art reference books,
pamphlets and Exhibition Catalogues, including:
Jan Van Beers Oriental Art/Masterpieces in Wood
Catalogue/1999; OCS Hong Kong Bulletins Nos.
3/4/5; Arts of Asia/September-October 1978;
Spink Form & Function Catalogue (1997); Chinese
Porcelain by Anthony du Boulay (1973); The
Museum of East Asian Art Journal/Volume V;
Oriental Glazes by Nigel Wood (1978); Annamese
Ceramics in the Museum Pusat Jakarta (1974);
Shino and Oribe Ceramics by Ryoichi Fujioka
(1977); Chinese Blue and White Porcelain by OCS
Hong Kong (1975); Indonesia by Frits A.Wanger;
Ancient Iran by Edith Porada; South East Asian
Ceramic Society Booklets (1979-81); Two
Volumes of Ernest Fenollosa's Epochs of Chinese
and Japanese Art (1963); Chinese Decorative Arts
by Bluetts (1974); Chinese Cultural Art
Treasures/National Palace Museum Illustrated
Handbook (1977); Foundations of Chinese Art by
William Willetts (1967); and Chinese White Wares
by the South East Asian Ceramic Society (1973)
(lot) £50.00 - £100.00
A quantity of various Christie's and Sotheby's
catalogues, including: Christie's Amsterdam/The
Nanking Cargo/1986; Christie's Chinese Ceramics
and Works of Art, 12-7-2005, containing the Van
Hemert jar; Christie's Chinese Ceramics and
Works of Art 18-6-2002; and a number of
Japanese and Islamic Art catalogues (58) £50.00 £100.00

36

41

A Chinese bronze figure of a scholar seated on a
recumbent buffalo, possibly a mirror stand, 16cm
long, Ming or Qing Dynasty £100.00 - £200.00

42

Five Chinese snuff bottles, including: one in green
overlay decorated with fan-tailed goldfish; one in
glass with a Qianlong four-character mark; and
one in pressed amber decorated with animals (5)
£80.00 - £150.00

43

A glazed stoneware set of the Eight Daoist
Immortals, each figure about 15cm high; together
with a book on Daoism, entitled 'The Eight
Immortals of Taoism/Legends and Fables of
popular Taoism' translated by Kwok Man Ho and
Joanne O'Brien (1990) (9) £50.00 - £80.00

44

Five various Chinese snuff bottles, including: one
in single red overlay with metal spoon and stopper;
a small agate bottle, possibly for a lady; and a
mottled black stone bottle with animal mask
handles; the last bottle about 6.5 cm high (5)
£80.00 - £150.00

45

A green Chinese jade paperweight, or other object
for the Scholar's Studio; the composition
apparently a stringed instrument wrapped up
beside a text and a prunus spray; 9.5cm long
£800.00 - £1,000.00

46

Six various Chinese snuff bottles, including: one
decorated with four female figures and with a
Qianlong six-character mark on the base; a
porcelain bottle decorated en-grisaille with four
figures; one decorated in single overlay with two
elephants; and one of double gourd form with

A Chinese porcelain, famille rose brush-rest of
curved design with unglazed base, designed with
three squirrels climbing along a berry bush, 11cm
long, Qianlong
For a similar example, also 11cm long and given
to the Qianlong era of circa 1740-1760, compare
that on the Earle D. Vandekar of Knightsbridge
website. £50.00 - £100.00

35

Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £50.00 £100.00

A Chinese celadon bowl, 19.5cm diameter, Ming
Dynasty; together with a white monochrome vase
with cylindrical neck, 28cm high, possibly Korean
(2) £50.00 - £100.00
Two famille rose porcelain, Chinese plates: one
decorated with two quadrupeds in a landscape;
the other designed with a floral garden, both about
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metal spoon (6) £80.00 - £150.00
47

Six Chinese snuff bottles, including: a coral-red
monochrome glazed bottle; a blue overlay bottle; a
white overlay bottle decorated with a horseman;
and a bottle overlaid with fish (6) £80.00 - £150.00

48

A Chinese green jade brushpot, carved as a peach
hanging from a gnarled stem, about 11cm long;
some darker, mottled inclusions, post Qing
Dynasty £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

49

A pair of soapstone figures; each one carved as
Shoulao, holding a staff in his right hand and a
peach in his left; both about 25cm high (2) £50.00 £100.00

50

A Chinese jade, or jade style, necklace
comprising 46 spherical green beads with some
yellow metal dividers; length when worn about
39cm; some beads decorated with shou symbols
£500.00 - £1,000.00

51

A Chinese green jade of whitish hue, carved as a
Cormorant, or other bird standing beside a large
lotus leaf, 8cm high, post Qing Dynasty £50.00 £100.00

52

A mottled orange cornelian pendant with yellow
metal ring, carved as a dragon chasing a flaming
pearl, 4cm high £50.00 - £100.00

53

A set of five famille rose, Chinese porcelain figures
of standing Daoist Immortals, each one about
22cm high, Qing Dynasty (5)
Provenance: The Property of a Lady £80.00 £120.00

54

Two pieces of blue and white, comprising: a
Chinese Export porcelain, circular dish, decorated
with a mountainous river landscape, 34cm
diameter; together with a cylindrical vase, 25.5cm
high; both Qing Dynasty (2) £50.00 - £100.00

55

A Chinese porcelain, blue and white dish with
central floral design surrounded at the well with
alternate panels of rabbits and flowers, 20.5cm
diameter, Kangxi

July 26th, 1902 by Mrs Ernest Dent to her mother,
Mrs Williamson, soldiers from The Chinese
Regiment came to London that year in order to
take part in The Coronation celebrations of King
Edward VII on August 9th. £50.00 - £100.00
58

A blue and white, Chinese porcelain, oviform
prunus jar and cover, decorated with a typical
design of plum blossom, 24cm high; the base with
Kangxi four-character mark, but not of the period
(2) £100.00 - £200.00

59

A turquoise-blue monochrome, Chinese vase;
together with a small saucer dish, 12.5cm
diameter, with Daoguang mark but not of the
period; and two famille rose tea bowls and saucers
(6)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. The
saucer dish with the Daoguang mark here
apparently portrays four of the famous heroes from
Classical China (The Wu Shuang Pu) by Jin
Gulian in a compilation that first appeared in 1694.
Of course, both the iconography and colouring of
each hero or heroine has been subject to some
change, but the four paragons illustrated here may
be Chen Tuan, the 9th Century Daoist, Chen Dong
(1086-1127) presenting his petition to the
Emperor, Qian Liu (852-932) and Cao E, the Han
Dynasty heroine. Chen Dong was active in the
resistance against those appeasing the invasion
by the Jurchen Tartars, an opposition that even
questioned the legitimacy and mandate of the
Song Emperor, Gaozong. £80.00 - £150.00

60

A famille rose Chinese vase with flaring, trumpet
neck; decorated with circular panels depicting
Manchu/Chinese figures between sacred emblems
from Buddhism, apparently the Padma, the
conjoined fish, the Dharmachakra, and the Dhvaja.
Qing Dynasty; mounted for electricity with wood
stand and gilt mounts. Height of vase about 40cm
high £300.00 - £500.00

61

A sancai decorated, Chinese horse, looking to the
left, after a Tang Dynasty original, 50cm high

Provenance: The Property of a Lady £250.00 £300.00
56

57

Three pieces of blue and white ceramics,
comprising: a stem cup with circular bowl, 11cm
high; a joss-stick or other holder of trapezoid form,
8.5cm long; and a circular dish decorated with
formal lotus, about 19.5cm diameter, the base
with six-character Qianlong mark but not of the
period (3) £350.00 - £400.00
A pair of blue and white, Chinese porcelain bowls
and stands, 10cm diameter, each bowl with
Guangxu six-character mark on the base (4)
Provenance:The Property of a Gentleman. By
family tradition, thought to have been collected by
Captain Wilfred Harry Dent (1867-1915) during his
service with the 1st Chinese (Weihaiwei)
Regiment. According to a family letter written on
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Compare a genuine model of a similar horse in
The Victoria and Albert Museum, illustrated in
'Tang Pottery and Porcelain' by Margaret Medley
£50.00 - £100.00
62

A Canton famille rose vase, decorated with typical
Manchu/Chinese figures in narrative scenes, 29cm
high; together with a Chinese famille rose bowl,
decorated with flowers and invertebrates, nearly
23cm wide, the base with six-character Jiaqing
mark, but not of the period (2) £100.00 - £200.00

63

A Chinese famille rose circular dish, decorated
with a shou symbol and four panels of long-tailed
birds on a millefleurs ground, 37cm diameter; the
base with Qianlong six-character mark, but not of
the period
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £200.00 £300.00

64

A Chinese famille rose vase with trumpet neck,
decorated with The Daoist theme of two girls with
a stag and peaches, possibly Xi Wangmu with an
attendant in the Kunlun Mountains, 44cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

65

A Chinese famille rose bottle vase and domed
cover with knop finial; decorated with panels
depicting birds, flowers and gardens; 40cm high,
late Qing Dynasty or later (2) £200.00 - £300.00
Two famille rose dishes: one Chinese, of
octagonal form, Yongzheng/Qianlong; the other a
Samson dish decorated with peony, 24cm
diameter (2) £20.00 - £30.00

67

A Chinese famille rose dish decorated with
Manchu/Chinese figures, 23.5cm diameter,
Qianlong; together with a Canton polychrome dish;
two small provincial blue and white dishes; a blue
and white teabowl; and a trio decorated en-grisaille
with floral designs. The trio Qianlong (8) £100.00 £150.00

68

A Chinese rectangular table with tapering legs,
and with a reticulated design at each side, 123 x
31 x 81cm, Qing Dynasty £200.00 - £300.00

69

A Chinese wood sculpture of a Chinese Scholar,
holding a status Badge of office, 28cm high,
Ming/Qing Dynasty £50.00 - £70.00

70

An antique Chinese circular rosewood stand, the
top with inset veined marble, inlaid overall with
mother of pearl with designs of iridescent shell, 40
cm diameter x 52 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

71

An elegant Chinese bamboo bitong (brushpot) of
cylindrical form, decorated with a water buffalo
nursing its young calf; the reverse with inscription
and seal, 16cm high £50.00 - £100.00

73

A Chinese cloisonne enamel figure of a prancing
horse, looking to the right; with white surcingle
and associated, removable saddle; 39cm high,
post Qing Dynasty £50.00 - £100.00
A painted Chinese bronze figure of Avalokitesvara
or Guanyin, seated with the left foot perched on
the padma stem, and the right hand raised in
mudra. Ming or Qing Dynasty; mounted for
electricity with fixed gilt-metal mount. Height of
bronze about 32cm high
Provenance: The Property of a Lady, thought to
have been collected by either her Grandfather or
her Great-Grandfather. £200.00 - £400.00

74

75

An associated pair of gilded metal Tantric figures:
one probably Avalokitesvara Shadakshari, holding
both central hands together in anjali mudra; the
other possibly Green Tara with a padma flower at
each shoulder, and with both hands expressed in
mudra; each figure about 22cm high and with a
rectangular wood stand (4) £500.00 - £700.00
A Chinese, or other Asian, metal candlestick
decorated at the base with taotie-style motifs; the
tall, shaped stem with reticulated designs, 45 cm
high £50.00 - £100.00
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A Chinese wood offering or Altar box of cuboid
form, decorated with four reticulated panels; two
panels with script and two panels depicting
scholars; 26cm square, Qing Dynasty
Provenance: The Property of a Lady; from a
Private European Collection.

66

72

76

5

Exhibited: No. 16 in 'Masterpieces in
Wood'/Exhibition of Early Qing Carvings, 9th-20th
November, 1999 at Jan van Beers Oriental Art, 34
Davies Street, London W1 (The catalogue of this
Exhibition, sold with the box, refers). According to
this catalogue (op.cit. above), the two different
types of script here represent a poem in Zhou era
characters, and a reminder of Qin Shih Huang Di's
unsuccessful pilgrimage to the sacred mountain of
Mount Tai in Shandong. It was the First Sovereign
Emperor of Chin's wish to pay Homage at the
mountain, as a means by which to legalise his
position as Emperor; he was unable to complete
the formalities of this observance, however, due to
a storm on the mountain. Tai shan's mile high
climb may be regarded, therefore, as a highly
significant devotion, and as van Beers further
points out, Emperor Wu of The Han, also made
this journey in about 110BC. Perhaps the success
of Emperor Wu's journey here may be interpreted
as a justification of the Confucian principles, which
according to some sources had suffered during the
Qin era.
£50.00 - £100.00
77

A Chinese wood, rectangular low table with
scrolling and reticulated designs, 100cm long,
Qing Dynasty £80.00 - £150.00

78

A Chinese rectangular table; the austere design
without reticulated or decorated sides, 157 x 43 x
81cm, Qing Dynasty £200.00 - £300.00

79

A bamboo hanging vase with loop handle
decorated with two Chinese characters and gourd
vine, 37cm high; together with an applique
depicting a Magistrate or other official, a
rectangular wood scroll weight or other object
decorated with Cranes and Pine; and a wood
necklace (4) £50.00 - £80.00

80

A Japanese print by Utagawa Toyokuni III (17861864), oban tate-e, depicting a courtier, signed
Toyokuni ga, framed and glazed £30.00 - £50.00

81

A Japanese Shigaraki-yaki vase with irregular
trumpet neck by Rakusai Takahashi; 25cm high;
together with its original paper, giving the history of
Shigaraki wares in kanji, and its fitted hinoki-wood
box (3)
Provenance: The Property of a Lady £50.00 £100.00

82

A Japanese tanto in buke-zukuri koshirae with
associated saya and integral kogatana; the mumei
blade hirazukuri/fukuru-tsuku kissaki with funagata nakago and single mekugi-ana. The unsigned
fuchi-kashira, decorated with tsuru and minogame;

83

nagasa about 19.5cm (6sun/5.01178 bu) but saya
34cm long (areas of urumu and rust/yakiba
chipped) £100.00 - £200.00

95

A Japanese bronze okimono of a standing
elephant, signed in a rectangular cartouche, 26cm
long, Meiji Period £100.00 - £150.00

A pair of antique Chinese hardwood horseshoeback chairs, the well carved decoration with
bamboo designs (2) £200.00 - £300.00

96

An antique Chinese hardwood envelope card table,
moulded and relief carved overall with dragons,
flaming pearl and cherry blossom, the hinge over
panels with ovoid counter wells to the undersides
and enclosing a baize line surface, the four sided
frieze each with a drawer, the whole raised on four
conforming moulded and turned tapering legs, 57 x
57 x 78 cm h £150.00 - £200.00

97

Three Chinese vases, comprising: a cylindrical
blue and white vase with Xuande four-character
mark; a baluster vase with cover, decorated with
prunus; and a cylindrical vase decorated with boys
in polychrome enamels. The tallest 33cm high (3)
£50.00 - £100.00

84

An ersatz Japanese katana in buke-zukuri style
koshirae, probably for martial-arts discipline;
nagasa nearly 70cm (nearly 2
Shaku/3Sun/1.006329 bu) £50.00 - £100.00

85

A Japanese bronze koro, designed as a
mythological minogame with a smaller minogame
on its back, unsigned, 20cm long; probably
Meiji/Taisho Period £80.00 - £150.00

£100.00 - £150.00

86

A small stained ivory, Japanese okimono, carved
as a seated artisan, holding a Daruma Doll in his
left hand, about 5cm high, Meiji Period £30.00 £50.00

87

An associated set of four Chinese pictures,
variously depicting: a perched, exotic bird beside
an extensive inscription and two red seals; a pair
of Mandarin Ducks beside overhanging lotus,
single line inscription and red seal; a mother bird
with her chicks, one red seal and inscription; and
a pair of perched birds, single line inscription and
one red seal. Each picture approximately 155 x 46
cm (4) £50.00 - £100.00

98

Two Japanese kacho-ga: one inscribed Choson, of
two red-capped Manchurian Cranes; the other,
also inscribed, depicting a bird on a branch. Both
framed and glazed; total dimensions about 26 x
23cm (2) £30.00 - £50.00

99

A small yellow ground Chinese cup, decorated in
famille rose enamels with floral designs; 8.5cm
diameter; the base with six-character Tongzhi
mark but not of the period £350.00 - £450.00

Two blue and white vases, comprising: one
depicting birds and flowers, with Qianlong fourcharacter mark; the other decorated with a
mountainous river landscape, the last about 26cm
high (2) £40.00 - £80.00

100

A Japanese sometsuke dish decorated with a
kacho-ga style design, 39cm diameter,
Meiji/Taisho Period £30.00 - £50.00

101

A Japanese white metal bowl, decorated on the
exterior with a floral design; 13cm diameter, the
base with kanji inscription, Meiji Period or later
£80.00 - £100.00

88

89

90

Twelve pieces of porcelain, comprising: a white
monochrome vase and cover; two Japanese Imari
dishes; three celadon ground famille rose dishes;
102
and six pieces of blue and white including one with
a Kangxi four-character mark (12) £50.00 - £100.00
A Japanese porcelain, possibly Arita or Kutani,
group of The Shiba Onko story, illustrating the
young Song Dynasty Scholar, Sze Ma Kwang,
smashing the large goldfish bowl in order to save
his friend from drowning; 21cm high, Meiji Period
or later ('Legend in Japanese Art' by Henri Joly,
refers).

Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman,
inherited from his Great-Grandmother who was a
Nurse during the Boer War. £50.00 - £100.00
103

A Chinese famille rose planter, decorated with
floral designs and designed with a hole at the
base, 23.5cm diameter, post Qing Dynasty £30.00
- £50.00

104

A Chinese ivory tsun, or other vessel, with three
zoomorphic heads and six legs; 9cm high and
6.5cm diameter; the flaring neck with Qianlong
four-character mark (da Qing Qianlong) beside a
further three-character mark; Qing Dynasty with
fitted wood stand (2)

£50.00 - £100.00
91

A mottled green necklace with 88 beads, about
59cm when worn £30.00 - £40.00

92

Three Chinese plates, comprising: one in famille
verte decorated with two Buddhistic Lions; one in
blue and white decorated with a pagoda; and one
in blue and white decorated with a dragon beside a
leaping carp (3) £50.00 - £80.00

93

A bamboo, Chinese bitong of cylindrical form,
decorated with panels of Scholars beside
calligraphy inscriptions, 12cm high £60.00 £100.00

94

An antique Chinese veined marble inset carved
hardwood stand of cylindrical form, 41cm diameter
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A Chinese wood sculpture of Shoulao, holding a
gnarled staff, 23cm high, 19th/20th Century;
together with a coral ground cup with Tongzhi, or
other, four-character mark, 19.5cm diameter (2)

6

Provenance: The Property of a Lady, collected by
her Great Aunt prior to the Second World War.
The shape here was presumably intended as a
reminder of the ritual bronzes that are now dated
to about the 11th Century BC. This was the
moment in China's bronze production which saw

stylised heads of rams, birds, owls and
mythological animals incorporated into the
designs of zun, you, lei or jia. William Watson in
'The Arts of China to AD900' argues for the zun as
'a wider version of the hu', concluding that the
shapes established at the time of the Shang
formalised a convention which 'may be termed
heiratic' (page 26 op.cit above, refers). Here
perhaps is the reason for a similar form of vessel
from the Qing, bearing the four-character mark of
The Qianlong Emperor. £300.00 - £500.00
105

106

107

108

Xuande mark, but not of the period; a leys jar with
circular rim, 10cm high; and a bottle vase with
squat, globular body, 19.5cm high (3) £300.00 £500.00
115

A Mirror-black/Wu Chin style, Chinese
monochrome vase, 17.5cm high; the base with
underglaze Kangxi six-character mark, but not of
the period £150.00 - £250.00

116

Two malachite brushwashers: one designed as a
mushroom, 9.5cm diameter; the other decorated
with birds and pine, 12cm diameter (2) £80.00 £150.00

A set of three Chinese associated dishes,
decorated with dragons, each about 20.5cm
diameter; together with two other blue and white
dishes, decorated with figures; all late Qing
Dynasty or later (5) £80.00 - £120.00

117

Five Japanese oban tate-e by Ukiyo-e artists,
comprising: two prints by Kunisada; one by
Kuniyoshi; one by Yoshikazu; and one by
Kunichika; together with four facsimile prints (9)
£30.00 - £50.00

Three small teadust/Ch'a yeh mo style
monochromes of various hue, comprising: a
meiping, 15cm high; a bottle vase with cylindrical
neck, 16cm high; and an arrow vase with rounded
rectangular base, 14cm high (3) £100.00 - £200.00

118

Three blue and white ginger jars; two decorated
with prunus and one decorated with boys; the
largest 14cm high; all post Qing Dynasty (3)
£50.00 - £100.00

Three small Sang-de-boeuf/Lang yao style,
Chinese monochromes of various hue; the tallest
about 14.5cm high, late Qing Dynasty or later (3)
£300.00 - £400.00

119

A mottled peachbloom, Chinese brushwasher of
typical circular and beehive form; 12.5cm
diameter, underglaze blue Kangxi six-character
mark, but not of the period £250.00 - £350.00

120

Three small Apple/P'ing kuo ch'ing style, or other,
green Chinese monochromes, comprising: an
oviform vase, 10cm high; a cylindrical cup, 7cm
diameter; and a bottle vase, 12cm high; each one
with crackle design, Qing Dynasty or later (3)
£300.00 - £400.00

121

Three small Chinese monochrome vases,
comprising: a blue glazed vase with circular neck,
possibly Guandong stoneware, 17cm high; a
celadon meiping with crackle design, 13cm high;
and a crackle glazed vase with cylindrical neck,
14cm high (3) £100.00 - £200.00

122

A Sang-de-boeuf/Lang-Yao style, Chinese
monochrome bottle vase with circular neck;
together with a similar vase with a mottled
lavender/blue in the glaze; both about 24cm high
(2) £200.00 - £300.00

123

Two Chinese blue and white vases, comprising:
one decorated with formal lotus and underglaze
blue Kangxi four-character mark; the other
decorated with birds and flowers, also with
underglaze blue Kangxi four-character mark; both
about 20cm high and late Qing Dynasty or later (2)
£150.00 - £250.00

124

A Chinese blue and white bowl, decorated on the
exterior with the Eight Immortals of Daoism, 12cm
diameter. Six-character Qianlong mark, but not of
the period £150.00 - £250.00

125

A Chinese blue and white bowl, decorated on the
exterior with three figures in a lotus pond, 15cm
diameter, the base with four-character Kangxi
mark, but not of the period £100.00 - £150.00

126

A Chinese blue and white bowl, decorated on the

A famille rose, Chinese cup with four-character
mark, Yu Qing tian Zhi (Hall for the Celebration of
Jade), decorated with Manchu/Chinese boys at
leisure, 7.5cm diameter, post Qing Dynasty
£350.00 - £400.00

109

An Indian, Chola-style bronze figure of Parvati, the
Holy Consort of Shiva and Mother of Ganesha and
Kumara, standing on a square base, 22cm high
£50.00 - £100.00

110

A mottled green, Chinese jade figure of a
recumbent horse, 7cm long, post Qing Dynasty
£800.00 - £1,000.00

111

A Chinese Cloisonne enamel incense burner with
pierced domed cover and Buddhistic Lion finial,
decorated on the typical turquoise blue ground
with formal lotus, 16.5cm high, Qing Dynasty
Provenance: The Property of a Lady, from a private
English Collection. £500.00 - £1,000.00

112

A large gilt metal, Chinese tripod incense burner
with two pierced handles; 28cm diameter; the
base with a Xuande six-character mark, but not of
the period
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £700.00 £1,000.00

113

114

A blue and white vase of square section; the top
decorated with bats and peaches, and the four
sides variously designed; 19cm high, the base
with underglaze blue Daoguang four-character
mark; the neck with pewter mount £250.00 £350.00
Three Sang-de-boeuf/Lang-yao style, Chinese
mottled red monochromes, comprising: a small
meiping with underglaze blue four-character
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exterior with four panels of narrative scenes and
natural history; 20cm diameter; the base with
Kangxi four-character mark, but not of the period
£200.00 - £300.00
127

plum blossom, 24cm high, late Qing Dynasty or
later £400.00 - £600.00

A Chinese blue and white saucer dish, decorated
with a Scholar and two ladies in a narrative scene,
possibly intended as a cameo from Wang Shifu's
'Romance of The Western Chamber'; 19.5cm
diameter, the base with underglaze blue
Yongzheng six-character mark, but not of the
period £200.00 - £300.00

128

Two Chinese blue and white vases, one of gourd
form decorated with Natural History; the other a
bottle vase, similarly decorated. The taller 23cm
high, both with four-character Kangxi mark, but
neither of the period (2) £150.00 - £180.00

129

Three Chinese underglaze blue decorated bowls;
two with Kangxi four-character marks, but neither
of the period; the smallest of the three, 10cm
diameter (3) £100.00 - £150.00

130

Three provincial celadon monochrome vases, the
tallest 18cm high (3) £100.00 - £200.00

131

A Clair-de-lune/Yueh-pai style, Chinese
monochrome bottle vase with key-fret design;
17cm high; the base with underglaze blue
Qianlong six-character mark, but not of the period
£100.00 - £200.00

132

A blue monochrome, Chinese vase with cylindrical
neck and squat oviform body, 20cm high, Qing
Dynasty or later £100.00 - £200.00

133

Two Chinese blue monochrome vases; one with
flaring trumpet neck, 25cm high; the other with
cylindrical neck and oviform body, about 25cm
high (2) £200.00 - £300.00

134

135

An associated pair of cafe-au-lait and underglaze
blue, Chinese bowls, presumably for the Batavian
Market; each one decorated in the interior with
floral designs, 14cm diameter, 18th Century (2)
£50.00 - £100.00
Two Chinese blue and white vases, comprising:
one of cylindrical form decorated with scholars in a
mountainous river landscape, 23cm high, Kangxi
six-character mark; the other of waisted form
decorated with two horseman, 17cm high (2)
£150.00 - £250.00

140

Two cylindrical blue and white, Chinese vases,
comprising: one decorated with dragons and
Kangxi four-character mark, 15cm high; the other
decorated with panels of Scholars, 20cm high (2)
£50.00 - £100.00

141

Three blue and white 'ginger', or other jars,
including two decorated with prunus; the smallest
12cm high; Qing Dynasty or later (3) £200.00 £300.00

142

Two mottled blue/mauve/red Chinese glazed
vases: one of tall meiping form; the other of gourd
form. The latter, and taller, vase 19 cm high (2)
£200.00 - £300.00

143

A Chinese, mottled cream-grey/sang-de-boeuf
glazed meiping with flecks of green; 13.5cm high,
the base with underglaze blue six-character
Kangxi mark, but not of the period £150.00 £250.00

144

A Guan-yao style circular, Chinese brushwasher,
9 cm diameter, four-character mark; together with
three small vases, all designed with crackle
decoration, the tallest vase a meiping, 14cm high
(4) £250.00 - £350.00

145

A green circular dish or brushwasher with
unglazed foot and base, decorated with a
green/blue glaze in the Junyao style, 15.5cm
diameter; together with: a small wood cup with
white metal lining, decorated with Shou symbols,
5.5cm diameter; and a wood cup, carved with a
dragon and a primate, 7.5cm diameter (3) £80.00 £120.00

146

A mottled lavender/purple glazed, Chinese
monochrome bowl on circular foot, 16 cm
diameter, Qing Dynasty or later £50.00 - £80.00

147

A green monochrome, Chinese vase with
cylindrical body and trumpet neck; 18cm high, the
base with blue Qianlong six-character mark, but
not of the period £100.00 - £200.00
A Clair-de-lune/Yueh-pai style, Chinese
monochrome bottle vase with oviform shoulders;
20cm high, the base with underglaze blue Kangxi
six-character mark, but not of the period £200.00 £300.00

148

136

A Chinese, blue and white rouleau vase, decorated 149
with a design of birds and flowers, 25cm high,
Qing Dynasty £150.00 - £250.00

137

A Chinese blue and white rouleau vase, decorated
with a narrative scene of Scholars or Courtiers,
25cm high, late Qing Dynasty £200.00 - £300.00

138

139

Three small Chinese monochromes, comprising:
two turquoise bottle vases and a mauve/blue
meiping on large circular base, the last and tallest
5.5cm high; all late Qing Dynasty or later (3)
£200.00 - £300.00
A Chinese blue and white vase with long neck and
squat, oviform body; decorated with lychees and
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A Chinese, blue and white vase with cylindrical
neck, decorated with four figures; 21cm high, the
base with Kangxi six-character mark, but not of
the period £200.00 - £300.00

150

Two Chinese ceramic, small blue and white vases,
comprising: one with associated domed cover,
decorated with dragons, 17cm high; the other
decorated with boys and vases. Both with Kangxi
four-character mark, but neither of the period (2)
£80.00 - £100.00

151

A Powder blue/Ch'ui ch'ing style, Chinese
monochrome baluster vase with trumpet neck and
flaring foot. The base with underglaze blue double
circle mark; 30.5cm high, Qing Dynasty £200.00 -

£400.00
152

£50.00 - £80.00

A green monochrome, Chinese oviform vase with
domed cover en-suite, decorated with a small
crackle design; 19cm high, Qing Dynasty

162

A number of books and catalogues on Japanese
and Asian Art, including: 'Joly's List of Names and
Kakihan' (1963); Two Christie's catalogues of the
Dr. Walter A Compton collection of Japanese
Swords and Sword Fittings (1992); 'One Hundred
Masterpieces from the Collection of Dr.Walter
A.Compton' with Essays by William Tilley and
Walter Compton II; Catalogue of Collection
J.Jacques Reubell (Paris 1934); 'Das
Kunstgewerbe in Japan Von Otto Kummel' (Berlin
1911); 'Netsuke/A Guide for Collectors' by Mary
Louise O'Brien; 'Japanische Schwertzieraten' von
Gustav Jacoby (Leipzig 1904); 'Japanese
Eroticism' presented by Bernard Soulie (1981);
Netsuke' by Richard Barker and Lawrence Smith;
'Japanese Inro and Lacquer' (Spinks 1984); Two
Eskenazi catalogues of 'Eighteenth to Twentieth
Century Netsuke' (1978); 'Tamba Pottery' by
Daniel Rhodes; 'The Art of Modern Japan' by Hugo
Munsterberg; 'Tansu' by Ty & Kiyoko Heineken;
'Dictionary of Chinese and Japanese Art' by Hugo
Munsterberg (1981); and two volumes of 'Art
Treasures of Japan' edited by Yashiro Yukio
(1960) (28) £50.00 - £100.00

163

A Chinese underglaze-blue and polychrome bowl
with six-character Guangxu mark but not of the
period, 13.5cm diameter; together with a Japanese
Kaga Province teapot, the base with three kanji,
18cm high (2) £20.00 - £50.00

According to Soame Jenyns in 'Later Chinese
Porcelain', the crackled glazes caught the
attention of Le Pere D'Entrecolles, who described
them as 'marbled all over...it is like a work in
mosaic'. £300.00 - £500.00
153

Three provincial celadon vases, comprising: one
with trumpet neck, about 13cm high; and two with
crackle design; the taller 22cm high (3) £150.00 £250.00

154

Two celadon monochrome, Chinese vases,
comprising: a bottle vase with underglaze blue
Yongzheng six-character mark; and an oviform
vase and cover, the last about 19.5cm high; both
post Qing Dynasty (2) £100.00 - £200.00

155

Two Chinese blue and white vases, both decorated
with prunus and both with underglaze blue Kangxi
four-character mark; the larger about 16cm high
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

156

Three Chinese underglaze blue decorated vases:
one of rouleau form decorated with a Scholar,
22cm high; one depicting flowering prunus, 27cm
high; and one decorated with a floral design,
23.5cm high (3) £150.00 - £250.00

157

158

A quantity of Chinese Ceramics, comprising: a
famille rose bowl, 16cm diameter; a blue and white 164
vase and cover; three blue and white cups; a small
blue and white vase; three blue and white saucers;
and a circular blue and white cover; Qing Dynasty
or later (10) £50.00 - £100.00
165
Seven blue and white Chinese snuff bottles,
including: one decorated with a small vessel and
with a Yongzheng six-character mark; together
with an underglaze red decorated bottle; a famille
rose bottle decorated with crabs or other
crustaceans; a famille rose bottle decorated with a 166
bat and peaches, four-character Qianlong mark; a
famille rose bottle with floral designs; an
underglaze blue and copper red bottle decorated
with fan-tailed goldfish beside aquatic foliage; and
three other bottles (15) £150.00 - £250.00

159

An associated pair of Chinese white metal vases;
each one decorated with botanical designs and
with maker's, or other, marks; the taller vase 11cm
high; with two stands (4) £100.00 - £200.00

160

Twenty small pieces of Chinese Cloisonne
enamel, comprising: four circular dishes; and
sixteen incense burners or other vessels. Each
vessel about 4 cm diameter (20) £20.00 - £30.00

161

9

A Japanese, Satsuma tripod koro with reticulated
domed cover and butterfly finial; decorated with
invertebrates, the base with three line kanji
inscription, 11cm diameter, Meiji/Taisho Period
£100.00 - £150.00
A Japanese, Satsuma bowl of conical form,
decorated in typical colours and gilt with a traveller
crossing a bridge in a mountainous, river
landscape, 11cm diameter, signed on the base
Kinkozan sei beside an impressed mark,
Meiji/Taisho Period £100.00 - £150.00

167

Two small Japanese vases by Kinkozan,
comprising: an oviform vase decorated with
sparrows flying through bamboo 7cm high, signed
Kinkozan sei; and a small vase decorated with
karako, 6cm high, signed Kinkozan, Meiji/Taisho
Period (2) £50.00 - £100.00

168

Two pieces of Satsuma, Japanese stoneware,
comprising: a squat globular vase with domed
cover, decorated with Daimyo and Yamato
Nadeshko on the blue ground, unsigned; and a
waisted cup or vase decorated with kacho-ga, the
last 12cm high. Both Meiji Period or later (2)
£50.00 - £100.00

A Chinese blue and white yen-yen vase, decorated
with scrolling designs, 36 cm high, Kangxi sixcharacter mark but not of the period; together with
a famille rose cylindrical teapot, about 20cm high;
and a pair of turquoise-ground cylindrical vases,
17.5cm high, possibly from Multan in Pakistan (4)
169
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A pair of Japanese, dark-blue ground cloisonne
enamel vases; each one of squat globular form
decorated with a pair of peacocks in flight; about 8
cm high, unsigned, Meiji/Taisho Period (2)
£200.00 - £400.00

A facsimile of Utamaro's Ogi-uri, Uchiwa-uri, mugi-

tsuki (after the original in Seiro Niwaka Onna
Geisha no bu); a facsimile of Utamaro's Mono
Omou Koi (after the original in Kasen Koi no Bu);
together with three oban tate-e (including two by
Kunisada); and a facsimile after Kunihisa (6)
£20.00 - £30.00
170

Two soap, or other, stone figures presumably
carved as Xi Wangmu the Daoist Deity; one figure
showing her beside a boy with a peach; the other
figure showing her beside a pair of standing
cranes, the taller 27ins high, both figures post
Qing Dynasty (2) £50.00 - £100.00

electricity (2) £50.00 - £100.00
180

A kuro-nuri, Japanese chest with hinged doors
opening to reveal an arrangement of six drawers
decorated with tsuru beside Fujiyama, 30cm long,
Meiji Period, £20.00 - £30.00

181

A Japanese metal alloy koro, or other vessel, with
cloud handles, 19cm high, Meiji Period or later
£50.00 - £70.00

182

A gilt metal incense burner or other cylindrical
vessel with pierced domed cover and shell
handles; decorated with three inscriptions, 39cm
diameter £50.00 - £100.00

183

Three Japanese ivory Bezique, or other,
rectangular counters; each one decorated in
Shibayama-style with kacho-ga designs,
incorporating birds, flowers and invertebrates,
9cm, Meiji/Taisho Period (3) £100.00 - £200.00

171

A Chinese rectangular textile depicting the Daoist
theme of a Crane standing beside a pine tree,
framed and glazed; overall dimensions 80 x 40cm;
post Qing Dynasty £20.00 - £30.00

172

A small blue and white ewer with a four-character
Xuande mark, but not of the period, 14cm long;
together with a Japanese, Koransha Imari oviform 184
vase, 19cm high, decorated with floral designs; the
base with three-character mark, Fukagawa sei (2)
£30.00 - £50.00
185
A Japanese kakemono-e print of a standing
Yamato Nadeshko, framed £20.00 - £30.00

173
174

175

176

177

178

179

A large and scarce, Chinese famille rose punch
bowl, decorated on the exterior with European
186
hunting scenes; one scene illustrating the fox
jumping safely into a tree whilst a horseman blows
the hunting horn, 31.5cm diameter, Qianlong;
together with: a famille rose tankard; a Samson
armorial bowl; and five other pieces of porcelain (8)
£150.00 - £250.00
Six various hard stones, comprising: a Mughal187
style, translucent jade cup decorated with a band
of flower heads, 4.5cm high; a green jade cup with
reticulated flower handles; an oval jade vessel with
four-character mark, 8.5cm long; a soapstone
figure of an emaciated Luohan beside a Buddhist
Lion, 8.5cm high; a stone figure of a Buddhist
Lion; and a small spinach green vessel, 6cm wide
(6)
£150.00 - £250.00
188
Two pieces of Chinese Blue and White,
comprising: a vase with four-character Kangxi
mark, but not of the period, 14.5cm high; together
with a prunus decorated oviform jar and cover,
12cm high (2) £50.00 - £100.00
A Chinese white metal box and cover of
rectangular form, decorated with floral designs,
16cm long; the base with WS maker's or other
mark £80.00 - £120.00

189

A pair of yellow-ground, Canton-style, Chinese
enamel bowls decorated with floral designs, 19cm
diameter; together with a Chinese blue and white
dish decorated with characters from a narrative
scene, 25cm diameter (3) £30.00 - £50.00
Two Persian, or other, oviform metal vases; one
decorated with designs of foliage; the other with a
reticulated body decorated with small portraits;
each vase about 40cm high and mounted for
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A famille rose 'egg-shell' bowl, decorated with
dragon and floral designs, 27cm diameter,
Qianlong mark but not of the period £40.00 £60.00
A pair of Imari style vases, mounted for electricity;
together with an oviform vase decorated with
prunus and birds; the last 38cm high (3) £130.00 £180.00
A three-leaf, wood mounted, screen; each leaf
decorated on either side with a textile design of
Natural History subjects, including Primates, Birds
and Trees; each leaf 148 x 53 cm
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. £150.00 £200.00
A famille rose, Chinese bowl with foliate rim,
decorated on the exterior with four armed
horsemen; 18.5cm diameter, the base with sixcharacter mark of The Xianfeng Emperor, but not
of the period
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. £50.00 £70.00
A quantity of Canton famille rose porcelain,
comprising: a bowl, 19.5cm diameter; three
cylindrical coffee cups; three tea cups; and eight
saucers, all Qing Dynasty (15)
Provenance: The Property of a Gentleman. £50.00 £70.00
An inlaid mother-of-pearl, Chinese console table,
decorated with floral designs, 104 x 52 x 80cm
Provenance: The Property of Lady £400.00 £600.00

190

A famille rose, Chinese tea or wine pot and domed
cover, with metal looped handle; decorated with
two figures from the Wu Shuang Pu by Jin Gulian;
one figure Hua Mu Lan with a longbow; the other
figure possibly Li Tai Bo. 12cm high, late Qing
Dynasty or later, £50.00 - £100.00

191

Two Asian textiles, comprising: one Japanese with

designs incorporating cameos of Fuchu/Abekawa
and the torii gate at Fujisawa; the other Chinese
about 93 x 93cm (2) £20.00 - £30.00
192

193

194

195

Four green hardstones, comprising: a dragon
headed belt-hook or other object; a small carving
of a bat beside a gourd, 5cm high; a small pebble
carved with a dragon head, 4.5cm long; and a
small lozenge-shaped carving depicting a Scholar
beneath pine, 8cm high; all post Qing Dynasty (4)
£50.00 - £100.00

A pair of electroplated classical column table
lamps with green marble columns and stepped
square bases, 58 cm high overall (including
socket) £250.00 - £300.00

201

A tantalus with electroplated mounts, fitted with
two cut and moulded glass square decanters, to/w
six each electroplated Queens pattern table forks
and dessert forks £80.00 - £120.00

202

A pair of electroplated entree dishes and covers
with detachable handles to/w a pair of oval serving
platters with gadrooned rims and a meat dish
domed cover by the Goldsmiths Alliance, Cornhill
(5) £80.00 - £100.00

Two Japanese kimono, both probably for men.
One with red-brown brocade patterns on an olivegreen ground; the other with flower head brocade
patterns on a grey ground; together with a happi or 203
haori coat decorated with sailing vessels on the
interior lining, all three Showa or Heisei Jidei (3)
£100.00 - £150.00
204
A pair of Japanese, Kaga vases, dai Nihon Kutani
single line inscriptions, each one decorated in
akaji-kinga with panels depicting Samurai and
205
kacho-ga; one panel illustrating the famous
Samurai, Kato Kiyomasa (1562-1611), tiger
hunting during the War in Korea, 1597-98, 33 cm
high, Meiji Period (2) £50.00 - £100.00
206
Fifteen Chinese snuff, or other, bottles, including:
a green jade bottle designed as a finger citron; a
powder-blue monochrome bottle; a black-ground
and green bottle with Kangxi four-character mark;
two single-red overlay glass bottles; two
207
polychrome enamel bottles decorated with
dragons; a single black overlay glass bottle
decorated with lotus; an inside-painted bottle
decorated with dragon-flies and fan-tailed gold fish
by Yan Yutian ; a porcelain bottle decorated with
208
dogs and Daoguang four-character mark; and a
bamboo bottle designed as a fruit in flower; Qing
Dynasty or later; together with two small Japanese
bottle vases (17) £200.00 - £400.00

196

Two inside-painted Chinese snuff bottles by Ma
Shaoxuan, one dated 1896 and the other dated
1907; both decorated with a red seal beside lines
of text (2) £200.00 - £300.00

197

A single green overlay glass, Chinese snuff bottle,
decorated with pine, prunus and bamboo (the
Suhian San you), 18th Century £200.00 - £300.00

198

A micro-incised Chinese snuff bottle, decorated on
the obverse with a Scholar and his Acolyte beside
a tree; the reverse with a four-line inscription
£150.00 - £250.00

199

200

A pair of Japanese, kuro-nuri bowls; each one
decorated in maki-e techniques with a carp beside
a wave, 12cm diameter, Showa or Heisei Jidei (2)
£40.00 - £70.00

199A Six Chinese wood figures, including: one of an
emaciated Luohan; one of a pair of figures,
possibly the Daoists, He-He Erxian; and one of
Budai, or another Buddhist, holding a rosary; the
first about 25cm high; 19th/20th Century (6)
£150.00 - £200.00
BidMaster Office
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An octagonal electroplated tray, a long tray, three
piece tea service, two half-pint mugs and flatware
etc (box) £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of plated on copper twin-branch candelabra
with three sconces and detachable tops, 22 cm
high £70.00 - £100.00
A 19th century Adam revival plated on copper
soup tureen and cover, with urn finial and twin
handles, on stemmed lobed foot, 25 x 38 cm to/w
a fiddle pattern soup ladle (2) £50.00 - £70.00
An oak tantalus with electroplated mounts and
patent locking hinged top, fitted with three hobnailcut square decanters with facetted stoppers
£80.00 - £120.00
An Old Sheffield Plate large candelabrum with twin
branches, the three sconces with detachable floral
grease pans, stamped 'Silver Edges' in sockets,
the detachable top on baluster stem and floralcast circular base, 51 cm £80.00 - £120.00
An Old Sheffield Plate rectangular entree dish and
cover with foliate-cast detachable handle and
foliate, scroll and gadrooned rims, engraved with
armorial and motto, pineapple makers mark possibly Dan Holy & Co £60.00 - £80.00

209

An Old Sheffield Plate chamberstick with beaded
rims and cast oval thumbpiece engraving with lion
crest, with conical snuffer to/w an ovoid bonbon
bowl, sitting in a plated on copper Empire-style
stand with swing handle winged mask caryatids
and hoof feet (2) £60.00 - £90.00

210

An adjustable nickel plated desk lamp in the Art
Deco manner with conical shade and stepped
square base £80.00 - £120.00

211

A large oval meat dome with reeded loop handle
and beaded rim, by Elkington & Co, to/w a pair of
twin branch candelabra (3) £50.00 - £70.00

212

A pair of electroplated toast racks, two cream
jugs, twelve coffee spoons and three decanter
labels (box) £20.00 - £30.00

213

Two canteens of Viners Kings pattern flatware and
cutlery £80.00 - £120.00

214

A pair of electroplated honey-pots, cast as
beehives, to/w a pair of Old Sheffield Plate bottle
coasters with vine-cast rims, various other table
wares, flatware etc (box) £80.00 - £120.00

215

A Victorian oval electroplated teapot by Phillip
Ashberry & Sons, London to/w various other
plated wares including sundae dishes, flatware,
oddments of silver etc (box) £40.00 - £60.00

227

An electroplated pierced trivet on stand to/w a pair
of pastry tongs, bread dish, entree dish and cover
and cased flatware etc (box) £50.00 - £70.00

A Shelley china Trees and Sunset pattern comport
on electroplated stem to/w an electroplated rose
bowl in the form of a drawstring sack, a long hors
d'oeuvres tray, cut glass preserve jar with
electroplated lid and two sugar casters (6 - box)
£40.00 - £60.00

216

228

Two 1930s Art Deco sets of electroplated flatware
and cutlery with ivory handles, to/w a matching
cased set of fish knives and forks with servers (3)
£100.00 - £150.00

A graduated set of four Maple & Co electroplated
oval meat dome covers with beaded loop handles
and rims to/w a large oval wine tray with pierced
gallery (5) £100.00 - £150.00

229

A large oval electroplated champagne bath with
beaded rims and twin handles, on lion mask and
paw feet, 54 cm wide overall £130.00 - £160.00

230

A canteen containing a set of bead-edge epns
flatware for eight, with extras (little used) £50.00 £80.00

231

A Continental 800 grade bonbon bowl, to/w a
Levathan Plate epns stemmed fruit basket with
swing handle and an oval inkstand with cast stag
pen holder with two cut glass ink bottles (3)
£50.00 - £70.00

220A An epns matched four-piece tea/coffee service,
to/w a plated on copper salver and two pairs of
candelabra (box) £60.00 - £90.00

232

A US plate 'Victoria' pattern three piece tea
service by Reed & Barton, on similar engraved
circular tray £50.00 - £80.00

221

233

An 83-piece part set of electroplated flatware and
cutlery by Garrards, in fitted canteen trays £40.00 £60.00

234

A 19th century heavy quality electroplated wall
mirror frame, richly cast with floral, foliate and
scroll decoration and with bevelled plate, 42 cm x
31 cm £80.00 - £120.00

235

A pair of electroplated snuffers on Old Sheffield
plate tray with shell and scroll gadrooned rim, to/w
a Victorian engraved crumb scoop, the ivory
handle with silver ferrule, Sheffield 1899 (3) £40.00 £60.00

236

An Old Sheffield Plate dish cross with adjustable
foliate and shell supports, spirit burner to the hub,
29 cm £100.00 - £150.00

237

A brass-bound oak canteen, the blue baize-lined
interior fitted with a tray, flush side handles, 48 cm
wide £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of epns dishes of roseate form, with
gadrooned rims and engraved with stag crests, 26
cm diam £100.00 - £150.00

238

A 1960s Danish Stelton stainless steel four piece
coffee service, designed by Arne Jacobsen, of
cylindrical form with composite handles, to/w an
associated Danish steel circular tray £150.00 £200.00

An Old Sheffield Plate sauce tureen and cover with
foliate cast detachable handle and twin side
handles, gadrooned rim and claw feet £80.00 £120.00

239

Four US Sterling pepperettes, Reed & Barton,
Taunton MA, to/w a quantity of fiddle pattern
spoons, silver-handled button hook and a boxed
'Pipeflam' lighter £30.00 - £40.00

240

A cased three-piece silver condiment set with
spoons and blue glass liners, Birmingham 1997,
to/w a pair of George III fiddle pattern sugar tongs,
Christopher & Thomas Wilkes Barker, London
1804, a dessert spoon, Sarah Purver (probably),
London 1818 and a Georgian Scottish fiddle and
thread teaspoon, Alexander Henderson (date
rubbed) (4) £50.00 - £70.00

217

218

219

220

222

A pair of Art Deco epns twin-branch candelabra on
octagonal bases, to/w a pair of bottle coasters,
pint and half-pint mugs, syphen stand, beakers
and muffin dish and cover (box) £70.00 - £100.00
A Victorian glass claret jug, finely etched with
shamrock and other foliage, with electroplated
collar, cover and handle, 24 cm high £50.00 £70.00
A Swiss Art Deco design three piece coffee set on
tray, by Wiskemann £150.00 - £200.00

An oak canteen of fish knives and forks to/w a
cased pair of fish servers, other electroplated
flatware including set of fiddle pattern,
chambersticks, two cruets, candle snuffers, two
copper beer-mugs etc (box) £70.00 - £100.00
A pair of loaded silver short candlesticks
Birmingham 1983, to/w a Victorian epns tea pot of
compressed melon form, a shell butter dish,
flatware etc (box) £40.00 - £60.00

222A A late Victorian coromandel travelling toilet case,
fitted with cut glass bottles and jars, some with
electroplated tops; Bramah lock and springrelease lower drawer. £70.00 - £100.00
223

224

225

An Army & Navy brass-bound oak canteen box,
the blue baize-lined interior fitted with a tray (no
lock or contents), 45 cm wide, flush side handle
£40.00 - £60.00

225A A small electroplated kettle on stand with burner,
to/w an Elkington & Co oval tureen with engraved
decoration, swing handles and claw and ball feet,
an engraved salver, an unmarked sugar bowl,
modern design cream jug, folding toast rack, etc.
(box) £20.00 - £40.00
226

A pair of nickel plated wine coolers with swing
handles, 24 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

BidMaster Office
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241

242

A late Victorian silver boudoir clock with scrolling
loop handle and bun feet, the French movement
with enamel dial inscribed for Drew & Sons,
Piccadilly Circus, the case Henry Matthews,
Birmingham 1899, 9.5 cm high overall (handle
extended) £300.00 - £400.00

Richard Canyns, London 1923, 15 cm wide. NB Dopey Lingham aviator, friend and fellow sky-writer
of Jack Savage £100.00 - £150.00

An Art Deco style silver and tortoiseshell-mounted
strut-clock with silvered dial, Atkin Bros.,
Birmingham 1924, 9.5 x 13 cm, in gilt tooled
folding leather travel-case £100.00 - £150.00

243

A US sterling salt and pepper pair of tapering
triangular form, on weighted foot, Fairchild & Co.
New York c.1920, to/w an engraved broad silver
hinged bangle, Chester 1961 (3) £50.00 - £70.00

244

A matched set of six heavy quality Georgian and
Victorian fiddle and thread table forks, London
1819/53 (all with unicorn crest), 16.4 oz, to/w a
pair of George III OEP salt spons, Godbehere,
Wigan & Boult, London 1809 and a preserve
spoon, Birmingham 1971 (9) £160.00 - £200.00

245

255

A Victorian silver vesta case, the face enamelled
with the visiting-card of Capt. A.H.P. Savage,
NSW Artillery, Victoria Barracks, Paddington,
Samson Mordan, London 1886 £100.00 - £150.00

256

A cased set of six silver teaspoons, each with
different British Assay marks, Jubilee, 1935,
Roberts & Belk £40.00 - £60.00

257

A George III silver teapot stand of elliptical form
with reeded rim and scroll feet, Peter & Anne
Bateman, London 1797 £100.00 - £150.00

258

An Edwardian silver-faced easel mirror with
circular bevelled plate, Henry Matthews,
Birmingham 1901, 30 x 28 cm overall, to/w a pair
of octagonal silver-backed hairbrushes, London
1927/8 (3) £70.00 - £100.00

259

A dimple whisky decanter and stopper, finely
etched with thistles and overlaid with white metal
decoration, to/w a cigarette box, London 1912 (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

A heavy quality planished silver bowl of lobed form,
the base embossed and chased with Tudor rose
design, J. Parkes & Co., London 1933, 31.7 oz,
260
26 cm diameter £350.00 - £450.00

A matched silver five-piece tea service of
elongated octagonal form with engraved
decoration, comprising a Regency teapot on
stand, milk and sugar pair, Duncan Urquhart &
Napthali Hart, London 1805, to/w a 20th century
coffee pot made to match, Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co. Ltd., London 1929 and a pair of
sugar tongs engraved to match, William Bateman
II, London 1832, 64 oz total (6) £1,000.00 £1,300.00

246

A cased set of six each Art Deco style dessert
knives and forks with beaded silver handles,
Josiah Williams & Co., London 1936 (apparently
unused) £50.00 - £70.00

247

A set of five modern silver decanter labels for
Scotch, Rum, Gin, Vodka and Sherry - all new
and in presentation boxes, Birmingham 2016
£100.00 - £150.00

248

A heavy quality modern silver hip flask, W. I.
Broadway & Co., Birmingham 2016, 10 x 6 cm as new, in velvet pouch and presentation box
£140.00 - £180.00

261

A silver collapsible hunting cup, Hughlings &
Hollins, Birmingham 1914, to/w a heavy silver wine
funnel, J. A. Campbell, London 1987 and a bottle
coaster, London 1986 £70.00 - £100.00

249

A modern silver-backed brush and comb set,
Broadway & Co., Birmingham 2016 - new in
presentation box £140.00 - £160.00

262

250

A silver baluster mug with scroll handle and
moulded foot-rim, Mappin & Webb, London 1939,
7.4 oz £80.00 - £120.00

A George III silver open salt on hoof feet, with blue
glass liner, William Kersill, London 1766, to/w a
Victorian half writhen-reeded small bowl, Elkington
& Co. 1883 and a pair of nut-dishes with twin
wreath handles, pierced sides and blue glass
liners, Birmingham 1922 (4) £50.00 - £70.00

251

A Victorian engraved silver cylindrical teapot with
pineapple finial, scroll handle with ivory insulators,
Edward & John Barnard, London 1867, 21.1 oz
gross £200.00 - £250.00

263

A silver six-piece condiment set with blue glass
liners, Walker & Hall, Birmingham 1923 £70.00 £100.00

264

A cased set of six King Pattern pastry forks with
loaded silver handles, to/w a matching set of six
tea knives, Sheffield 1969/70, to/w various
condiments and a small specimen flute £60.00 £90.00

265

An Edwardian part travelling toiletry set with
planished-design silver mounts, including toilet
jars, brushes and hand mirror, glove stretchers
and button hook and shoe horn, to/w various other
jars and a glove stretcher (box) £100.00 - £150.00

266

A silver and basse-taille blue enamel four-piece
brush set in folding blue leather case, to/w a
Christening mug, Birmingham 1953, a ring box
with cherub-embossed lid, Chester 1907 and a

252

253

254

A George III silver teapot of compressed melon
form, with floral finial, reeded wood handle and
moulded foot, embossed, chased and engraved
overall with floral, foliate, shell and scroll designs,
maker AH, London 1810, 14.8 oz gross £150.00 £200.00
A pair of George III silver pot-bellied sauce boats
with cut rums, scroll handles and hoof feet,
Benjamin Bickerton (possibly), London 1762, 10
oz £200.00 - £250.00
A silver cigarette box with flared foot, inscribed 'To
Paul from Dopey, Christmas 1924', Charles &
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square capstan inkwell, Birmingham 1911, an Old
Sheffield Plate snuffers tray and six cocktail sticks
£80.00 - £120.00

London 1890, 20.6 oz gross £180.00 - £220.00
280

A late Victorian silver Christening mug, embossed
and chased overall with floral and scroll designs
and reeding, scroll handle and raised foot, Lee &
Wigfull, Sheffield 1896, 3.4 oz, 9 cm high £50.00 £70.00

267

A leather suitcase, the fitted lining containing a
mixed quantity of silver-mounted jars and brushes
£100.00 - £130.00

268

A silver cartouche-shape visiting card case with
engraved decoration, inscribed 'Simone Pye', G.C.
Watton & Co. Ltd., Birmingham 1910, 8.5 x 5 cm,
to/w two small foliate-engraved vesta cases,
Birmingham 1906/12 (3) £100.00 - £150.00

281

A Victorian silver baluster Christening mug with
chased and embossed floral and scroll decoration,
scroll handle and flared foot, James Charles
Edington, London 1861, 4.1 oz, 10 cm high overall
£80.00 - £120.00

269

An Edwardian silver evening purse with leather
concertina lining, Chester 1909, to/w a cut glass
conical scent flask with sterling screw-top, an
engraved bangle stamped 'Sterling' and an
electroplated Dupont of Paris cigarette lighter (4)
£80.00 - £120.00

282

A heavy quality silver bachelor teapot on hoof feet,
Maxfield & Sons, Sheffield 1918, 10.6 oz gross
£100.00 - £150.00

283

A late Victorian silver elliptical pierced bowl with
foliate scroll rim, Natham & Hayes, Chester 1898,
4.8 oz, 25.5 x 4.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

270

An unusual folding silver shoehorn/button-hook,
to/w thirteen various other button-hooks and
shoehorns with silver handles (14 - box) £150.00 £200.00

284

271

An Edwardian cylindrical silver sugar caster in the
17th century manner, Birmingham 1908, to/w an
oval pin dish, Birmingham 1971, two decanter
labels - Whisky and Sherry, Birmingham 1961/62,
a Norwegian 830 grade napkin ring and an
electroplated meat skewer/letter knife £60.00 £90.00

A heavy quality engine-turned silver cigarette
case, Birmingham 1941, to/w two hip-pocket
cigarette cases, Birmingham 1919 and Chester
1929 and a vesta case, Birmingham 1920, 11.9 oz
total (4) £120.00 - £150.00

285

Thirteen various silver napkin rings, 10.9 oz total
£120.00 - £150.00

286

A glass hip-flask with hinged bun stopper and
detachable beaker, A & J Zimmerman Ltd.,
Birmingham 1920 £70.00 - £100.00

287

A silver baluster cream jug in the Georgian
manner, with scroll handle and pad feet,
Birmingham 1901, to/w an oval capstan inkwell,
Birmingham 1934 (?) (2) £70.00 - £100.00
A quantity of silver salts, pepperettes and
mustards - various makers and dates - some with
blue glass liners £150.00 - £200.00

272

A George III silver bright-cut caddy spoon with
circular bowl, George Burrows, London 1800,
various Georgian and later silver spoons,
electroplated sugar tongs and other flatware
£40.00 - £60.00

273

A cased silver four-piece brush set with mirror and
comb, Broadway & Co. Birmingham 1979

288

£50.00 - £70.00
274

A large pair of Edwardian commemorative silver
gilt Coronation Anointing spoons, Wakely &
Wheeler, London 1902, 6 oz, 25.5 cm long £80.00
- £120.00

275

A Victorian silver oval half-reeded bachelor tea
service, Elkington & Co., London 1861, 22.4 oz
gross £200.00 - £300.00

276

A back-scratcher with silver hand on ebony long
handle, maker WW, London 2003 £100.00 £150.00

277

A pair of late Victorian Adam Revival silver urnshaped pepperettes with engraved decoration,
Sheffield 1890, to/w a baluster pepperette, London
1918 and an Indian white metal hand-mirror, richly
embossed and chased with tigers in a jungle
within a foliate and vine border £80.00 - £120.00

278

A silver baluster pint mug with scroll handle and
raised moulded foot, James Dixon & Sons,
Sheffield 1970, 12.3 oz £130.00 - £150.00

279

A Victorian silver, oval, half-reeded teapot with
ebony handle and finial, William Hutton & Sons,
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289

A William IV fiddle pattern caddy spoon with shell
bowl, Thomas Edwards, London 1830 £50.00 £70.00

290

A silver tea strainer on stand, Birmingham
1950/51, to/w a pair of sugar tongs, a Victorian
engraved broad hinged bangle, Birmingham 1881,
an Edwardian cased set of Albany tea knives with
loaded silver handles, Sheffield 1905, an Indian
foliate-chased bowl and a glass ashtray overlaid
with silver butterfly (6) £80.00 - £120.00

291

A Georgian silver salver with pie-crust rim and
scroll feet, later engraved decoration, maker
obscured, London 1732, 24 oz, 29 cm diameter
£250.00 - £350.00

292

A George III OEP basting spoon, Peter & William
Bateman, London 1809, 2.6 oz £80.00 - £120.00

293

Two George III OEP tablespoons - differing makers
- London 1800/01, to/w various other silver spoons
and knives and base-metal examples, etc. £60.00 £90.00

294

A Victorian cased silver gilt set of teaspoons with
scroll finials and shell bowls, with matching tongs,
Johnson, Walker & Tolhurst Ltd., London 1892,

to/w a cased set of six bead-edge coffee spoons,
Birmingham 1916 (2) £50.00 - £70.00
295

296

A silver cream and sugar pair on raised foot rims,
Selfridge & Co. Ltd., Birmingham 1933, 6.9 oz
£70.00 - £90.00
A late Victorian silver and parcel gilt strawberry
dish, embossed and chased with fruit, flowers and
foliage, Robert James Chaplin & Sons, London
1898, 13 cm diameter, to/w a stemmed rose bowl
with floral chasing and spiral fluting, also Chaplin
& Sons, London 1899, 11.5 oz total (2) £150.00 £200.00

297

A pair of George III silver fiddle pattern basting
spoons, Sarah & John William Blake, London
1816, 7.7 oz £140.00 - £180.00

298

A quantity of Georgian and Victorian silver fiddle
pattern teaspoons - sets and part sets - twentynine in all, 17.2 oz total £180.00 - £220.00

299
300

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

A George IV engraved silver vinaigrette, the gilt
interior with foliate pierced grille Taylor & Perry,
Birmingham 1829, 4 cm wide £100.00 - £150.00

310

A George IV reeded silver snuff-box with gilt
interior, maker TS, Birmingham 1822, 5.6 cm wide
£150.00 - £200.00

310A A 19th century French silver gilt hip-pocket snuff
box with floral and diaper chased decoration
£180.00 - £220.00
311

A late Victorian silver novelty pill-box in the form of
a rococo table, richly chased with cherubs and
scrolling foliage, John George Smith (Import
Agent), London import 1898, 4.3 cm wide, to/w a
George III caddy spoon with threaded stem and
floreate bowl, Joseph Taconet (probably),
Birmingham 1800 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

311A An Edwardian silver cigarette case, the textured
body chased with an 18th century room interior
with young married couple, Smith & Bartlam,
A matched set of eight Georgian and Victorian
Birmingham 1903 £60.00 - £90.00
fiddle pattern tablespoons, 16 oz £180.00 - £280.00
312 An Edwardian silver cigarette box, London 1901,
A set of six Victorian silver fiddle pattern dessert
two silver pin trays, a fiddle pattern dessert fork
spoons, Charles Boyton, London 1846, 7.3 oz
and five coffee spoons, to/a a pair of Middle
£100.00 - £150.00
Eastern low grade miniature goblets and a foliateA set of six George IV silver fiddle pattern dessert
chased miniature tray £60.00 - £90.00
spoons, William Easterbrook (probably), London
312A An Italian 925 standard engine-turned snuff-box by
1825, £80.00 - £120.00
Angeletti, Roma £80.00 - £120.00
A matched set of six Georgian and Victorian silver
313 A silver three-piece condiment set with blue glass
fiddle pattern dessert forks, 8.2 oz £80.00 liners, Deakin & Francis, Birmingham 1919/22
£120.00
(including a spare liner), to/w a pair of open salts,
An early Victorian silver set of six fiddle pattern
Sheffield 1936 £60.00 - £90.00
table forks, Joseph & Albert Savory, London 1839,
314 A George IV silver caddy spoon with mother-of14.7 oz £150.00 - £200.00
pearl handle, Joseph Taylor, Birmingham 1828
A pair of George III silver fiddle pattern sugar
£30.00 - £50.00
tongs, Eley & Fearn, London 1819, to/w a
Victorian pair of fiddle pattern sugar tongs, Charles 315 A late Victorian small silver baluster cream jug in
the Georgian manner, with scroll handle and spiral
Boyton II, London 1877 and a fiddle pattern
half-reeding and fluting, on moulded raised foot,
mustard spoon, also Charles Boyton II, London
Charles Stuart Harris, London 1891, 8 cm high
1849 (3), 3.2 oz total £40.00 - £60.00
£100.00 - £150.00
A pair of Victorian silver fish servers, the slice315A A novelty silver heart-shaped scent flask by
blade pierced and engraved with a hippocampus,
Penhaligon's of Convent Garden, London, 1990 in
loaded handles, Thomas Sansom, Sheffield 1852
original box with cloth pouch and funnel £40.00 £100.00 - £150.00
£60.00
A pair of late Victorian silver baluster pepperettes,
Chester 1899, a single pepperette, London 1898, a 316 A Victorian plain cylindrical glass double-ended
scent bottle with cased silver bun covers, George
half-reeded mustard, Birmingham 1900/03, a
Brace, London 1886, 14.5 cm long to/w six silver
cased pair of engraved napkin rings, Sheffield 1888
3d 1915-21 and three later 3d 1934-40 £100.00 and a single heavy quality napkin ring, London
£150.00
1938 (9), 11.2 oz total net of liner (box) £120.00 £150.00
316A A Continental parcel gilt and white metal desk
seal, finely worked with floral and scroll design,
A cylindrical rouge-pot and cover with gilt lining
reeded baluster stem and intaglio armorial, 7 cm
and mirrored interior to lid, Birmingham 1922, to/w
£200.00 - £250.00
an engine-turned cigarette box, Blackmore &
Fletcher, London 1918 and a small pill box,
London import 1990 (3) £50.00 - £70.00

308

309

317

A William IV engine-turned silver viniagrette, the
gilt interior with floral and foliate pierced grille,
maker TS, Birmingham 1831, 4 cm wide £100.00 £150.00
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A George IV travelling Communion paten engraved
with IHS within Sunburst, on heavy short stem,
Rebbecca Emes & Edward Barnard I, London
1825 £150.00 - £180.00

317A A silver letter-knife in the form of an antique meat
skewer, Francis Howard Ltd, Sheffield 1973,

1.8oz, 21 cm £30.00 - £40.00

329

A Victorian cased pair of silver napkin rings with
floral embossed and chased decoration, Nathan &
Hayes, Birmingham 1892, to/ five other napkin
rings, an open salt, drum mustard, a 'milk churn',
salt and pepper pair and a Kings pattern letter
knife and cake slice £140.00 - £160.00

330

A cased silver manicure set with loaded silver
handles, Birmingham 1919 to/w an embossed
silver four piece brush set, Birmingham 1918
£50.00 - £70.00

318

A Victorian oval fruit bowl, richly embossed and
chased with roses and scrolls, on cast and
pierced rococo foot, Chawner & Co, London 1890,
22.9 oz £400.00 - £500.00

319

A George II silver salver with shaped and moulded
rim, engraved with lion crest, on four scroll
supports, Denis Langton, London 1736, 20.5 cm
diam £100.00 - £200.00

320

A pair of George IV silver chambersticks with
331
detachable grease-pans, original conical snuffers
and scroll handles with leaf thumb-pieces, on
lobed and dished bases, Robert Hennell II, London
1820/21 £800.00 - £1,200.00
An Edwardian cased part set of five of silver silver 332

321

two-handled shot cups as miniature loving cups,
James Wakely & Frank Clarke Wheeler, London
1904, 3.2 oz total, 4.2 cm high £100.00 - £150.00
322

A late Victorian heavy quality silver oval halfreeded coffee pot with ebony finial and handle, W
W Harrison & Co, Sheffield 1899, 23.4 oz gross
£150.00 - £200.00

323

A George III Old English Plate silver sifter ladle,
Peter & Ann Bateman, London 1795, to/w a
William IV Irish Kings pattern sugar tongs,
Christopher Cummins, Dublin 1836 (2) 3.2 oz total
£40.00 - £60.00

324

Five late Victorian silver Albany pattern
teaspoons, London 1898 to/w a Victorian shell salt
on dolphin supports, Birmingham 1862, a dessert
spoon, London 1933, a pickle fork and a quantity
of electroplated items including a pair of open
salts, sauce ladle, shot-cup, bread fork etc
£80.00 - £120.00

325

A William IV silver three-piece tea service of lobed
and compressed form, flower finial and foliate feet,
naturalistic crabstock handles to the milk and
sugar pair, ivory insulators on scroll handle to tea
pot, Benjamin Preston, London 1832, 49.3 oz
gross £500.00 - £700.00

326

An Edwardian pair of octagonal silver baluster
pepperettes, Haseler Brothers, Chester 1902, 10.5
cm high to/w a set of eight Victorian Scottish
modified Kings Pattern teaspoons, Wilson &
Sharp, Edinburgh 1872, a single Scottish
teaspoon and two US sterling coffee spoons, 11
oz total, to/w various electroplated flatware, tastevin and cigarette box (box) £120.00 - £160.00

334

A cased set of six Danish silver gilt and enamel
coffee spoons with crown finials, London import
1961 £60.00 - £90.00

335

An Edwardian Art Nouveau silver epergne with
stylised foliate specimen vases, on weighted foot,
Joseph Gloster Ltd, Birmingham 1907, to/w a late
Victorian oval dish with embossed rim, Martin, Hall
& Co, Sheffield 1899, three photograph frames, a
preserve spoon and a low grade brooch (box)
£100.00 - £150.00

336

A Burmese white metal stemmed bowl, the frieze
and foot embossed and chased with figures in
village setting, 18 cm diam, 12.5 cm oz £60.00 £90.00

337

An Edwardian cased silver four piece condiment
set with pierced sides and blue glass handles, on
paw feet, Jones of Crompton, Birmingham 1903
£60.00 - £90.00

338
326A A set of four late Victorian heart shaped pin
dishes, A & J Zimmerman Ltd, Birmingham 1895,
to/w an Edwardian serving spoon with ornately
chased finial, London 1905 and various other small
silver spoons, 8.3 oz £80.00 - £120.00
339
327

A heavy quality Irish silver helmet cream jug with
scroll handle and stemmed foot, Royal Irish Silver
Ltd., Dublin 1967, 6.1 oz £60.00 - £90.00

328

340
A cased part set of ten Art Deco silver gilt coffee
spoons with circular bowls and flared stems,
Mappin & Webb, Sheffield 1934, engraved with
JCS monogram to/w a part set of gilt dessert
341
knives and forks with JCS monogram, in fitted oak
Mappin & Webb case (2)
Prov: Renowned aviator John Clifford 'Jack' Savage
MBE 1891-1945 £80.00 - £120.00
16

A US sterling oval dish of ogee form, 'Chippendale'
pattern, by Gorham 12.5 oz, 26 x 18 cm £120.00 £150.00

333

A silver bridge card-box with red morroco and
watered silk lining, Chawner & Co, London, 1910,
21.5 cm wide £80.00 - £120.00
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An Art Nouveau silver photograph frame, Boots
Pure Drug Company, Birmingham 1918, 21 x 14
cm to/w an engine-turned cigarette case,
Birmingham 1926 (2) £60.00 - £90.00

An engine-turned silver powder compact,
Birmingham 1941, to/w two napkin rings,
Birmingham 1965 and a base metal 'MP' Handy
Guide for Knitting and Crochet (4) £30.00 - £40.00
A Victorian ovoid cut glass claret jug with silver
collar, cover, handle and foot, Horace Woodward &
Co, London 1889 (foot unmarked), 29 cm high, lion
crest £200.00 - £300.00
A cased harlequin set of six silver gilt coffee
spoons with basse-taille coloured enamel, London
import 1912 £50.00 - £70.00
Two cased sets of six silver coffee spoons,
Sheffield 1934/59 and a Georgian 'Port' decanter
label, London 1812 to/w a set of six each
electroplated dessert knives and forks with mother
of pearl handles and silver ferrules, Sheffield 1898

£80.00 - £120.00
342

343

344

A William IV silver gilt vinaigrette with engine
turned and wreathed decoration, floral and foliatepierced grill, maker I J (not identified), London
1831, 4 cm wide £150.00 - £200.00
A set of six George III Scottish silver dessert
spoons, the lancet finials engraved with boar's
head crests and mottoes, Thomas Duffus
(possibly), Edinburgh 1785 (incuse duty mark), 5.8
oz £150.00 - £200.00
A (probably) Georgian silver mote spoon with
pierced bowl spear-head finial (marks rubbed), 19
cm long £70.00 - £100.00

344A A William IV silver Kings Pattern stuffing spoon,
Mary Chawner, London 1837, 6.4 oz £80.00 £120.00
344B Three William IV silver Kings Pattern table spoons
to match previous lot, Mary Chawner, London
1837, 9.8 oz £100.00 - £150.00
344C A set of Victorian silver Kings Pattern flatware,
comprising six each table forks, dessert forks and
dessert spoons, to/w a table spoon and two
teaspoons, Chawner & Co London 1853 (21
pieces), 48 oz total £500.00 - £600.00

351

A single stone old cut diamond ring having three
eight-cut diamonds on each shoulder, white gold
set, approx 0.75 carats all in £700.00 - £800.00

352

A single stone brilliant cut diamond ring, in claw
setting, stamped PLAT, approx 0.45 carats
£400.00 - £600.00

353

A single stone old cut diamond ring, 18 ct yellow
gold claw setting, approx 0.20 carats £200.00 £300.00

354

A three stone old cut diamond crossover ring, 18ct
yellow gold claw setting, approx 0.40 carats
£150.00 - £200.00

355

A five stone old cut diamond ring, 18ct yellow gold
with white gold claws, approx 0.50 carats £400.00 £600.00

356

A Victorian five stone old cut diamond ring, in 18ct
yellow gold carved claw setting £400.00 - £600.00

357

A five stone old cut diamond ring, 18ct yellow gold
claw setting with decorative shoulders £300.00 £400.00

358

An Art Deco diamond set plaque ring set with
twelve eight-cut diamonds plus two on each
shoulder, pave set with millgrain edges, 18 ct
yellow gold with platinum setting £300.00 - £500.00

344D A Victorian silver Kings Pattern sauce ladle, Henry 359
Holland, London 1871 to/w three similar teaspoons
and a salt spoon £40.00 - £60.00

A diamond set full eternity ring, in white metal
setting, having plain sides, size N, each diamond
approx 0.10 carat £800.00 - £1,000.00

345

Various Georgian and later silver spoons and
forks, to/w a silver penknife, with mother of pearl
handles, 16.6 oz gross weight £160.00 - £200.00

Three 18ct yellow gold rings, each set with a
single diamond, approx 11g all in (3) £250.00 £350.00

346

A Victorian silver three piece suite comprising
361
butter knife, preserve spoon and caddy spoon,
Chawner & Co London 1867 to/w a cased set of
six tea knives with mother of pearl handles,
Sheffield 1936, and various other flatware £100.00 £150.00

347

An Art Deco silver sugar basin, Birmingham 1933,
to/w a late Victorian pierced bonbon dish, a
circular lattice-pierced bowl, Birmingham 1911, a
small Victorian pin-dish, Birmingham 1896 and a
small comport on weighted foot, London 1925 (5)
£100.00 - £150.00

348

349

350

360

362

Three Victorian turquoise set rings, all yellow gold
set (3) £150.00 - £200.00

363

An emerald and diamond dome shaped cluster
ring, to/w five paste set rings, mostly gold set, all
a/f (6) £100.00 - £150.00

A George III silver bachelor teapot stand of
elliptical form with engraved crest within concentric 364
wrigglework ovals, on shell and scroll feet, Duncan
Urquhart & Napthali Hart, London 1800, 14.5 x 9.5
cm £120.00 - £150.00
365
An early George III silver set of three silver
caddies, comprising a covered bowl and two
baluster tea canisters, with pineapple finials,
reeded, gadrooned and floral and foliate chased
366
decoration, on short stems and pierced foot rims,
Samuel Taylor, London 1762; bowl 11.7 oz, 14 cm
high, the caddies 8.6/8.7 oz and 14.5 cm high
367
£2,500.00 - £3,500.00
A three stone old cut diamond ring in claw setting,
stamped Platinum, approx 1 carat total £1,200.00 - 368
£1,500.00
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A Georgian memorial swivel-style ring with heavily
chased shoulders, set with half pearls and hair set
locket, swivelling to reveal 'Sacred to beloved
father' on black enamelled background, O's
originally previously set with pearls (now missing)
engraved within 'James Weston 16th September
1817 obt 61' £300.00 - £400.00

A three stone oval opal and diamond ring having
eight-cut diamonds between, 18ct yellow gold
claw setting, with pierced leaf style shoulders
£300.00 - £400.00
A rectangular opal and rose cut diamond cluster
ring, 18ct yellow gold claw setting with ornate
shoulders £80.00 - £120.00
Three Victorian cluster rings, one set emeralds
and half pearls, one mauve paste and half pearl,
one garnet and opal, all a/f (3) £100.00 - £150.00
A five stone half pearl ring, yellow gold and silver
set, to/w an 18ct ring set five small half pearls (2)
£80.00 - £120.00
Three ruby and diamond set rings including three
stone crossover, five stone, and a full eternity ring

set with three rubies and three diamonds, eternity
ring size N 1/2 (3) £200.00 - £400.00
369

A platinum wedding band, size L, approx 2.5g
£50.00 - £80.00

370

An 18ct yellow gold scroll engraved wedding band,
approx 3g, size N 1/2 £80.00 - £120.00

371

A yellow gold curb bracelet with padlock attached,
approx 21g £350.00 - £400.00

372

A rose gold curb bracelet having 9ct padlock with
three charms and drilled gold coin attached,
approx £400.00 - £500.00

373

A 9ct yellow gold half engraved hinged bangle set
with red paste, engraved inside 'Christopher to
Agnes etc 1906-56', approx 1 oz £280.00 - £320.00

374

A 15ct yellow gold Prince of Wales style guard
chain, fitted with swivel, approx 26g £400.00 £500.00

375

An 18ct yellow gold graduated rope style necklace
chain, approx 13g £250.00 - £350.00

376

A row of graduated amber beads on metal snap,
mixed shading, approx 1 oz all in £100.00 £200.00

377

A single row of graduated cultured pearls, knotted
throughout onto elliptical diamond set snap
£150.00 - £200.00

378

A single row graduated cultured pearl necklace,
knotted throughout onto white metal diamond set
snap £50.00 - £80.00

379

Two boxes of mixed vintage and later jewellery
including simulated pearls, simulated amber,
various buckles, necklaces, bracelets etc £100.00
- £150.00

scent bottle having white metal top, both complete
with stoppers, and shagreen compact, all within
jewel box £40.00 - £60.00
387

A collection of various paste items including
Victorian linked buttons, early 20th century
buckle, pendant and four gilt metal bangles etc
£40.00 - £60.00

388

An Edwardian paste necklace of flower and leaf
motif, set white paste with mauve paste drop, in
case supplied by W J Lewis Abbott £80.00 £120.00

389

A Victorian turquoise and pearl ornate linked
bracelet, yellow gold set, approx 13g all in
£200.00 - £300.00

390

An Arts & Crafts turquoise and river pearl caged
linked bracelet £200.00 - £300.00

391

A Victorian suite of target brooch and matching
earrings set with small half pearls, yellow gold, in
fitted case supplied by Field & Son £100.00 £150.00

392

A collection of four bar brooches, yellow gold,
including two fox masks, one bar with diamond set
heart, and one bead edged bar, approx 14g all in
£120.00 - £150.00

393

A collection of various items including some 9ct,
curb bracelet, cross pendant, three lockets,
cultured pearl pendant etc approx 18g all in
£180.00 - £220.00

394

A collection of interesting mostly gilt metal items
including seals, watch keys, lockets, pair of
cufflinks, magnifying glass etc £80.00 - £120.00

395

A collection of nine various mourning brooches
and one small locket including oval hairwork
picture of basket of flowers, ivorine miniature of
female in flowing gown, garnet and hairwork
brooch, plain brooch with hairwork, hairwork
brooch with green paste surround, hairwork brooch
with cast floral surround, hairwork brooch
containing blonde hair, hairwork brooch with pearl
surround, and hairwork brooch with beaded edge,
two engraved on backs with dates 1793 and 1805,
some showing repaired fittings with soft solder
to/w small black enamelled locket enclosing silk
£80.00 - £120.00

380

A collection of vintage bead necklaces including
two rows of antique stick coral, row of antique
graduated coral beads, multi-coloured Venetian
bead necklace, green stone carved plaque, ornate
red and green bead necklace etc £80.00 - £120.00

381

A collection of vintage jewellery including
enamelled bracelet, paste set buckles, Middle
Eastern buttons, dress clips, etc £50.00 - £80.00

382

A Victorian beaded bracelet of flower and vine
motif, on gilt metal snap, on silk lining £30.00 £40.00

396

383

A pair of Victorian beaded bracelets on black
velvet bands, with flower and leaf motifs, on
rectangular pinchbeck snaps (2) £50.00 - £80.00

A cultured pearl pendant having three small
diamonds below hanger, on white metal chain
stamped 18ct £100.00 - £150.00

397

384

A Victorian floral beaded reticule to/w velvet
reticule having pinchbeck base and frame (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

A yellow metal domed style pendant set CZ
stamped 21k, on yellow metal chain stamped 916,
approx 5g all in £100.00 - £150.00

398

385

A Victorian beadwork bracelet of flowers and
leaves on pinchbeck snap, to/w nine-row
pinchbeck bracelet snap set with garnet (2)
£30.00 - £40.00

386

An antique tapering cylindrical scent bottle inlaid
with polychrome enamel decoration, approx 13 cm
including stopper to/w a heart shaped faced glass

Lot containing Victorian oval gilt metal locket
enclosing portrait miniature and sepia photograph
and circular brooch set turquoise, formerly a watch
case, yellow metal ring set elephant hair, small
locket enclosing portrait miniature on yellow metal
chain, within green leather jewel box £20.00 £40.00

399

An 1887 Victorian £2 coin £300.00 - £400.00
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400

A Victorian Golden Jubilee gold coin, approx 12g
£300.00 - £400.00

417

A pair of 15ct yellow gold torpedo style linked
cufflinks, approx 4.5g £100.00 - £200.00

401

A George IV 1825 sovereign £200.00 - £250.00

418

402

A pair of earrings formed from two gold coins,
having soft solder where fittings have been
changed to/w an 1806 gold coin, approx 6.3g all in
(3) £150.00 - £180.00

A lady's onyx set signet ring, 9ct yellow gold,
approx 3.5 g £40.00 - £60.00

419

A 22ct yellow gold D-shaped wedding band,
approx 2.5 g £60.00 - £80.00

420

A 9ct yellow gold wide wedding band, approx 5g
£50.00 - £70.00

421

Lot containing foiled garnet yellow gold set brooch
to/w butterfly wing pendant, set three white
pastes, acrylic pendant with forget-me-nots,
square gold locket on gilt metal chain, £50.00 £80.00

422

A collection of vintage jewellery including Art Deco
dress buckle, top hat and cane brooch, Egyptian
style brooch, scarab pendant, paste set torque,
stylised comet brooch set white paste by Trefari
etc in chinoiserie style box £30.00 - £50.00

423

A single stone old cut diamond ring, 18ct and
platinum claw set, approx 0.50 carats £500.00 £800.00

424

A 9ct yellow gold textured and pierced leaf brooch,
having six claw set garnets forming seeds, approx
10g £100.00 - £150.00

425

A double watch cock brooch, pendant formed of
pocket watch dial set with two white paste, white
metal set stamped 925, on chain stamped 925
to/w collection of sleeper style earrings, gilt metal
chains etc £20.00 - £30.00

426

A small collection of jewellery including mauve
paste brooch and earrings, carved mother of pearl
pendant, simulated pearl earrings, gilt metal seal
etc £40.00 - £60.00

427

An ornate hinged cuff style bangle £40.00 - £60.00

428

Two half engraved hinged bangles, one parcel gilt
to/w five row graduated paste necklace, rope chain
bracelet and gilt metal necklet chain and gilt metal
swivel seal £60.00 - £80.00

429

An 18ct white gold engraved wedding band, size
M, approx 3 g £100.00 - £150.00

430

A 9ct yellow gold square linked identity bracelet,
engraved in front Vera Field etc, approx 8 g £80.00
- £100.00

431

A single stone old cut diamond ring in white metal
collet setting, approx 0.20 carats £80.00 - £120.00

432

A three-stone brilliant cut diamond ring in white
metal claw settings stamped plat, approx 1 carat
total £300.00 - £400.00

433

A pale sapphire and diamond half eternity ring
£80.00 - £120.00

403

404

Style of Castellani - A bloomed yellow gold
Etruscan style Victorian brooch having diamond
and pearl star surmounting a blue enamel dome in
centre, with white cloisonne enamel around, locket
at back £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
A collection of various items including facetted
amber bead necklace (approx 30g), freshwater
pearl necklace, carved amethyst bead necklace,
aventurine bead necklace to/w six green stone
buttons set small pearl and ring set purple paste,
pendant showing inclusion having 18ct yellow gold
Millennium marked hanger on gilt metal chain
£50.00 - £80.00

405

A single stone ring set pale yellow gem £30.00 £40.00

406

Carol Darby - A grey cultured blister pearl in silver
setting, highlighted with silver gilt scrollwork to/w a
pair of grey cultured blister pearl earrings for
pierced ears, silver set, in foliage setting (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

407

Lot containing various items including silver curb
bracelet with charms attached in various metals,
two small pen knives, metal box, two bangles, etc
£30.00 - £50.00

408

A garnet set star brooch to/w a smoky quartz foil
backed brooch £20.00 - £30.00

409

A five stone old cut diamond claw set ring, 18ct
yellow gold, approx 5.5g £100.00 - £150.00

410

A carved emerald cabochon single stone ring,
yellow metal claw setting stamped 18ct £600.00 £800.00

411

An Art Deco carved pale emerald brooch having
old cut diamonds around, approx 4 x 2.5 cm
(emerald) and 5 x 3 cm overall £4,000.00 £5,000.00

412

413

414

A Georg Jensen double dolphin brooch, no 317
bearing makers mark Sterling, not hallmarked to/w
piece of broken marcasite brooch (2) £60.00 £80.00
An oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the
central sapphire with diamonds around, white
metal claw set stamped 375 £1,000.00 £1,500.00

A circular grey star sapphire having rose diamonds
around, in silver setting, on yellow metal shank
434
stamped 18ct £350.00 - £450.00

415

A heart shaped citrine pendant with facetted drop
on suspension chain £40.00 - £60.00

416

A yellow metal collar style fringe necklace
stamped 750, approx 41g £1,000.00 - £1,200.00
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Lot containing a quantity of paste set vintage
jewellery items including large fringed brooch,
paste set necklace, paste set clip on earrings with
simulated pearl centres, fringe brooch set green
and white pastes, single row simulated pearls, four
fashion watches, one with matching bracelet and
two ships wheel cufflink covers and tie slide etc

£40.00 - £60.00
435

Three rows of beads without snaps, including blue
dyed rock crystal, black agate, and black and
white beads (3) £50.00 - £80.00

451

Collection of mostly paste set jewellery items
including necklaces, bracelet, brooches, watches,
Danish pewter brooch, Victorian strap style
bangle, £80.00 - £120.00

452

A collection of fashion jewellery rings mostly set
paste, to/w butterfly wing ring featuring female etc
to/w paste set brooches, hair slides, Swarovski
paste set brooch, teddy bear brooch etc and gilt
metal locket, to/w Jorgen Jensen pendant on
chain, cornelian beads, tumbled amber beads,
amber pendant etc £80.00 - £120.00

453

A collection of various haircombs and slides, hat
pins, buckles of cut steel and paste set etc
£50.00 - £80.00

454

An 18ct yellow gold double headed snake ring,
one set with rose diamond, approx 9g all in
£200.00 - £300.00

455

A quantity of stone set rings, mostly 9ct, all a/f,
to/w a signet ring, approx 16 g all in £200.00 £250.00

456

A 9ct yellow gold hinged bangle set green and
white paste stones, approx 17g £150.00 - £180.00

457

A large Arts and Crafts polychrome enamel brooch
signed on back G Vergnolle, Limoges £80.00 £120.00

458

A collection of various items including haemetite
and cultured pearl necklace to/w green dyed agate
pendant, Assyrian gilt metal pendant, 9ct St
Christopher and black opal cabochon £120.00 £150.00

459

A single row of rose quartz beads to/w single row
of green dyed aventurine beads both approx 80 cm
long £20.00 - £30.00

460

An oval shell cameo of female with lyre, in yellow
gold setting with twisted rope edges £100.00 £150.00

A Chinese green stone bangle to/w pair of green
stone stud earrings for pierced ears and a green
stone yellow metal mounted bi pendant stamped
14 on hanger to/w a double row of graduated
imitation pearls with marcasite clasp stamped 935
£40.00 - £60.00

461

A sapphire cluster ring, claw set, stamped 9ct
£80.00 - £120.00

A 1790 spade guinea with soldered mount £200.00
- £250.00

462

A contemporary silver bangle with ball terminal
and matching ring to/w white metal adjustable
christening bangle, 9ct blue enamel heart shaped
pendant and pearl pendant £30.00 - £50.00

463

A 9ct gold three-tier cluster ring with illusion-set
diamonds £50.00 - £70.00

464

A Figaro necklace chain stamped 375, hung with
an oval citrine pendant in unmarked claw mount
£150.00 - £200.00

465

A heavy 9ct gold curb chain bracelet with padlock
clasp, 43.8g £450.00 - £500.00

466

A J W Benson lady's 9ct gold wristwatch with 15
jewel movement, on textured bricklink strap, the
case Birmingham 1956. the bracelet London 1964,

436

Single row of cultured pearls in need of restringing
(without snap) £40.00 - £60.00

437

Group of rings including two garnet set 9ct rings,
one CZ single stone ring, 9ct set, 9ct lady's signet
ring to/w silver gilt ring set black stone, approx 8g
all in £80.00 - £120.00

438

Three rings set various coloured paste, to/w six
chains, blue bead necklace, paste set brooch, gilt
metal locket, two pairs earrings etc £30.00 £40.00

439

Collection of rings including one set cultured pearl
set 9ct, one 9ct set red and blue stones, one 9ct
set five garnets, one 9ct set single garnet and one
9ct set black stone to/w small quantity of old gold
including broken locket and broken brooch etc.,
approx 14g all in £100.00 - £150.00

440

A blue and white paste set necklace, white metal
set stamped 925 £50.00 - £70.00

441

A circular pendant set blue paste cabochon on
white metal chain stamped sterling to/w white
metal engraved bangle (2) £30.00 - £40.00

442

443

444

445

446
447

A circular blue enamelled St Christopher brooch in
silver frame to/w Kukri style brooch set blue
cabochons (2) £30.00 - £40.00
A collection of vintage jewellery comprising pair of
enamelled brooches, simulated pearl necklaces,
wooden bead necklace, pearl poppitt beads,
haemetite necklace, paste set dress clip, and
green stone set ring stamped 9ct etc £60.00 £80.00
A collection of vintage jewellery items including
circular engine turned locket stamped 10ct, 9ct
Valex wristwatch on 9ct bracelet, mosaic brooch
and gilt metal polychrome enamel plaque bracelet
featuring flowers etc £40.00 - £60.00

A Victorian oval vulcanite brooch, an oval stone
brooch having diamond shaped darker stone in
centre, in rope style setting, amber coloured
graduated bead necklace, to/w circular Wedgwood
brooch featuring Cupid with quiver and arrow
£50.00 - £80.00

448

A quantity of gilt metal necklaces and bracelets
etc to/w various other pieces of fashion jewellery
£30.00 - £40.00

449

Collection of vintage and later bead necklaces,
mostly coloured glass including yellow Venetian
beads etc £50.00 - £80.00

450

necklaces to/w carved resin bangles, and five
other bangles etc £50.00 - £80.00

Collection of mother of pearl and other bead
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in original box, to/w a 9ct gold expanding bracelet
watch strap, 16.2g gross weight (net of movement)
£180.00 - £220.00
467

An 18ct Hooper Bolton wristwatch (on black
leather strap) with jewelled movement and
Incabloc £250.00 - £350.00

Coventry (lacks crown winder), enamel dial with
subsidiary seconds dial and blued hands, enamel
chapters to the outer case, Birmingham 1924
£150.00 - £200.00
481

A Victorian silver hunter pocket watch with chain
fusee lever movement no 7035 by Chapman,
Queen Street, Portsea, the case London 1875
to/w an open-faced pocket watch with chain fusee
lever movement no 9606 by A & J Harris,
Sunderland, with silver and gilt dial (lacks glass),
London 1860, another example (unnamed) London
1881 and a Limit nickel-plated pocket watch wit
top-wind movement (4) £100.00 - £150.00

482

A Swiss 935 standard half hunter pocket watch for
J B Dent & Sons, London £60.00 - £80.00

483

A gentleman's gilt metal Delvina Geneve
wristwatch with 17 jewel Incabloc movement (new)
to/w a lady's Bentina Star wristwatch - boxed and
little used (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A lady's vintage Swiss 9ct gold wristwatch London
import 1911, decorative enamel dial and moire and
leather strap £40.00 - £60.00

484

A lady's 14k fob watch, the engraved case with
enamelled back (a/f), top-wind movement to/w an
18k fob watch with keywind movement and gilt
dial, both a/f (2) £100.00 - £150.00

A gent's stainless steel Rolex Oyster wristwatch
no 829875, cream dial with gilt chapters, on
segmented bracelet strap (circa 1960) £400.00 £600.00

500

473

A gent's gilt metal Omega Automatic De Ville
wristwatch with oblong gilt dial and mesh strap
£40.00 - £60.00

Seventeen assorted 19th century Staffordshire
cups and saucers to/w three sets of trios £60.00 £80.00

501

Forty assorted 19th century Staffordshire teacups
(40) £30.00 - £50.00

474

Two Swiss ladies' silver fob watches, to/w two
gent's base metal pocket watches, a silver double
Albert watch chain, and two silver decanter labels
for Port and Vermouth, a miniature folding button
hook and a base metal wristwatch (box)

502

Forty assorted 19th century Staffordshire teacups
(40) £30.00 - £50.00

503

Forty-six assorted 19th century Staffordshire
teacups, many of cabinet quality with handpainted
floral reserves (46) £60.00 - £100.00

504

A 19th century Staffordshire collection of twentyeight cups and eleven saucers and a tea plate, all
decorated in the Imari palette (40) £50.00 - £80.00

505

Seventeen 19th century Staffordshire cups and
saucers to/w three trios (44) £30.00 - £50.00

506

Twenty assorted 19th century Staffordshire cups
and saucers (40) £40.00 - £60.00

507

Twenty assorted 19th century Staffordshire cups
and saucers (40) £40.00 - £60.00

508

19th century Staffordshire china comprising nine
sets of trios and two pairs of breakfast cups and
saucers (31) £50.00 - £80.00

509

A collection of teacups and saucers including
Ridgway, pattern numbers 2/9794, 5/1087 &
5/143, black and puce transfer prints, two tea
bowls and saucers, three tea bowls and a
collection of twenty nine saucers £40.00 - £60.00

510

19th century Staffordshire china teawares, all
highly gilded, mazarine blue and lemon with handpainted floral decoration including Ridgway,
comprising: pattern 2/5423 - cake plate, two
teacups and saucers; pattern 1106 - a breakfast
cup and saucer and trio; pattern 376 - a breakfast
cup and saucer and plate; pattern 2/1078 - oval
dish, two plates, two saucers, two teacups and a

468

A Thomas Russell & Son lady's wristwatch on gilt
metal bracelet to/w gilt metal Hunter style pocket
watch engraved overall (2) £40.00 - £60.00

469

A lady's 9ct gold Excalibur wristwatch with 21
jewel Incabloc movement, on gilt metal fancy-link
bracelet, to/w two ladies' gilt metal Oris
wristwatches (3) £50.00 - £70.00

470

Two cased ladies' Oris Super wristwatches in gilt
metal and stainless steel, apparently unused
£40.00 - £60.00

471

472

£100.00 - £120.00
475

476

477

478

A lady's 9ct gold Tissot Stylist with 17 jewel
movement, champagne dial, on mesh bracelet
strap, 14.2g (net of movement), London 1969
£150.00 - £200.00
A lady's 9ct gold Enicar Ultrasonic wristwatch with
17 jewel movement, on foliate link bracelet, 7.7g
(net of movement), to/w another 9ct lady's
wristwatch with textured bezel and leather strap
and a stainless steel Ingersoll nurse's broochwatch (3) £100.00 - £150.00
A gentleman's Waltham wristwatch in 18ct gold
Dennison case (a/f), to/w a lady's 9ct gold Avia
wristwatch with 17 jewel movement, on leather
strap (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A lady's Swiss 14k fob watch with Art Nouveau
engraved case to/w a 9ct lady's wristwatch with
quartz movement and gilt expanding bracelet (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

479

A Victorian silver open faced pocket watch with
chain fusee lever movement no. 1879 by H & E
Gaydon, Brentford & Richmond, the case London
1865 £50.00 - £70.00

480

A 9ct gold half hunter pocket watch with tapwind
lever movement, no 376494 by Rotherhams of
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coffee cup £60.00 - £100.00
511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

519

Ridgway 19th century teawares, c. 1810,
decorated in the Imari style with panels
incorporating lions, pattern 349, comprising: New
oval shape teapot, cover and stand, bowl, two
saucer dishes, three teacups, three coffee cans
and two saucers to/w a small Imari decorated oval
teapot lacking a cover. £80.00 - £120.00

plate; patt. 1003 - trio, breakfast cup and saucer;
patt. 2/885 - rectangular plate and two circular
plates to/w a further trio and plate (no pattern
number) £80.00 - £120.00
520

A 19th century Ridgway part tea service, patt.
2/1003, powder blue ground decorated with floral
panels, comprising: teapot, cover and stand,
sugar box and cover, creamer, bowl, two saucer
dishes, teacup and coffee cup to/w a Ridgway &
Sons twin handle urn painted with an image of the 521
'Beggar Girl' and teawares moulded with daisy
heads - patt. 2/1850 comprising a sucrier and
cover, creamer; patt. 2/1855 a teacup and patt.
472 - floral painted teapot and cover c/w paperwork
from Geoffrey Godden dated 1981 £80.00 - £120.00
A collection of late 18th/early 19th century English
porcelain comprising: a New Hall teapot, patt,
298; a teapot, patt. 115, painted with figures on a
Chinese shoreline; a trio painted in the Imari
palette, patt. 2/136 ; a creamer, patt. 984; a
teacup, two coffee cups and a saucer painted to
the centre with figures in landscapes and three
further cups (10) £50.00 - £80.00
A pair of 19th century baskets, mazarine blue
ground with apricot leaves and floral painted
centres, 19 x 15.5 cm to/w a Staffordshire circular
teapot stand, three elliptical twin handle dishes two painted to the centre with a birds nest and
flowers, 30 x 22 cm and a circular dish, 24.5 cm
diam. (7) £100.00 - £200.00

An extensive 19th century Ridgway dessert
service, peach ground, blue borders and
handpainted floral centres, pattern 757,
comprising: Elliptical centrepiece comport and
stand, 39 cm x 23 cm x 26.5 cm high, four twin
handle oval dishes 30.5 x 19 cm, four single
handle oval dishes, four twin handle octagonal
dishes, two scallop shaped dishes, twenty-four x
22 cm plates (39) £1,500.00 - £2,500.00
A Ridgway 19th century extensive dessert service,
mazarine blue ground richly gilded with floral
handpainted reserves, pattern 892, comprising:
Two large oval comports, 36 x 24.5 x 16 cm high,
two twin handle oval bowls, five twin handle oval
dishes 29.5 x 22 cm, four single handle oval
dishes, 24 x 20.5 cm, a twin handle dish, 29 x
21.5 cm, two sauce tureens and covers
incorporating stands, teapot stand, twenty-two x
22 cm plates and a similar plate, patt. 8931(43)
£1,500.00 - £2,000.00

522

A pair of 19th century Ridgway ice buckets and
covers, mazarine blue ground, richly gilded with
floral handpainted reserves, pattern 892 (to match
lot 521), the ovoid bowls raised on three gilded
dolphin supports on a triform base, the domed
cover with a large gilded rose finial, 34.5 cm high
(2) £500.00 - £800.00

523

An armorial porcelain cup and saucer from Lord
Eldon's service, c. 1800, probably Chamberlains
Worcester, the saucer bearing the family crest
within a garter and motto SIT SINE LABE DECUS
surmounted by a baron's coronet (2) £60.00 £80.00

Two 19th century Coalport rectangular sugar
boxes and covers, one with a cream border
decorated in gilt with fruit and vine, the other green
ground with a peach and gilded foliate border and 524
a matching creamer to/w a 19th century sauce
boat and stand and a moulded and handpainted
525
plate, 20 cm diam. (4) £100.00 - £200.00

A Lladro matt glazed figural group of two women
carrying amphora, 47 cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00
Two Lladro Japanese figures, 27 cm & 19.5 cm
high (2) £50.00 - £80.00

Ridgway 19th century teawares, all having
reserves painted with landscapes and figures,
comprising: patt. 2/1132 - teapot, cover and
stand, sugar box & cover, creamer, bowl, and two
trios to/w patt. 2/1112 - a teapot and cover and an
teacup £250.00 - £450.00

526

Three Lladro figurines, 20 cm - 35.5 cm (3) £60.00 £80.00

527

Two Lladro figurines - Lady seated and
embroidering, 28 cm h. and a young couple, 22
cm h. (2) £70.00 - £100.00

Ridgway early 19th century teawares, c. 1810,
comprising: Patt. 412 - New oval shape teapot
and cover, creamer, bowl and trio to/w an
additional cup decorated with a lion (7) £80.00 £120.00

528

A pair of Royal Worcester blush ground twin
handle vases with floral decoration, puce marks,
date cypher 1903, shape 2256, 31.5 cm high (2)
£200.00 - £300.00

529

A James Macintyre & Co waisted vase designed
by William Moorcroft, white ground decorated with
poppies and panels of forget-me-nots, printed
factory mark and painted green signature, c. 190809, 15.3 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

530

A Wedgwood Fairyland lustre bowl decorated
externally with the 'Woodland Bridge' pattern and
internally with the 'Picnic by a river' pattern,
designed by Daisy Makeig-Jones, Portland vase

Ridgway 19th century teawares, comprising: Patt.
2/1332 - teapot and cover; Patt. 2/1381 - teapot
and cover; patt. 2/1380 - teacup & saucer, coffee
cup & saucer; patt. 2/2958 - trio and patt. 2/1373 teacup (10) £60.00 - £100.00
Ridgway assorted 19th century teawares, all blue
ground with painted floral decoration, comprising:
Patt. 4810 - oval comport, trio and 20.5 cm diam.
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mark, painted Z4968 & 'F', 21 cm diam. £1,000.00 - 542
£1,500.00
531

532

533

Herend porcelain - a group of two albino hares, 14
cm to/w a single hare with foot raised, 10.5 cm
high, both with printed and impressed marks to
base and nos. 5232 & 5235 (2) £60.00 - £100.00
Herend Porcelain large model of an albino hare,
printed and impressed marks and nos. 5334, 30
cm high £100.00 - £150.00
Troika Pottery - a rectangular chimney vase, each
fascia with a rough textured geometric design, the
sides blue glazed, signed to base and initials 'LT',
c. 1970-83, 20 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

534

Troika Pottery coffin vase, brown textured ground
with geometric decoration, printed marks to base
and monogram - possibly Avril Bennett, c. 1970-83
£80.00 - £120.00

535

A pair of Samson gold anchor chamber sticks in
the Derby style, 19th century, decorated with
songbirds on floral and foliate encrusted branches
raised on a rococo base, 24 cm high (2) £100.00 £150.00

536

Waterford Crystal 'Colleen' pattern drinking
glasses comprising; Six x white wine, 12 cm
high; five x tumblers and six x sherry/port (17)
£100.00 - £200.00

537

A set of six Stuart Crystal wineglasses of drawn
trumpet form, the bowl half diamond cut and
etched with garlands, facetted stem and star cut
foot, 17 cm high (6) £50.00 - £70.00

538

A pair of 19th century French ormolu mounted
porcelain pot pourri vases in the Sevres style, gros
bleu ground, finely painted figural and floral panels
with gilded and jewelled decoration between
female mask handles, the domed covers with
pineapple finials, painted '22' in puce under
mounts, impressed E.C.L. to ormolu base, 30 cm
high (2) £800.00 - £1,000.00

539

A Waterford Crystal suite of 'Dunmore' pattern
drinking glasses, c. 1960's comprising: five fluted
champagne glasses 15.5 cm high; six wine
glasses 13.3 cm high; six aperitif glasses 7.5 cm
high, five tumblers 9 cm high; six port, 11 cm high;
six sherry, 10 cm high and six liquor glasses (40)
£100.00 - £200.00

543

A Meissen plate moulded with grapes and vine,
blue ground and with decorative gilding,
underglaze crossed swords to base, 20th century,
15.8 cm diam. £50.00 - £80.00

544

A Royal Worcester coffee can and saucer painted
with fruit, the saucer signed H. Stinton, date
cypher 1932 (2) £50.00 - £80.00

545

A James Macintyre & Co twin handle pedestal
bowl designed by William Moorcroft, decorated
with the 'Honesty' pattern, white ground enriched
with gilding, brown factory mark, green painted
signature, early 20th century, 13 cm h. £300.00 £500.00

546

A Royal Doulton Flambe Veined model of an owl,
31 cm £100.00 - £150.00

547

Three Moorcroft items - A small vase of
compressed form, mottled green ground decorated
with the 'Columbine' pattern, 7.5 cm high, paper
label 'Potters to the Late Queen Mary to/w a small
footed bowl, blue ground decorated to the centre
with an orchid, impressed facsimile signature &
Potter to HM the Queen, 11 cm diam. and a pin
dish, blue ground decorated with a hibiscus flower,
paper label 'Potter to the Late Queen Mary', 7.5
cm diam. (3) £80.00 - £120.00

548

Four Moorcroft items, comprising: an ovoid vase
with domed foot, mottled green ground decorated
with flowers, impressed factory mark, 13 cm; a
short candlestick, yellow ground decorated with
hibiscus, 8.5 cm h.; a small blue ground table
lamp decorated with anemones, 12.5 cm high
(plus fittings) and a cream ground vase,
'Columbine' pattern, 12.5 cm h. (4) £80.00 £120.00

549

A Moorcroft rectangular small tray decorated with
anemones, 20.5 x 9 cm and two contemporary
Moorcroft circular plates, the larger a factory
second, 25.5 cm & 11.7 cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00

550

Thirteen Waterford Crystal 'Tyrone' wine glasses,
17.5 cm high (13)) £150.00 - £200.00

551

A 19th century goblet, the large partly ribbed ovoid
bowl etched with hops and barley, short knopped
stem and square base with ground out pontil, 13.5
cm, to/w a plain smaller example, 10.3 cm, an
18th century wine glass, ogee bowl, blade knop,
short plain stem, conical foot and rough pontil, 13
cm c/w sugar crusher and an 18th century wine
glass, cylindrical bowl with vestiges of gilt initials,
short plain stem, flat thick foot, 12.5 cm (5)
£40.00 - £60.00

540

Shelley 'Chelsea' part tea service, pattern 11280,
comprising: Two cake plates, six 17.5 cm plates;
six 15 cm plates; 13 cm diam. bowl, 8.5 cm bowl;,
four saucers, four teacups, coffee creamer, small
dessert bowl, five egg cups (31) £40.00 - £60.00

541

Four early 19th century English creamware items
comprising: two circular dishes in the form of
sunflower heads with pierced centres raised on
three shell feet, indistinct impressed mark to base
552
of one dish, 17.5 cm diam; a Wedgwood lobed
dish with pierced decoration and a Wedgwood
plate with pierced border and a sepia painted
decorative inner border, 23.3 cm diam. (4) £40.00 - 553
£60.00
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Clarice Cliff Bizarre 'Sunshine' pattern coffee
service, Bon Jour shape, comprising: Coffee pot,
creamer, sugar pot, six coffee cups and six
saucers (15) £300.00 - £500.00

A collection of four jelly glasses and a sweetmeat
glass, one with a lemon squeezer octagonal base,
18th/19th century (5) £30.00 - £50.00
An 18th century onion shaped green glass bottle,
the flattened body with a kicked-in base, rising to

a tall tapering neck with string rim, 17.5 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00
554

A set of four tall hollow stemmed glass
candlesticks, possibly 19th century, 37.5 cm high
to/w four associated glass sconces £100.00 £200.00

555

A set of four 19th century glass salvers each
having a thumb nail cut bowl, silesian stem and
star cut base, 14 cm high (4) £100.00 - £200.00

556

A pair of 19th century finger bowls with etched
grape and vine decoration, each incorporating a
specimen flute, to/w a pair of 20th century drinking
glasses having a drawn conical bowl etched with
grape and vine, airtwist stems and plain flat foot,
18 cm high (4) £40.00 - £60.00

557

A large 19th century goblet, the half cut ogee bowl
etched with grapes and vine, short knop stem,
partial fold over foot, 16.5 cm high to/w a 19th
century cordial glass, a 19th century continental
green drinking glass with applied prunts and a
Bristol blue eye glass (4) £40.00 - £60.00

558

A Royal Doulton Lambeth leather ware
Cromwellian style blackjack with silver rim, hall
marked London 1928, 21.5 cm high £80.00 £120.00

559

An 18th century English Delft blue and white plate
decorated in the Chinoiserie style with rocks,
flowers, foliage and a butterfly, 23 cm diam.
£40.00 - £60.00

560

James Macintyre & Co Aurelian Ware twin handle
vase, designed by William Moorcroft, printed
factory mark in brown, impressed '10.9.' and
painted 'm2943', 22.5 cm high £150.00 - £250.00

561

A large Soho Pottery Solian Ware majolica corn
on the cob jug, 29 cm high £40.00 - £60.00

562

An early 20th century Wedgwood majolica part tea
service in the form of cauliflowers, comprising:
teapot, sucrier and cover, three graduated milk
jugs, small sugar bowl, one teacup, four saucers
and two small plates (13) £40.00 - £60.00

568

An early 19th century English porcelain tea
service, polychrome decorated in the Chinoiserie
style with gilt highlights, rims and edges,
comprising ten cups and ten saucers (20) £80.00 £120.00

569

An English 19th century porcelain dessert service
having moulded gilded borders and centres
handpainted with English and continental
landscapes including Dieppe, Dutch Fishermen,
Near Littleover Derbyshire, Near Gravesend,
comprising: Low tazza, rectangular dish and six
plates, inscriptions in puce to base and painted
nos. 3659B (8) £100.00 - £150.00

570

A small collection of early English porcelain and
china comprising : a Derby plate with polychrome
dash decoration, puce painted mark 1782-1800,
24.6 cm diam.; a saucer dish decorated with floral
borders in bright enamels, patt. 2863, 21.8 cm
diam.; two tea bowls with yellow borders, gilded
prigs and gilt borders; a fluted tea bowl, possibly
New Hall pattern 172; a Worcester Barr Flight &
Barr period coffee can and a small cup painted en
grisaille with a chicken and a chick (7) £70.00 £100.00

571

A Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated twin handle
vase, pattern 1261, date cypher 1911, a quatrefoil
dish, pattern 2451, date cypher 1911, a later
coffee can and saucer and a set of eight Spode
handpainted specimen plates, 20th century (12)
£80.00 - £120.00

572

A pair of Dresden porcelain bulbous vases with
long necks, turquoise ground decorated with
printed panels of classical figures and floral
panels, later converted to table lamps, 32.5 cm
high + electrical fittings (2) £80.00 - £120.00

573

A pair of cased Waterford champagne flutes
£40.00 - £60.00

574

A Moorcroft contemporary vase of waisted form
decorated in the 'Poppy' pattern on a blue ground,
29 cm high, c/w original box £80.00 - £120.00

575

563

A Carlton ware vase of concentrically ribbed form,
pale lavender ground with handpainted floral
decoration, c. 1930's, 17.5 cm high £20.00 £30.00

A Moorcroft contemporary vase decorated in the
Carousel pattern, after Rachel Bishop, limited
edition no. 103 with certificate, 29 cm high, c/w
original box £130.00 - £180.00

576

564

Three Royal Doulton figures - Gentlewoman
HN1632, Jacqueline HN2001 and Penny HN2338
(3) £80.00 - £120.00

A Moorcroft contemporary vase of waisted form
decorated with the 'Anemone' pattern on a blue
ground, 28.5 cm high £70.00 - £100.00

577

565

A set of one dozen champagne bowls with
facetted knopped stems, 11.5 cm high (12) £40.00
- £80.00

Five porcelain fairings: Kiss me Quick (couple on
bicycles); Returning at one o'clock in the morning;
The Welsh Tea Party; Sarah's young man & The
Power of Love (5) £50.00 - £80.00

566

Minton Hollins & Co - a set of six blue glazed tiles
depicting fables of Jean de La Fontaine, 15 x 15
cm (6) £80.00 - £120.00

578

Six porcelain fairings including : Baby's first step;
Which one is Prettiest?; Checkmate and The last
one in bed to put out the light (6) £50.00 - £80.00

567

A Clarice Cliff dinner plate painted in the 'Bermuda' 579
pattern, 1937, 25.3 cm diam. to/w a Clarice Cliff
Bizarre 'Capri' pattern side plate, 1935, 17.5 cm
diam. (2) £80.00 - £120.00

Six porcelain fairings: Twelve months after
marriage; Sir! Where's your gloves...; Kiss me
Quick; Now Ma-rm say when; The Last in bed put
out the light and Who is Coming? (6) £60.00 £100.00
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580

Three porcelain fairings: the Orphans; Good
Templars and A long pull and a strong pull to/w a
porcelain ship model titled 'Cardiff to Bristol' (4)
£50.00 - £80.00

581

A late 18th century/early 19th century English
pearlware blue and white bowl, transfer decorated
to the exterior with pagodas and pine trees, the
interior decorated with possibly an English
cemetery with obelisk and mausoleum and a wide
border of stylised butterflies, 22.2 cm £40.00 £60.00

part tea and coffee service decorated with a
mazarine blue band and gilding, pattern 3149,
comprising an oval sugar box and cover, creamer,
bowl. two saucer dishes, seven teacups, six
coffee cans, twelve saucers and five plates £60.00 £100.00
591

A Royal Worcester cabinet plate handpainted with
a mountainous lake landscape, date cypher 1906,
22.7 cm diam. £50.00 - £80.00

592

An English 18th century porcelain cabinet plate,
royal blue ground with a gilt foliate band, the
centre painted with exotic birds in a landscape, 24
cm diam. to/w an English, possibly New Hall,
porcelain bowl of scrolling writhen form, simply
painted with puce and gilt sprigs, 15.7 cm diam.
(2) £80.00 - £120.00

582

A pair of Art Deco green glass vases in the form of
cornucopia terminating in gilt metal gloved lady's
hands, mounted on rectangular marble bases, 9 x
15.8 cm x 18 cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00

583

Five Wedgwood Jasper Ware cased limited edition
plaques: HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother 593
765/1000; HRH The Prince Charles 628/3000;
HRH The Princess Margaret, Countess of
Snowdon 740/1000; HRH The Princess Anne,
commemorating her marriage 1973 1180/2000 and
The Earl Mountbatten of Burma 474/750 c/w
certificates to/w two similar plaques for HM Queen
Elizabeth II and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
commemorating the Royal Silver Wedding 1972
594
(7) £50.00 - £100.00

584

585

Wedgwood Jasper Ware Royal commemorative
wares comprising: Two loving cups for the Royal
Silver Jubilee 1977, limited editions 426 & 403/500
c/w certificates; two Silver Jubilee plates, 20.5 cm
diam.; candy square box and circular box, two
Lord Mountbatten pin dishes and a classically
decorated oblong box (9) £50.00 - £100.00

595

A Royal Doulton Art Deco coffee service decorated
with multi-coloured leaves, c. 1931, comprising a
coffee pot, cream jug, sugar bowl, six coffee cans,
six saucers, two small bowls to/w a Paragon Art
596
Deco coffee service handpainted with green
flowers with yellow centres and gilded rims and
handles, comprising a coffee pot, cream jug, bowl,
six coffee cups and six saucers £50.00 - £70.00

586

Two Lamorna Torquay Pottery vases - one of
basket form painted with a cock and hen
pheasant, 26 cm high and the other of waisted
form painted with a songbird and foliage, 20 cm
high (2) £40.00 - £60.00

587

Fifteen cabinet and collectors teacups and
saucers, 19th & 20th century including Spode,
Davenport, Royal Crown Derby, Royal Doulton etc.
£50.00 - £80.00

588

Fourteen cabinet and collectors coffee cans and
saucers including Royal Crown Derby, Derby, New
Chelsea, Minton, Wedgwood, Royal Worcester
598
£40.00 - £60.00

589

590

597

A continental porcelain fairing in the form of an ink
stand, the cover decorated in relief with a lady and
gent in 18th century costume, 16 cm high £50.00 £80.00
Copeland & Garret Felspar Porcelain and Spode
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599

A collection of dog models comprising: Beswick
Bassett Hound 'Fochno Trinket' no. 2045A; Royal
Doulton Dachshund HN1140; Royal Doulton
English Bull Dog HN1074X; Beswick small Bulldog
'Bosun' no. 1731; Western German Airdale terrier;
French faience dog with panniers; spelter seated
bull dog 4.7 cm to/w a Beswick brown bear no.
1313 (8) £50.00 - £80.00
An interesting mixed box to include an early 19th
century oval cut glass bonboniere, 23 cm high,
two rummers, 12.5 cm high, two decanters and a
mid 19th century Staffordshire floral decorated part
teaservice of five cups and six saucers £60.00 £80.00
A mixed box of 19th/20th century glass including
a pair of cut glass bonbonieres raised on star cut
square bases, five Bristol blue glass finger bowls,
two wine glass coolers and a double gourd shaped
decanter with a silver collar, London 1905 £60.00 £100.00
An early Victorian Staffordshire water jug painted
with a spray of polychrome flowers and inscribed
'Moses Martin 1839' in gilt, 22.5 cm high to/w two
Wedgwood green majolica dishes (3) £30.00 £50.00
A Victorian Copeland dinner service having a with
a wide green band and gilt borders with a central
gilded foliate design, comprising: Eighteen 25 cm
diam. plates; eleven 22cm diam. plates; eleven 22
cm diam. plates; nine soup plates; two circular
tureen and covers; two sauce tureens, covers and
stands; soup tureen and stand (no cover); meat
plate incorporating a gravy well 53 x 42.5 cm; two
meat plates 42.5 x 35.5 cm; two meat plates 38 x
32.5 cm, one platter 33 x 26 cm and one platter
26.5 x 21 cm £200.00 - £300.00
Two Doulton Lambeth leather ware Cromwellian
style blackjacks with silver rim, hall marked
London 1898/99, 20 & 23.5 cm high (2) £150.00 £180.00
A quantity of Wemyss Ware items, most
decorated with purple plums and comprising:
Wash bowl; two rectangular chamfered dishes
24.5 x 9.5 cm; oval dressing table pot and cover;

soap dish, drainer and cover; rectangular
chamfered tray 25.5 x 20.5 cm; heart shaped ink
stand; jam pot and cover and spare cover to/w
three jam pots and two covers decorated with pink
cherries and two spare domed covers £50.00 £100.00

signed lower right, 32 x 13 cm (2) £100.00 £150.00
617

A 19th century rectangular giltwood picture frame
with rococo decoration including acanthus leaves,
scrolls and flowers, aperture 79 x 66 cm, 105 x 93
cm overall £200.00 - £300.00

600

Thomas Stothard (1755-1834) - 'A scene from
Hamlet - McCredy in Action', oil on panel, 23 x 18
cm £200.00 - £300.00

618

Manner of George Hayter - 'Jane Digby, Lady
Ellensbrough', oil on canvas, 41 x 31 cm,
inscribed on reverse £200.00 - £300.00

601

Thomas Baker Pyne (1800-70) - A sailing ship in
distress, oil on canvas, 21 x 29 cm £300.00 £400.00

619

602

John Byam Liston Shaw (1873-1919) - 'There is no
breeze to cool the heat of love', ink and
watercolour with heightening, 38.5 x 31 cm
Note: This was illustrated in Laurence Hope 'Garden of Kama', pub 1901 £250.00 - £300.00

603

Hercules Brabazon (1821-1906) - 'Venice', pencil
and bodycolour, 18.5 x 14.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Sir Samuel Luke Fildes (1843-1927) - 'Norah',
Portrait profile of a young lady, oil on canvas, 31 x
26 cm, the reverse with Christie's stencilled stock
number 494HC, and remnants of paper label for lot
42 from the artist's studio dispersal at Christie's
24th June 1927
Prov: Sir Jeremiah Colman (1859-1942) 1st
Baronet - industrialist who developed Colman's
Mustard into an international concern
£3,000.00 - £4,000.00

604

After Arthur Secunda (b 1927) - 'Notte Luganese',
limited edition print 80/100, pencil signed,
numbered and titled to lower margin, 75 x 57 cm
c/w certificate of authenticity, receipt of purchase
etc £80.00 - £120.00

620

605

Vaughan Bevan (b 1921) - 'Dorothea Quarry',
watercolour, signed lower right, 42.5 x 55 cm, c/w
receipt of purchase £80.00 - £120.00

606

J Clare - Still life study with fruit, oil on canvas,
signed and dated '96 lower left, 24 x 34 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

607

English School - An extensive river landscape with
figure, oil on canvas, 63 x 76 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Sir Samuel Luke Fildes (1983-1927) - 'The Green
Shawl', profile portrait of a young lady, oil on
canvas, 61 x 46 cm, the reverse with various
Christie's stencilled stock numbers 494HC,
442EM, 937FP, and with material label reading
'Gooden & Fox re Sir J Coleman' and typed label
for number 870 lot 13 'Purchased for Sir Jeremiah
by Gooden & Fox at Christie's on the dispersal of
Sir Luke Fildes collection June 24th 1927'
Exh: Royal Academy 1915
Prov: Sir Jeremiah Colman (1859-1942), 1st
Baronet - industrialist who developed Colman's
Mustard into international concern £3,000.00 £5,000.00

608

After Turner - 'Queen Eleanor's Cross, Waltham',
pencil and wash, 26 x 20 cm £120.00 - £150.00

621

Flemish school - Portrait of a lady wearing a
bonnet, oil on canvas, 44 x 39 cm £150.00 £200.00

609

Vassilis Magiassis (1880-1926) - An estuary
landscape with sail boats on horizon, oil on card,
signed lower left, 13 x 18 cm £80.00 - £120.00

622

Continental school - Mary Magdalene, oil on tin,
48 x 39 cm £250.00 - £300.00

610

Continental school - An old drunk seated at a
table eating grapes, oil on board, signed lower left,
21 x 28 cm £80.00 - £120.00

623

Charles A Buchel (1872-1950) - Portrait of a
seated young girl in white dress, oil on canvas, 89
x 69 cm £800.00 - £1,200.00

611

P B Aftouchenko - The bell ringer, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 26 x 17 cm £80.00 - £120.00

624

J C Harrison (1898-1985) - Partridges on a sandy
bank, watercolour, signed lower right, 13 x 22 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

612

Tom Rowden (1842-1926) - Cattle on a cliff top,
watercolour, signed and dated '94 lower left, 23 x
53 cm £150.00 - £200.00

625

Manner of Birkett Foster - Shepherd and flock on a
river bridge, watercolour, bears monogram lower
left, 9 x 13.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

613

Josephine Dobbin - Through the window, gouache, 626
47 x 63 cm £40.00 - £60.00

614

John McCutcheon (Scottish, 1910-95) - 'Town by a
river', oil on canvas, signed lower right, 44 x 58 cm 627
£200.00 - £400.00

J Maris - A pair of coastal sketches, watercolour,
both signed and inscribed, 11 x 15 cm (2) £40.00 £60.00

615

616

** Edward Bawden (1903-89) - 'Aesop's Fables: An
Old Crab and A Young', linocut in colours, pencil
628
inscribed to lower left margin, signed and dated
1960 lower right margin, 40 x 26 cm
** ARR will be applicable £300.00 - £500.00
629
Maria Gianni (Italian) - A pair - 'A floral display in
Naples', and 'A Naples street scene', gouache,
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Terry Burke (b 1927) - Brixham Harbour, oil on
board, signed lower right, 39 x 90 cm £80.00 £120.00
Alfred Montague (1832-c1883) - A continental town
and canal view, oil on canvas, signed and dated
1865 lower left, 76 x 36 cm £300.00 - £400.00
Frank Paton (1855-1909) - A set of seven etchings
British Interests, signed in pencil lower left, 20 x

25.5 cm (7) £20.00 - £40.00
630

631

632

A 19th century engraving 'The New Houses of
Parliament', drawn, engraved and published by T H 643
Ellis, 51 Jewin Street, London, May 1857, 42 x 62
cm £80.00 - £120.00
Herbert Davis Richter (1874-1955) - 'Summers
Song', a still life study with roses in Oriental vase,
watercolour, signed lower right, 50 x 41 cm, the
reverse with Royal Institute of Painters in
Watercolour Members back label £300.00 £400.00
John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - 'Marigolds',
woodblock print, pub by Hall Thorpe, London,
copyright USA 1922, pencil signed to lower right
margin, and titled lower left, 25 x 30 cm £150.00 £200.00

644

bequeathed to the Victoria & Albert Museum by
Pinter. £200.00 - £300.00
** Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) - 'Mrs
Swindell's Picture: Figures in a Street', print,
pencil signed to lower right margin, Artist Trade
Guild backstamp lower left, 43 x 32 cm
** ARR may be applicable £1,800.00 - £2,200.00
Frances Macdonald (1914-2002) - 'Green Drive
Langley: Looking towards Windsor', watercolour,
signed and dated 1952 lower left, 37 x 67 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

645

Cornish school - Two views of Polperro, gouache,
one signed lower right, both titled, 29 x 13 cm (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

646

English school - Abstract study of wall, signed
and dated '77, 19 x 36 cm £30.00 - £50.00

647

W H Dixon - The ploughman, watercolour, signed
lower left, 24 x 42 cm £80.00 - £120.00

648

John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - 'The Country
Bunch', mixed flowers in a blue vase, woodblock
print, pencil signed to lower right, 75 x 62 cm
£300.00 - £400.00

W H Dixon - 'Barmouth', coastal cottage,
watercolour, signed inscribed and dated August
1876 lower right, 32 x 50 cm £80.00 - £120.00

649

John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - Primulas and
Irises, woodblock print, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 18 x 16 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Finnie? - Lake land hamlet, with figures in
foreground and distant hills, watercolour,
indistinctly signed, 31 x 45 cm £80.00 - £120.00

650

John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - Primulas,
woodblock print, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 17.5 x 16.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Andrew Carrick Gow (1848-1920) - 'The
Requisitionist', watercolour, signed and dated
1878 lower left, 48 x 77 cm £800.00 - £1,000.00

651

John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - Snowdrops and
Crocuses, woodblock print, pencil signed to lower
right margin, 17.5 x 16.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Allam - 'Lantern Hill from Capstan Hill, Ilfracombe,
Devon', oil on canvas, signed lower left, 40 x 61
cm £100.00 - £150.00

652

Snaffles - 'The Gunner, coloured print, 44 x 34 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

638

653
John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - Primroses and
forget-me-nots, woodblock print, pencil signed to
lower right margin, 18 x 16.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

639

Edouard Doigneau (1865-1954) - Sketch of pony
and foal, pencil, watercolour and bodycolour,
signed lower left, 30 x 29 cm £200.00 - £300.00

W McIntyre - Rocky waterfall, watercolour, signed
lower left, 24.5 x 17 cm to/w Lady at gate of redroofed cottage, watercolour, signed lower left, 23 x
18 cm (2) £60.00 - £80.00

654

Maria Gianni - Italian lake view, gouache, signed
lower left, 15 x 27 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Gustave de Breanski (1856-98) - Sail boat on
choppy waters, watercolour, signed lower right, 22
x 31 cm £40.00 - £60.00

655

Waller - Horses in a paddock, oil on canvas,
signed and dated 1967 lower right, 64 x 100 cm
£250.00 - £350.00

656

Mervyn Goode (b 1948) - An extensive autumnal
view with ivy-clad trees, oil on canvas, signed and
dated '76 lower right, 79 x 120 cm £200.00 £300.00

657

Jan van Couver (1836-1909) - Dutch port, with
figure on wharf, watercolour, signed lower right,
25.5 x 35.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

658

Harold Gordon - 'Newquay headland', watercolour,
signed lower right, 25 x 35.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00

659

William Paton Burton - A farmstead with gaggle of
geese and trio of cows, watercolour, signed lower
right, 32 x 45 cm £100.00 - £200.00

660

Abraham Hulk I (1813-97) - A coastal view with

633

634

635

636

637

640

John Hall Thorpe (1874-1947) - 'Nasturtiums',
woodblock print, pub Hall Thorpe, London,
copyright USA 1922, pencil signed to lower right
margin and titled to lower left, 24.5 x 30 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

641

English school - Study of a terrier, watercolour, 17
cm diam £50.00 - £80.00

642

Guy Vaesen (1912-2002) - 'Family Voices', two
limited edition silkscreen prints 7/40 and 8/40,
both pencil signed lower right, and also signed in
pencil by Harold Pinter, 56 x 38 cm and 55 x 38
cm to/w 'The Front Garden, January 1982',
silkscreen print, 8/10, 40 x 57 cm and 'The Walls
of Dubrovnik', 1975, 7/15, 37 x 48 cm, both pencil
signed to lower right margins (4)
Note: Guy Vaesen and Harold Pinter were lifelong
friends - Vaesen directed many plays Pinter either
acted in or wrote. Vaesen produced seven
paintings that were reproduced in the Next Edition
of the script of Family Voices, a play written by
Pinter, 1981. The original oil on canvas was
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boats on foreshore and two in sea, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 53 x 85 cm £3,000.00 £5,000.00
661

Johannes Gijsbert Vogel (1828-1915) - An
extensive Dutch canal view with windmills, oil on
canvas, signed and dated 1902 lower left, 92 x 118 681
cm £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

662

A set of four coaching prints 'A Trip to Brighton',
after John Dean Paul, pub London 1824, 14 x 27
cm (4) £50.00 - £80.00

663

A folio of various engravings and etchings including
hunting, topographical, portraits etc £80.00 £120.00

664

Cecil Aldin - Hunting print, pencil signed to lower
left margin, 35 x 68 cm £100.00 - £150.00

665

Frank Saltfleet (1860-1937) - Pastoral view of river
with stone building beside, watercolour, signed
lower left, 23 x 33 cm to/w English school - Sailing
boats on wide river, watercolour, 17 x 34 cm (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

666

Henry A Harper (1835-1900) - 'Jerusalem',
watercolour, signed, inscribed and dated April 2
1875 lower right, 35.5 x 53 cm £150.00 - £200.00

667

Continental school - Still life study with flowers,
christoleum, 49 x 39 cm £30.00 - £50.00

668

Irish school - 'Lambay from Malahide',
watercolour, inscribed and dated 1866 lower right,
18 x 26 cm £40.00 - £60.00

lace- bordered handkerchiefs, a pair of tape lace
cuffs; to/w a small collection of table linen to
include two crocheted tea tablecloths, tray cloths
with drawn-threadwork and crochet work £150.00 £200.00
An early 1900s woven brown wool panel, possibly
Peruvian, wool-embroidered with alpacas and
geometric patterns, a Thai wrap skirt, a taupe
embroidered wool Kashmiri shawl - 202 cm x 112
cm, a green wool shawl embroidered with floral
sprays - 58 cm x 193 cm, an Indian panel
embroidered with figures and animals £100.00 £150.00

682

Eight vintage gentlemen's hats to include a
Stetson, a fez, a traditional Austrian hat, a mortarboard, a Chinese hat and others (8) £40.00 £60.00

683

A cream pith helmet stamped 'detachable and selfconforming royal letters patent no. 228467
adopted by H.M. Govt', size 7, to/w a khaki pith
helmet (2) £30.00 - £50.00

684

A vintage Hermes-Paris silk scarf, 1960s, 'Les
Voitures a Transformation' designed by Francoise
de la Perriere, ivory ground, lavender blue border,
green/yellow depicting the evolution of the
'convertible' carriage, 90 cm x 90 cm £60.00 £80.00

685

A box and a lined wicker hamper containing table
linen to include; two circular crocheted cotton
tablecloths, a circular cut-out work linen
tablecloth, damask napkins, other napkin sets,
crocheted edge huckabacks, doilies, etc, to/w two
Victorian cotton baby gowns, apron etc. £50.00 £60.00

686

A late 19th century lace collar with floral sprays
and roundels, 163 cm (outside edge) x 29 cm
wide, a set of Maltese lace doilies, a set of twentytwo Victorian place mats printed with parlour,
hunting and riding scenes each with a written
ditty, a shaped dressing table map and set of
eleven matching circular mats worked in gold
metalised thread and green beetle wings, several
other lace-edged mats, seven place mats and
matching oval example, printed with knights on
horseback etc. £100.00 - £150.00

669

An Victorian album of various accomplished
topographical watercolours and pencil sketches
including Robin Hoods Bay 1866, Eiger 1877,
Continental views, Scottish views etc, all stuck
down £200.00 - £300.00

670

A 19th century sketch album including
accomplished pencil studies of European views,
buildings etc to/w a folio of loose pencil sketches,
mainly topographical (2) £80.00 - £120.00

671

A set of seven Nile view watercolours including
pyramids, feluccas etc (7) £40.00 - £60.00

672

A set of four 19th century hand-coloured shooting
prints, engraved by T Sutherland after D
Wolstenholme, pub R Ackermann, London 1823,
31.5 x 37 cm (4) £40.00 - £60.00

673

Ralph Kent - '70 Years with Mickey Mouse', ltd ed
lithographic print 479/750, pencil signed to lower
right margin, Disney impressed backstamp, 78 x
55 cm, c/w certificate of authenticity £100.00 £200.00

687

Five Victorian lace-edged caps, a Victorian lawn
Christening gown with embroidery and lace edging
with under petticoat, two Victorian child's
petticoats with pin-tucking to hems, to/w an
ermine evening cape £50.00 - £80.00

674

A serigraph cel certified print of Christopher Robin
and Pooh Bear, 30 x 25 cm to/w Disney
'Remember, this all started with a mouse...', print,
pub Disney Art Editions 1994, 54 x 54 cm (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

688

680

A late 19th century Brussels lace bertha collar,
163 cm long x 12 cm wide, a pair of Brussels lace
flounces 72 cm long x 19 cm wide, a tape lace
flounce, 83 cm long x 20 cm deep, two needle-run

An early 1900s finely crocheted bedcover worked
with raised flower heads - 236 x 280 cm, to/w a
collection of table linen to include tablecloths,
place mats and tray cloths with crocheted edge,
embroidery, drawn-thread work etc. £50.00 £60.00

689

A contemporary wall-hanging painted with multicoloured bug-like creatures and embellished with
black painted half cups and two tassels to end,
signed R. Michelson (Rose), 82 x 140 cm £80.00 -
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£120.00
690

691

692

693

694

An early 1900s patchwork panel - 43 x 173 cm,
two pieces of floral patterned chenille, crewel-work
panel - birds in flowering branches, two Indian
padded and embroidered panels, other fabric
pieces etc. £50.00 - £60.00
Two boxes containing two white heavy cotton
bedspreads with quilted entwined circle pattern (to
fit super-king bed), to/w two sets of single white
bed linen with pale yellow embroidery, each
comprising one over sheet, one top sheet, and two
pillowcases £40.00 - £60.00
A leaf patterned tablecloth, 259 x 314 cm, with
eight napkins, an ice blue linen tablecloth with
foliate pattern, 158 x 305 cm and two matching
pink sateen tablecloths with foliate sprays, each
355 x 172 cm £40.00 - £60.00

A 1950s ivory white floral spray needle-run lace
Christening robe £30.00 - £50.00

696

Three super-king bed sheets including
embroidered and cut-out work examples, an
embroidered double sheet with inset crochet and
crocheted edging, to/w a set of unused apricot
coloured bed linen to include two single sheets
and two pillowcases £40.00 - £60.00

698

699

700

701

702

Two boxes containing a large quantity of laundered
table linen to include damask, embroidered and
crocheted edge linen and other tablecloths, napkin
sets, huckabacks etc. £80.00 - £100.00

704

A late 19th century lace lappet, four beaded
evening bags, a peacock feather fan, a Chinese
black silk embroidered shawl, a Chinese wallet, a
crimson and ivory church stole and a Victorian
child's cream wool and lace cape £60.00 - £80.00

705

Two floral wool tapestry cushions and two floral
patterned wool tapestry cushions (4) £30.00 £40.00

706

A pair of lined and interlined curtains crimson Toile
de Jouy curtains with co-ordinating tartan lining,
each curtain 98 cm wide x 235 cm drop (with deep
unfinished hem), to/w a bolt of 28 metres of the
same fabric £80.00 - £120.00

A natural linen ground tablecloth embroidered with
coloured floral sprays with crocheted insets and
edging, to/w a white finely crocheted cotton
tablecloth/bedcover, 431 x 152 cm £50.00 - £60.00 707
A pale blue silk georgette negligee edged with
peach lace, a peach silk cami-slip edged with grey
lace, a peach silk georgette cami-slip, a peach
silk cami-slip edged with ivory lace, a peach silk
708
cami-slip with embroidery to bodice, a peach silk
satin cami-slip with floral embroidery and a pair of
peach silk cami-knickers edged with blue silk (7)
£50.00 - £70.00

695

697

Rev. H. M. Sanders c/o Grindlay & Co. Ltd.
Bombay, to/w a brown leather suitcase (2) £50.00 £70.00

A pair of lined and inter-lined damask curtains,
terracotta ground with foliate and floral design,
each curtain 114 cm wide x 253 cm drop £60.00 £80.00
Two pairs of percale cotton black-out lined and
inter-lined curtains, Lelievre 1468-31 fabric 'KarhahRouge', printed with a typical Persian motif of
foliage and large stylised flowers, each curtain 185
cm wide x 249 cm drop £300.00 - £500.00

709

A 1970s purple wool cape lined with cerise silk,
to/w 30" waist kilt, a child's 24" kilt and a sporran
£40.00 - £50.00

710

A fox fur cape with head and feet detail, a black
sable collar and a French squirrel stole with
pockets to ends £60.00 - £80.00

711

Five single linen bed sheets including
embroidered, inset crochet and drawn-thread work
examples, to/w three plain single sheets £40.00 £50.00

A 1920s black net flapper dress embellished with
jet beads, gold-coloured beads and blue sequins,
44 cm across chest £150.00 - £200.00

712

A large quantity of mostly unused packaged
embroidered bed linen, Louis & Anna Sotiriades,
made in Madeira, to include two sets of matching
single bed sheet sets, assorted pillowcases,
unused set of two pillowcases and two over
sheets, etc. etc. £50.00 - £60.00

A mid-brown squirrel fur coat retailed by Tyrrell &
Green, Southampton, 50 cm across chest, a
moleskin fur coat with flared sleeves and turned
cuffs, 50 cm across chest, to/w a mink fur hat
£40.00 - £60.00

713

A 1950s hand-beaded and sequinned evening top
lined with ivory silk, 47 cm across chest, to/w a
Joseph Ribhoff evening two-piece embellished with
gold studs and beading to edge of jacket, size 18
(2) £30.00 - £50.00

714

A vintage grey faux fur jacket with neru collar, 52
cm across chest £30.00 - £50.00

715

A 1940s pale grey fine cotton voile dress with
embroidered white dots, pin-tucking to bodice and
shell effect buttons to front, 54 cm across chest,
to/w a ribbed satin under-slip (2) £50.00 - £60.00

716

A 1950s black lace evening dress laid over shellpink tulle under-skirt, with matching bolero jacket,
to/w a shell-pink ribbed organza petticoat (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

A set of twelve large white linen napkins, an
embroidered set of eight table napkins, a set of six
linen table napkins, a set of six embroidered linen
napkins, twelve embroidered place mats, an
embroidered baby's pillowcase, Irish linen
handkerchiefs and ten assorted hankies £30.00 £50.00
A box of assorted late 19th century and other lace
edging and trimmings, embroidery anglaise etc.
£60.00 - £80.00
A japanned metal and gilt travelling trunk in tan
leather case with travel label and label to top for
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717

A 1950s dusky blue lace evening dress with blue
silk and shell-pink tulle lining, the bodice
embellished with sequins and beading, to/w a
matching stole with similar decoration to ends, 47
cm across chest £60.00 - £80.00

743

A Persian Nahavand runner with four camel ground
medallions on red field within floral borders 329 x
101 cm £100.00 - £150.00

744

An Azarbayejan runner, the geometric pole design
on red and ink blue ground, 296 x 80 cm £180.00 £220.00

718

A dark brown mink fur coat, 46 cm across chest
£60.00 - £80.00

745

719

A cream fur-lined coat with tie-belt, 52 cm across
chest £30.00 - £50.00

A Turkish rug with triple geometric gul design on
pale maroon, 196 x 108 cm £60.00 - £80.00

746

720

A Musi dark grey sheared beaver jacket with neru
collar and concealed side pockets, 57 cm across
chest, size 10/12 £80.00 - £120.00

An antique Persian Hamadan mat, the coral and
blue ground centred by a diamond motif, 100 x 62
cm £30.00 - £40.00

747

721

A gentleman's vintage tailcoat, to/w a vintage
morning tailcoat and waistcoat, both 50 cm across
chest £60.00 - £80.00

722

A mid-brown shadowed musquash stole, a child's
musquash cape and a fur tippet with head and leg
embellishment (3) £40.00 - £60.00

A roomsize Persian Veramin design Pakistani
carpet, the field of floral lattice weave on mid blue
ground, 440 x 312 cm, circa 1990s, originally
retailed by Harrods Knightsbridge priced at £7,399
£600.00 - £800.00

748

A Persian Hamadan carpet, the red ground with
centre floral medallion, 285 x 200 cm £180.00 £220.00

A worn Afghan rug, the central reserve with three
rectangular medallions centred by ivory guls within
multi-border, 255 x 133 cm £50.00 - £80.00

749

A Persian Sarough, central ivory diamond
medallion on red ground decorated with rosettes
and stylised leaf design, blue spandrels within
guarded floral borders 210 x 150 cm £120.00 £150.00

750

A Persian Brojerd rug, central medallion on navy
ground within repeating stylised flowers and multi
borders 190 x 140 cm £100.00 - £150.00

730

731

A Persian Shiraz carpet, the red ground with
geometric and nomadic designs, 297 x 220 cm
£100.00 - £140.00

732

An antique Turkoman rug, the crimson-red ground
with design of two rows of guls, 165 x 106 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

734

An antique Caucasian rug, the design of geometric 751
symbols on coral-red ground, 154 x 110 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

735

A Persian Hamadan rug, the geometric diamond
pale design on red and blue ground, 207 x 130 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

736

A Belouch rug, the three linked gul design on dark
pink ground, 192 x 105 cm £120.00 - £150.00

753

737

A Persian Toyserkan rug (Hamadan region) with
central navy medallion and floral design on a red
field within ivory double guarded border 209 x 132
cm £80.00 - £120.00

A Persian Hakhi Balouch, geometric design on
light brown ground with contrasting border, 140 x
80 cm £30.00 - £50.00

754

A fine Afghan runner with seven star medallions on
rust ground within repeating border, 310 x 95 cm
£120.00 - £150.00

755

A Persian Isfahan rug, traditional floral design with
large central motif on a red field within blue
diamond guarded palmette border 200 x 135 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

752

A Persian Bidjar wide runner with large central
blue and ivory medallion on wine ground decorated
with floral herati design within double guarded navy
border 231 x 106 cm £120.00 - £150.00
A Persian rug, the gold central medallion within a
mauve cartouche on dark blue ground with gold,
130 x 67 cm £50.00 - £70.00

738

A Persian Mahal rug, the central floral medallion
on red ground decorated with tendril linked
palmettes, conforming spandrels and repeating
ivory and navy borders 200 x 130 cm £100.00 £150.00

739

A Persian Joshagan carpet, large navy diamond
medallion on red ground decorated with
symmetrical floral diamond motifs within navy and
ivory borders 300 x 225 cm £150.00 - £200.00

756

A fine Persian Nahavand rug with large central
rosette medallion on salmon ground with navy
spandrels and guarded floral borders 222 x 141 cm
£130.00 - £180.00

740

A Persian Senneh rug, repeating design on a dark
blue field within rosette guarded border 151 x 113
cm £100.00 - £150.00

757

A Persian Kashan rug, large red/ivory lozenge
shaped medallion on navy ground decorated with
stylised floral design, conforming spandrels within
palmette border 201 x 130 cm £120.00 - £150.00

741

An old Persian Hamadan rug, the blue floral
design on coral ground, 06 x 144 cm £60.00 £80.00

759

742

A Persian Malayer runner, repeating floral herati
design on dark blue ground within red and blue
palmette borders 420 x 100 cm £150.00 - £200.00

A Regency giltwood and gesso overmantel having
triple mirror plates beneath an inverted breakfront
top rail and relief moulded classical figures to the
frieze and flanked by turned pillars,155 cm wide x
68 cm high £200.00 - £300.00
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760

A collection of six 750 ml bottles of champagne
773
comprising two presentation boxed Ayala Brut
Majeur, Joseph Perrier 1996 Cuvee Royale, Moet
& Chandon Brut Imperial, Lanson Black Label Brut
(Wimbledon Jacket), J De Telmont Gande Reserve
to/w Seppett chardonnay Blanc de Blancs Brut
774
sparkling wine (7) £80.00 - £120.00

761

Four bottles of port, Croft 1998 late bottled vintage
in presentation box, Croft Quinta Da Roeda 1997,
Croft Platinum reserve and Dela Force His
Masters Choice 10 year old (4) £40.00 - £60.00

762

W & J Grahams 75 cl late bottled vintage port
775
1994 in presentation box to/w bottle of Fonseca
Guimaraens vintage port 1986, Fonseca Terra
Prima Reserve port in presentation box, Taylors
late bottled vintage port 2007 in presentation box
and Dixons double diamond 10 year old tawny port 776
(5) £100.00 - £150.00

763

764

765

766

767

Gordon & Macphail Glenburgie 70 cl Speyside
single malt whisky, aged 10 years, in presentation
box to/w Blairmhor 70 cl blended malt whisky
aged 8 years in box (2) £30.00 - £50.00

777
Three 70 cl bottles of Chateau de Montifaud Fine
Petite Champagne Cognac to/w single bottle of
Three Barrels Raynal & Cie old French brandy and 778
a single bottle of Daniel Bouju Napoleon Cognac
grand champagne (5) £70.00 - £90.00
A collection of fifteen bottles of red and white wine
including Chateau Cadillac 2000 Bordeaux
Superieur, two bottles of Chateau Fanreaud,
Listrac Medoc 2003, Domaine le Soverain Sablet
2000, Monty Ducy Reserva 1994 tinto, Hospices
de Dijon Chardonnay 1999 etc (15) £80.00 £120.00
Three 75 cl bottles of Harveys Bristol Cream
original Superior Sherry to/w three 75 cl bottles of
Croft Original Sherry (6) £50.00 - £80.00
Two presentation boxed 70 cl bottles of Chase
distillery Single Estate English Potato Vodka to/w
Chase Seville Orange gin, two bottles of Eckes
Edelkirsch Cherry, Pimms, Cointreau, two Tia
Maria, Dam Benedictine and Moskova Imperial
Vodka (11) £80.00 - £120.00

768

A single bottle of Blanc Foussy Blanc de Blancs
£20.00 - £30.00

769

A boxed Chivas Regal 12 year old premium
Scotch Whisky to/w boxed Dimple Haig blended
Scotch Whisky (2) £40.00 - £60.00

770

A bottle of J Calvet & Co Cognac in cut and
pressed glass special edition Baccarat decanter
c/w stopper in lined presentation box with original
Baccarat card £200.00 - £300.00

A late 19th century miniature model of a
serpentine commode chest of two long drawers,
executed in burr yew and walnut in the French
style, stamped twice A Volmers, 22 cm wide x
15.5 cm high £100.00 - £140.00
A Victorian brass bound teak and camphor wood
military campaign chest in two sections, the two
short over three long graduated drawers raised on
four original turned screw-in feet, bears trade plate
for S W Silver & Co, Cornhill, London to verso
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00
A substantial 19th century French cherrywood
refectory table, the four plank top with cleated
ends over a frieze drawer to each end, raised on
chamfered square legs united by stretchers, 255
cm x 87 cm x 76 cm high £600.00 - £800.00
Bertucat, a La Ferte Mace, a 19th century French
tow train wall clock with a white enamelled convex
dial within a pressed brass decorative bezel, brass
sleeved weights and drop pendulum - appears
complete and as displayed £80.00 - £120.00
A George III burr walnut and parcel gilt mirror,
surmounted by a shell motif, 107 cm high x 70 cm
£200.00 - £300.00
An 18th century crossbanded walnut chest of two
short over three long graduated drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 98 x 52 x 93 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

779

A set of four beech framed ladder back woven rope
seat side chairs, probably by Gio Ponti (4)
£150.00 - £180.00

780

A 17th century oak coffer, the wide one and part
plank top over a joint panelled structure on short
stile feet, 107 cm wide x 43 cm x 52 cm high
£220.00 - £280.00

781

Manuel Marin (Spanish, 1942-2007) - 'Stone gate',
an abstract table top mobile, painted black steel
and hung with shapes in primary colours, stamped
'M Marin' to one leg, 76 cm high £800.00 £1,200.00

782

A Regency burr walnut work table, the frieze with
fitted drawer over a pleated fabric lined storage
well drawer raised on a turned support to quad
sabre legs on brass paw caps and castors, 47 x
35 x 75.5 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

783

Markwick, London, an 18th century 8-day
longcase clock, the square brass dial with
subsidiary seconds and a date aperture, within a
heavily patinated mahogany case, reduces in
height at the plinth - 205 cm £400.00 - £600.00

784

A Regency style giltwood and ebonised circular
convex mirror, 57 cm diam £100.00 - £150.00

771

A bespoke artisan large carved oak garden
sculpture of a stallion head £300.00 - £400.00

785

772

A large bespoke artisan carved green oak garden
sculpture of a bull's head raised with patinated
surface, raised on a weathered rustic oak log
pedestal base £500.00 - £700.00

A 19th century French arched top faux marble
framed mirror with distressed plate, 111 cm x 80
cm wide £100.00 - £140.00

787

A 19th century Continental figured walnut work
table with hinged top enclosing compartments, on
swept supports, octagonal baluster and circular
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base with claw feet £120.00 - £150.00
788

789

790

791

A large Victorian mahogany figured mahogany
chest of two short over four long graduated
cockbeaded drawers each retaining turned wooden 802
pulls, raised on a plinth base, 132 cm wide x 59
cm x 134 cm high £200.00 - £250.00
A large Victorian mahogany extending dining table
having demi-lune ends and with two wide, one
medium and two narrow leaf inserts, raised on
bulbous gadrooned collar legs on oversize ceramic 803
castors, 155 cm long (closed) 200 cm max x 142
x 78 cm high £300.00 - £500.00
Four assorted 19th century and later children's
chair; a hoop and spindle back Windsor carver
with crinoline stretcher, a Swiss hall chair, a
mahogany bar back side chair and a rocking chair
(4) £100.00 - £150.00

A finely engraved Asian brass or other metal tray
with pictorial scenes raised on a fruitwood tripod
base as a table, 75 cm diam x 50 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00

793

An Asian limed hardwood low centre table raised
on shaped legs, 140 x 95 x 40 cm high £80.00 £120.00

794

An 18th century country oak tripod table, the
circular tilt plank top raised on a turned support to
shaped legs, 72 cm diam x 65 cm high £40.00 £60.00

795

A nest of four graduated mahogany occasional
tables bearing trade plaque for Waring & Gillow
Ltd £60.00 - £80.00

796

A Tiger skin rug with fully modelled snarling head,
felt and linen backed, circa late 1920's, previously
wall displayed and retaining the original 18 claws,
approx 2.50 m (8ft 2 inches) length £1,000.00 £2,000.00

797

A 17th/18th century oak coffer with arched
moulded detail over a triple panelled front on stile
legs, 124 x 52 x 60 cm high £220.00 - £280.00

798

A Victorian quarter veneered burr walnut breakfast
table, the circular tilt top raised on a moulded
support to hipped tripod legs on white ceramic
castors £150.00 - £200.00

799

800

801

A Victorian rosewood card table, the fold over
revolving top enclosing a storage well over a
shaped frieze, raised on an octagonal tulip form
support to a circular platform base on four carved
paw feet £180.00 - £220.00
A Victorian mahogany dwarf linen press having a
pair of panelled doors enclosing three oak slides,
over two short over two long drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet £100.00 - £150.00
An 18th century style crossbanded oak high
dresser, the open three tier top with cupboards to
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An early 20th century crossbanded mahogany
linen press having a pair of panelled doors
enclosing a hanging rail and multiple hooks over
two short and two long drawers, two stamped
'Warings', raised on shaped bracket feet £250.00 £350.00
A Victorian mahogany graduated three tier dumb
waiter, the circular tiers raised on a tripod base
£300.00 - £500.00

804

A 19th century mahogany tilt top tripod table, 60 x
53 x 51 cm £50.00 - £70.00

805

A late 19th/early 20th century wing armchair in the
George II style, raised on a turned mahogany
frame on castors, c/w replacement Liberty style
overcover £250.00 - £350.00

A Victorian burr walnut veneered breakfast table,
the ovoid tilt top raised on a turned support to hip
806
carved and swept quad legs to white ceramic
castors, 157 x 105 x 70 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

792

each side over three drawers, with a shaped
apron, raised on moulded square supports
£100.00 - £150.00

An 18th century oak country housekeepers
cupboard in two parts, having a pair of fielded
panelled cupboard doors flanking a conforming
fixed panel over three drawers and two lower
cupboard doors flanking a fixed panel, raised on
stile feet, 198 cm x 59 cm x 193 cm high £800.00 £1,200.00

807

Arne Vodder for Sibast Furniture, Denmark, a
rosewood armchair with black leatherette back
rest and seat, bears makers plaque and Danish
control label to underside and circa 1960's
Notes; with Article 10 Cites certificate
The seat contains foam, sold as a work of Art
only. £80.00 - £120.00

808

A Victorian gilt metal mounted inlaid mahogany
pier cabinet with glazed panel door raised on a
shaped plinth base, 78 x 32 x 115 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00

809

A mid century Danish rosewood desk
commissioned in the 1960's, the rectangular top
with three frieze drawers, raised on shaped
tapering legs united by stretchers, unbranded, 145
cm x 74 cm x 74 cm h
Note: with Article 10 Cites certificate £200.00 £300.00

810

A 19th century oak monks bench converting to a
table, over a box seat in the 17th century style,
122 cm wide £200.00 - £250.00

811

An 18th century mahogany demi-lune fold over
gateleg table with storage well raised on four
turned tapering pad foot supports, 76 x 38 cm
(closed) x 72 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

812

A companion pair of Art Deco table lamps with
brown bronze seated dogs on grey marble bases
to wooden plinths, 50 cm high overall £300.00 £400.00

813

A Victorian mahogany brass bound chest of two
short over three long graduated drawers with flush
folding handles, presented in the style of a
campaign chest and with heavy duty carrying
handles to each side, 106 cm wide x 52 cm x 103

cm high £300.00 - £400.00
814

cornice and bracket feet, 176 x 98 cm £250.00 £350.00

A George III satinwood inlaid mahogany barrel
front hanging corner cupboard £60.00 - £80.00

832

William Cuff, Shepton Mallet (Somerset), a 19th
century flame mahogany 8-day longcase clock,
the painted arched dial with moon-phase over
secondary minutes and an arched date aperture,
220 cm high, complete and original for recommissioning £250.00 - £350.00

815

An upholstered 19th century wing armchair with
shaped arms, raised on hip carved paw and ball
end front legs £200.00 - £300.00

816

A Sheraton style caned satinwood chair with
polychrome floral decoration and serpentine form
seat, raised on square tapering spade end front
legs £80.00 - £120.00

833

817

A late 19th century Liberty style folding campaign
armchair c/w fabric cushions £60.00 - £80.00

A Continental two train thirty hour wall clock, the
polychrome painted arched dial with convex centre
striking the hours on a bell £100.00 - £150.00

834

818

A set of eight Regency mahogany ropeback dining
chairs, each having floral needlepoint overstuffed
seats, raised on ring turned front legs comprising
pair of carvers, six side chairs (8) £100.00 £150.00

A small 18th century oak/elm chest of two short
over two short drawers, raised on shaped bracket
feet, bears retailers plate for Windsor & Neate,
Newbury, 77 x 46 x 77 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

835

F Baetens, 23 Gerrards Street, London, a good
ormolu mounted white marble portico clock circa
1820, surmounted by a swag hung urn, the 8-day
single chain fusee movement with finely engraved
gilt dial and lion mask pendulum, the movement
with engraved makers plate, 43 cm high £1,000.00
- £1,500.00

836

A Victorian flame mahogany bowfront chest of two
short over three long graduated cockbeaded
drawers, each with turned mother of pearl inlaid
pulls, raised on turned feet, 112 x 61 x 121 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

819

A large country house sofa in the Knowle manner
having hinged shaped arms, for re-upholstery, 226
x 112 x 89 cm high (max) £200.00 - £300.00

820

A late 19th century Sheraton Revival wing
armchair, raised on square section front legs to
brass castors £70.00 - £100.00

821

A caned dark walnut framed chair circa 1920s
£40.00 - £60.00

822

A Victorian aesthetic period ebonised and parcel
gilt framed button upholstered nursing chair £50.00 837
- £70.00

823

An open armchair with deep button red velveteen
cover, on ring-turned supports £50.00 - £80.00

824

An Italian carved and moulded walnut framed
upholstered settle/sofa, raised on six scrolled legs
united by conforming stretchers £400.00 - £600.00

825

An Edwardian tub shaped armchair, upholstered in
Liberty style fabric £80.00 - £100.00
839
An Edwardian Sheraton Revival inlaid walnut
framed and upholstered wingback armchair
£180.00 - £220.00

826

838

827

A George III mahogany framed Gainsborough style 840
elbow chair with upholstered arched back and
shaped arms £200.00 - £300.00

828

A Victorian rosewood framed long footstool with
overstuffed floral needlepoint cover, 112 cm long
£50.00 - £80.00

829

830

831

841

A Victorian mahogany drop leaf crossbanded
mahogany table with frieze drawer to one end,
raised on a turned supports to four gadrooned legs
on brass castors £200.00 - £300.00
842
An antique French carved and moulded overmantel
with oval mirror plate, surmounted by an armorial
style device, the whole presented in mid grey
washed finish, 167 cm high x 125 cm wide
£400.00 - £600.00
843
An unusual Georgian oak chest of two short and
five long drawers with rosewood crossbanded
fronts, in three stepped sections with moulded
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A Victorian mahogany tripod table, the wide
moulded edge circular top raised on a baluster
turned support to hip carved legs, 63 cm diam x
71 cm high £60.00 - £80.00
A 17th century and later carved oak cabinet, the
cleated plank top over a pair of frieze drawer over
moulded panelled cupboard, with butterfly hinges,
raised on stile feet, 124 x 50 x 79 cm £500.00 £600.00
A brown patinated bronze figure of a naked female
dancer in arabesque, raised on a veined stepped
marble base, indistinctly signed S--MA?, 32 cm
high £100.00 - £200.00
An old brass studded and bound teak 'Zanzibar'
chest, the hinged top over a decorative stud
design and with hinged lock plate, raised on
shaped bracket style base, 92 x 39 x 47 cm
£80.00 - £120.00
An 18th century oak dresser with plate-rack over
three frieze drawers, on turned supports with potboard, later carved overall, 196 x 160 cm £300.00 £400.00
A Victorian mahogany library side table, the
rectangular top with all round moulded edge over a
pair of frieze drawers to one side, raised on
stylised tulip end supports to scroll feet on castors
£100.00 - £150.00
A George III cross-banded mahogany card table,
the demi-lune fold over top enclosing a baize lined
interior, raised on a twin gateleg action with
square tapering legs £200.00 - £300.00

844

An oak five section Globe Wernicke bookcase
with lead glazed doors, raised on a deep plinth
base, 181 cm high x 87 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

maximum of seven worldwide, further examples of
the artists work are held in selective private
collections £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

845

An oak five section Globe Wernicke bookcase
858
with lead glazed doors, raised on a deep plinth
base, 181 cm high x 87 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

846

An oak five section Globe Wernicke bookcase
with lead glazed doors, raised on a deep plinth
base, 181 cm high x 87 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00 859

A Charles & Ray Eames EA117 aluminium and
dark tan leather chair by ICF (Italy), with
adjustable height, swivel and tilt, the underside
with manufacturers labelling, circa 1994 £500.00 £700.00

847

An oak four section Globe Wernicke bookcase
with lead glazed doors, raised on a deep plinth
base, 156 x 86 cm £150.00 - £200.00

860

848

A small George III mahogany bureau, the hinged
fall enclosing a fitted interior over four long
graduated drawers with brass fittings, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 70 cm x 50 cm x 99 cm high
£120.00 - £150.00

849

A George III mahogany D-end dining table, the two
demi-lune ends raised on square tapering legs
861
united by a single wide insert leaf £300.00 £400.00

850

851

A Victorian inlaid burr walnut credenza with bow
end arched panelled cupboards flanking a panelled
862
centre door, raised on a plinth base £800.00 £1,000.00
A Victorian burr walnut Davenport desk, the 3/4
gilt metal galleried top over a hinged slope
enclosing six bright satinwood drawers, a single
cupboard to one side enclosing four drawers,
raised in ceramic castors £250.00 - £350.00

Charles & Ray Eames, an EA117 model chair,
blak/brown leather on alloy frame circa late 1960's
£150.00 - £200.00
John Jackson, Stafford, a 19th century mahogany
cased night watchman's clock, the oversize single
fusee movement with passing strike on the hour
on a bell, the white enamelled dial with Roman
numerals, the case with glazed side and door
panels and with winding aperture beneath the dial,
flush folding brass handle, converted for domestic
use - a library clock. £1,000.00 - £1,200.00
A walnut dome cased 8-day mantel clock, the
movement stamped WBK & Fils, Paris with
silvered dial, striking the hours and half hours on a
spiral gong £140.00 - £180.00
A Bulle electro-magnetic clock of 800 day
duration, the silvered dial signed Pinchin Johnson,
on a mahogany base and under a glass dome
£50.00 - £60.00

863

A George III cross-banded oak mule chest, the
hinged top over four dummy drawer fronts and
three drawers, with brass fittings, raised on ogee
moulded bracket feet £150.00 - £200.00

864

A Victorian oak window seat with bobbin turned
arms to ends and raised on conforming legs, 108
x 25 x 46 cm high overall £80.00 - £120.00

852

A late 19th/20th century inlaid satinwood display
cabinet with drawer beneath, flanked by three
open shelves and raised on slender square top
spade end supports £200.00 - £300.00

853

A Victorian mahogany inverted breakfront form
side table, the rectangular top over an
arrangement of frieze drawers, raised on moulded
turned supports £100.00 - £150.00

865

A late 19th century red walnut Davenport, the
hinged slope revealing a burr maple interior with
lower operated latch to hinged gallery top over a
panelled door to side (locked) £150.00 - £200.00

854

A French inlaid kingwood two-drawer commode in
the Louis XV manner, of bombe form with rouge
marble top and gilt brass mounts, 85 cm wide
£180.00 - £220.00

866

855

A Victorian mahogany inverted breakfront cabinet,
the rectangular top over three frieze drawers and
four panelled cupboard doors, raised on plinth
base £100.00 - £150.00

A Victorian rosewood side table, the rectangular
top with full width frieze drawer raised on
octagonal graduated pillar to a shaped platform
base, raised on cast iron paw feet, 85 x 45 x 75
cm high £300.00 - £400.00

867

856

A Victorian figured walnut and yew gilt mounted
credenza, the inlaid frieze over glazed panel
cabinet doors to each end flanking a cupboard to
centre, raised on a plinth base £1,500.00 £2,000.00

A Victorian walnut framed button upholstered
brown leather small sofa, raised on moulded
cabriole front legs, to ceramic castors, 150 cm
wide £300.00 - £400.00

868

A late 19th century gadrooned moulded jardiniere
stand on square platform base, 108 cm high
£100.00 - £200.00

869

James Cameron, Edinburgh, a George III
mahogany longcase clock, the eight-day
movement with silvered arched dial, the arch with
galleon and strike/silent lever and date aperture
subsidiary seconds, 214 cm high a/f complete
£150.00 - £200.00

870

An Arts & Crafts hammered pewter ovoid well
mirror with four stylised roundels in the Liberty

857

Barbara Gail Harrison (Australian) a large brown
patinated bronze sculpture of a recumbent lion,
signed B Harrison, cast by the Fiorini Foundry
(signed Fiorini London), mounted on polished
plinth granite base, executed circa 1995, 46 cm x
31 cm high
Notes: We understand this cast to be limited to a
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manner, 63 x 52 cm £180.00 - £220.00
871

William Berry, Minehead, a good 18th century
miniature 8-day longcase clock, the hood with
swan neck pediment enclosing a twin train
movement with 18 cm square arched engraved
brass dial with silvered chapter ring, the trunk with
blind frieze and quarter turned pillars, raised on
ogee moulded bracket feet, 142 cm high £500.00 £700.00

872

A Victorian inlaid burr walnut piano top Davenport
desk with tooled leather adjustable slide over an
arched beaded cupboard to one side enclosing
four satinwood drawers £300.00 - £400.00

873

A Victorian cross-banded and inlaid knee-hole
side table with an arrangement of five frieze
drawers and centre arched niche raised on turned
reeded legs £150.00 - £200.00

874

A Victorian mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated cockbeaded drawers each
with turned pulls, raised on shaped bracket feet,
102 x 57 x 111 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

875

An 18th century oak two drawer gateleg side
supper table, raised on moulded square legs with
drop leaf, 74 cm high x 108 cm x 54 cm £80.00 £1,202.00

876

A 19th century mahogany tray top step
commode/night stand with tambour door £180.00 £220.00

877

A Victorian figured walnut davenport with four
drawers to one side - for improvement £80.00 £100.00

878

A Victorian mahogany hall chair with moulded and
shaped back, raised on turned front legs £40.00 £60.00

879

An old coopered barrel stick stand to/w a weighted
cast brass door stop in the form of a seated hound
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

880

A late 19th century oak cased 8-day single fusee
small dial wall clock, 28 cm diameter £80.00 £120.00

881

A late 19th century 8-day single fusee oak cased
enamelled dial wall clock, 43 cm diameter £200.00
- £250.00

882

883

884

Edward Fletcher, London, an 18th century month
going longcase clock movement with 30 cm
square brass and silvered dial incorporating
subsidiary seconds and date aperture, circa 1710
£300.00 - £400.00
A burr walnut Georgian style cased mantel clock
with Elliott 8-day Westminster/Whittington chime
movement retailed by Camerer Cuss & Co,
London and circa 1960s, 29 cm high £80.00 £120.00
John Cowell, Royal Exchange, London, an 18th
century ebonised gilt metal mounted bracket
clock, the eight-day five pillar twin fusee movement
with verge escapement, hour repeat and alarm,
well engraved back plate and bobbin pendulum,
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the arched brass and silvered dial with strike/silent
selector and date aperture, 45 cm high overall
£2,500.00 - £3,500.00
885

A late 19th century mahogany four-division
Canterbury with drawer to base, raised on turned
legs to brass castors £200.00 - £250.00

886

An 18th century and later walnut bureau
bookcase, the glazed cabinet door enclosing a
later mirror panelled back, adjustable shelves and
three short drawers over a hinged fall enclosing a
fitted interior over two short and three long
drawers, the whole raised on shaped bracket feet
£600.00 - £800.00

887

An Arts & Crafts period brass club fender with
studded brown leather corner seats, 145 cm wide
x 46 cm £200.00 - £300.00

888

An IBM International, a commercial oak used
model no 13-7 electric time system with chrome
single weight £100.00 - £150.00

889

A Victorian mahogany part glazed mahogany
bookcase cabinet, the six panel glazed door
enclosing adjustable shelves over three long
drawers, on a plinth base, 100 cm wide x 95 cm
high x 44 cm £100.00 - £150.00

890

A Victorian mahogany library bookcase, the open
twin compartment adjustable shelves over a pair of
frieze drawers over two arched panel doors, raised
on a plinth base, 163 cm wide x 227 x 36 cm high
£300.00 - £500.00

891

An Anglo-Indian carved hardwood console/side
table of serpentine form with a pierced and carved
foliate back, raised on four well carved shaped
supports united by conforming cross stretchers,
150 cm wide x 97 cm high x 50 cm £200.00 £300.00

892

George Eubank Ealand (North Lincolnshire,
England), an 18th century oak thirty hour longcase
clock, the 30 cm² engraved brass dial with
subsidiary moonphase minutes and date aperture
£200.00 - £300.00

893

An oak Globe Wernicke four section bookcase
over a plinth drawer £100.00 - £200.00

894

An oak Globe Wernicke four section bookcase
over a plinth drawer £100.00 - £200.00

895

A Victorian mahogany toilet platform mirror with
two drawers £50.00 - £80.00

896

John Wallace Tucker attrib - a large 19th century
papier mache tray with pictorial painted estuary
view of Axmouth Church within a gilt pattern
border, the reverse impressed B Walton & Co, 61
cm x 81 cm wide £100.00 - £200.00

897

A Regency rosewood demi-lune fold over card
table, the interior with baize lined circle, raised
over a shaped and moulded frieze raised on a
tapering column to a moulded collar and circular
platform, on four carved paw feet and concealed
castors, 92 cm wide x 46 cm x 76 cm high
£200.00 - £250.00

898

899

A terracotta bust of a young woman 'Natalie',
signed with Mrs J.E. Ellen of Farnham, dated
1992, 35 cm high £40.00 - £80.00

pulls, raised on a deep plinth base, 128 cm wide x
54 cm x 131 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

911
A 19th century satinwood crossbanded mahogany
card table, the rectangular fold over top with
canted corners enclosing a baize lined interior over
a storage well, the frieze with geometric inlay,
raised on twin vase shaped supports to a platform 912
base on four swept legs to brass castors £150.00 £200.00

A painted satinwood miniature longcase clock with
drum movement and enamel dial, the case with
reserve of a classical female and floral sprays, on
brass claw and ball feet, 48 cm high £80.00 £120.00
A black papier mache tea caddy of sarcophagus
form, with mother of pearl inlaid, painted and
gilded floral decoration, fitted with two lift-out
canisters flanking a contemporary cut glass
blending bowl, 38 cm wide overall £100.00 £150.00

900

An Arts & Crafts period oak tripod campaign
shaving table, the brass studded horseshoe
shaped top originally fitted with a rise and fall
mirror - a/f £80.00 - £120.00

913

901

A Victorian burr walnut drop leaf two tier (reduced
in height) Canterbury style stand, the tiers united
by barley twist pillars over a full width base drawer
stamped 'Maple & Co, London', on brass castors a/f £150.00 - £200.00

A Victorian walnut work-box with lift-out fitted tray,
to/w a small and heavy teak strong-box (2) £40.00 £60.00

914

A Victorian burr walnut games compendium with
Staunton pattern chess men, Thomas De La Rue
playing cards, Gibson (USA) playing cards,
ebony/bone dominoes etc, 21 cm high x 35 cm
wide x 23 cm £150.00 - £200.00

A pair of Regency style parcel gilt bronze lampbases with cut glass lustre drops supported by
Bacchanalian putti, to/w a 19th century brass
lamp base, also hung with lustres (3) £80.00 £120.00

915

A foliate cast ormolu three branch candelabrum,
21 cm high, to/w a similar twin-branch example (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

902

903

A 19th century French kingwood, ebony and gilt
mounted kidney shaped jardiniere stand and
cover, mounted with Paris style porcelain plaques,
raised on four slender shaped legs £80.00 £100.00

916

A Georgian yew wood tea caddy with boxwoodstrung borders and canted lid, mother of pearl
shield keyhole escutcheon (interior f/r), to/w a
Regency rosewood sarcophagus tea caddy (2)
£70.00 - £100.00

904

An 18th century oak jointed oak coffer with Celtic
motif carved frieze, on stile legs, 106 x 46 x 61 cm
high £140.00 - £180.00

917

A brass-bound rosewood writing slope with fitted
interior, 45 cm wide £80.00 - £120.00

905

A late 19th century yew crossbanded walnut card
table, the rectangular revolving fold over top
enclosing a baize lined surface over a shallow
storage well, raised on slender turned legs united
by a central stretcher, on ceramic castors £150.00
- £180.00

918

A Victorian brass-bound burr walnut large writing
slope with Bramah lock (lacks interior but with
lower drawer) and brass name-plaque dated 1876,
50 cm wide £50.00 - £80.00

919

A Victorian brass-bound burr walnut small writing
slope with fitted interior, 35 cm wide £50.00 £70.00

906

907

A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany pedestal
920
partners desk, the top with gilt tooled green
leather surface over an arrangement of drawers
and cupboards opposing a blind frieze, drawers
and cupboards raised on a plinth base, two
921
drawers stamped W Walker & Sons, Bunhill Row,
London, EC and fitted with Hobbs & Co Locks (no
keys), 153 x 100 x 77 cm high £800.00 - £1,200.00
922
A late 19th/20th century walnut Sutherland table in
the Chinese Chippendale style, the drop leaf top
over a frieze drawer opposing a dummy drawer
923
front, raised over a galleried undertier on shaped
legs to ceramic castors £100.00 - £150.00

908

A nest of four Chinese hardwood graduated
occasional tables each with pierced fret cut
panels, circa 1900 £100.00 - £150.00

909

A Victorian mahogany stilton cheese truckle,
raised on (later) turned feet a/f £40.00 - £60.00

910

A large Victorian gentleman's mahogany five long
drawer chest of drawers each with turned wooden
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A 19th century brass-bound mahogany writing
slope with lower drawer, 38 cm wide £60.00 £90.00
A Victorian plain rosewood writing slope with inset
brass shield plaque and fitted interior, 40 cm wide
£40.00 - £60.00
Three pairs of 19th century brass and gilt metal
twin-branch wall lights with glass mounts - all
converted for electricity £100.00 - £200.00
Two pairs of ceiling lights and three ceiling lightshades, all hung with facetted glass beads and
drops (5) £100.00 - £150.00

924

A pair of Continental chestnut relief-carved panels,
depicting robed figures with cornucopiae, in rural
settings - possibly two from a set of Four Seasons
(probably 17th century), 34 x 22.5 cm £80.00 £120.00

925

A Victorian brass-bound writing slope with fitted
interior, complete with original brass candle-

sconces, 51 cm, to/w an inlaid walnut work box
(lacks interior), 29 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00
926

An interesting selection of glass laboratory
equipment, including globular flasks, measuring
cones, bottles and jars, one labelled 'Creosotum,
another 'Inf: Quassiae' (box) £50.00 - £70.00

927

Three early 20th century humorous cartoons after
Charles Crombie, depicting motoring regulations,
produced for Perrior (in a single frame), to/w five
humorous motoring postcards, in a card mount (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

928

A Victorian brass and mahogany single-draw
telescope, to/w two 1950s vintage ladies' hats, a
pair of child's clogs and a cased pair of John
Milner Winchester 7 x 50 binoculars £50.00 £70.00

929

Potter, Beatrix, The Tale of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle,
London: Frederick Warne & Co. Ltd. (1st) (clean
inside by cover damaged by tape and binding
loose), to/w a pair of War Department Ross BinoPrism no. 5 Mk II x 7, no. 83, binoculars, a Carl
Zeiss Jena 12 x 40 monocular, pair of Beck
Kassel Kobold 7 x 20 pocket binoculars, a Braun
of Nurenberg Paxette camera with two lenses and
a stitched leather camera case (box) £50.00 £80.00

mother of pearl and white metal folding magnifying
glass, a silver-bladed penknife with engraved
mother of pearl handle and a mother of pearl letter
knife £80.00 - £120.00
937

Lord Litchfield (1939-2005) correspondence: 3rd
January 1961 letter on headed paper of 1st
Battalion Grenadier Guards (Tidworth), informing
his insurers of his change of title from the
Viscount Anson to The Earl of Lichfield, to/w a
postcard with his own heading, 16th February
1961, also concerning an insurance policy - both
signed (2) £20.00 - £40.00

938

A signed letter from Winston Churchill, in thanks
to Major Savage for 'adjusting my new
Soundscriber equipment', 18th April 1950, to/w the
accompanying signed photograph (2 - in a single
frame) £200.00 - £300.00

939

An autograph album containing verses, drawings
and sketches, etc., to/w a collection of pre-War
photographs of Central America and the West
Indies, loose in three Ilford film-boxes £50.00 £70.00

940

An album of sketches, watercolours, verses, circa
1917-1922, interspersed with 1960s photographs
and other images £40.00 - £60.00

941

Two 19th century scrap albums, with manuscript
text and verses, monochrome and other printed
vignettes, pressed flowers, etc., dated 1820s 1870s £50.00 - £100.00

942

A 19th century album of 19th century photographs
of Wales, thirty-eight images in total, each 16 x 26
cm, commercial, Friths Series, the Album bound
half morocco and embossed cloth with watered
silk end-papers, to/w a 17th century album of
calligraphy and decorative details ' 'The Penman's
Parady both Pleasant and Profitable' by John
Seddon, circa 1695 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

930

Anthony Christian: Park Lane Gallery (New York)
exhibition poster, Nov/Dec 1981, hand inscribed
with dedication from the artist, Dec '86, 63 x 46
cm, glazed in a maple frame £30.00 - £50.00

931

An interesting portfolio 'Soviet Political Poster',
containing twenty-nine (of thirty-two) facsimile
propaganda posters 1919-71, printed on card and
presented by Aurora Art Publishers, Leningrad.
Each image 40 x 29.5 cm overall £60.00 - £80.00

932

Post stamps: a quantity, to include Royal Mail
mint collectables, stamp Card Series issues,
Universal Stamp Co. 'Special Approvals', loose
stamps and related ephemera (box) £30.00 £40.00

943

A quantity of mostly early 20th century postcards,
including topography, humour, novelty etc. (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

An album of personal photographs 1901-03,
topographical, with views of Scotlan, Rhyader
Torquay, Switzerland, Paris, Ilfracombe, civil
engineering etc £30.00 - £40.00

944

An extensive collection of personal stereoscopic
photographs, depicting African travel circa 1930 mostly landscapes, but also Big Game, Gold Mine
etc (box) £50.00 - £100.00

945

An extensive and unique collection of signed and
inscribed photographs of Theatrical acts, 1928-31,
many with personal dedications to the recipient
George Rhodes-Parry, manager of the London
Palladium, many hundreds in total, including Ivor
Novello, Will Haye, Dick Henderson, Bob Fisher,
Jack Barly, Phil Rick, Billy Elliott, Nellie Wallace
etc, being a record of the opening and subsequent
seasons following the Ground Re-Opening of the
Palladium, Sept 1928 £200.00 - £300.00

946

Stubbs, George - The Anatomy of the Horse,
facsimile edition with veterinary paraphrase by J
McUnn & C W Ottaway MRCVS, London; J A
Allen & Co Ltd 1965, red cloth folio £50.00 - £70.00

933

934

An early 20th century album of postcards - mostly
novelty, greetings and sweetheart and another
album - mostly Indian scenes, but including
photographs of large biplane, military hospital,
native families, etc., to/w various later postcards,
loose and in a flip-leaf album £150.00 - £200.00

935

An Art Nouveau-style gilt-tooled red morocco
postcard album, 'The Cabinet' (a/f) containing a
quantity of postcards, mostly India, early 20th
century, to/w a large quantity of loose postcards mostly topographical, 1960s and earlier and three
albums of cigarette cards £50.00 - £100.00

936

A Victorian ivory and leather-bound Book of
Common Prayer, 1865, with gilt metal mounts and
a vellum-bound example with silver plated mounts,
incorporating Hymns Ancient & Modern, to/w a
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947

948

949

950

951

A cased ambrotype of a father and daughter,
overall dimensions 14 x 10 cm; together with a
small cased pair of daguerreotypes, presumably a
husband and wife, each one about 5 x 4 cm; and
thirteen other collodion or other images (15)
£50.00 - £0.00
Two cased Collodion positives by Barber & Marks,
18 Park Street, Bristol; each hand coloured image
depicting an elegant lady. Both about 9 x 8 cm (2)
Provenance: Each with an old hand written note.
The notes state: 'Mary Ann Malthus nee Whitewife of Sydenham Malthus' and 'Katrine
Malthus/Daughter to Mr and Mrs Sydenham
Malthus'. If these notes are accurate, then both
sitters are likely to be from the family of
Sydenham Malthus who was married to Mary Ann
White, and who died on 2/3/1868 at 8 York Place,
Clifton in Bristol. As an unusual surname, this
family may be related to the influential author,
Thomas Robert Malthus, 1766-1834, who wrote
the 'Essay on the Principal of Population, and the
Future Improvement of Society' in 1798. £50.00 £100.00

published N Warren, Winchester, to/w a collection
of other volumes of local interest including
Southampton, Portsmouth and Selborne £30.00 £40.00
957

Walton, Izaak & Thorpe, James (ill), The Compleat
Angler, tipped in colour plates, London: Hodder &
Stoughton, decorative gilt blue cloth £40.00 £60.00

958

Maskell, Fred - 'Ivories', Connoisseur's Library
Edition, London: Methuen & Co, quarter bound
with oil-board, to/w Jekyll, Gertrude A Weaver, Sir
Lawrence, Gardens For Small Country Houses,
5th 1926, blue cloth, various volumes on silver
collecting, 2 vols The Nyman Collection etc
£70.00 - £100.00

959

Ruskin, John - The Seven Lamps of Architecture,
5th, Orpington: George Allen 1886, gilt tooled
pigskin, 4to to/w a companion volume, The Eagle's
Nest - ten lectures, 3rd 1894 bound to match (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

960

Dallaway, James - Inquiries into the Origin and
Progress of the Science of Heraldry in England,
Gloucester: T Cadell, 1793, full calf 4to (fr) £40.00 £60.00

Four Collodion positives, all portraits of women;
one of a girl with corkscrew girls; one of an elderly
lady with bonnet and shawl; one of a girl with a
961
book; and one of a lady with bonnet and hand
coloured blue dress; the last overall dimensions 13
x 10 cm (4) £50.00 - £100.00
Medical - The British Encyclopedia of Medical
Practice, Lord Horder (edit) 2nd, London:
Butterworth & Co, 1950, 12 vols and medical
progress supplementary volumes 1951 and 53-58
etc c/w Index & 2 volume Pharmocopoeia to/w 3
vols 'Paediatrics' by Gaisford & Lightwood 1954
to/w supplements for 1956, 57, 58, 60 and index
£100.00 - £150.00

962

An extensive selection of 75 leather-bound
volumes, mostly foreign language, on three
shelves £100.00 - £200.00

963

An interesting selection of volumes on cookery
and housekeeping - mostly 19th century £40.00 £60.00

964

A large collection of illustrated volumes of
children's books, including Laurence Whistler's
'Oho', 'Strewelpeter', 6 vols of cartoons by
Fangasse (5 shelves) £40.00 - £60.00

965

Militaria - a large library of volumes and other
publications including reference, history, Arms and
Armour, Wallis & Wallis catalogues, Victorian
Army Lists etc £100.00 - £200.00

966

'The Uncertainty of the Signs of Death', by Jean
Jacques Bruhier d'Ablaincourt, Dublin, 1748, full
calf £20.00 - £40.00

967

Dickens, Charles, works in thirty volumes,
Chapman & Hall, gilt dec half calf and oil board
(some disbound) £100.00 - £200.00

968

Bindings: fourteen matching leather-bound
volumes - various subjects £40.00 - £60.00

969

A selection of volumes on Art and Antiques,
including Mallet's Old English Furniture (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

970

Burke's Peerage - two editions 1947/59, to/w
Walton, Cecile (ill) Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales,
translated by H Oskar Sommer, London: T Jack
1911, gilt dec black cloth and various other
volumes £50.00 - £70.00

Atlas: Arrowsmith, Aaron, Outlines of the World,
with 45 engraved maps, full calf with outer cloth
cover, 1828 £150.00 - £200.00

951A Dugdale, Thomas, England and Wales Delineated,
bound with steel plates, 7 vols dec gilt blue cloth,
to/w three large Atlases (10 - all a/f) £50.00 £70.00
952

Wilson, H W (edit) - The Great War, 13 vols, red
cloth £40.00 - £60.00

953

A collection of travel volumes including Black's,
Baedeker, Ward Lock & Co, Baddeley etc £50.00 £70.00

954

'Olympia 1936' Band 1 - an album of cigarette
cards commemorating the Berlin Summer
Olympics, to/w The International Football Book no.
8, Souvenir Press 1966, a volume of Nursery
Rhymes illustrated by Jack Orr (c.1930) and five
children's annuals, 1934-40 (8) £50.00 - £80.00

955

Scott, Sir Walter, Waverley Novels, Edinburgh:
Adam & Charles Black 1865, half blue calf oil
board £100.00 - £150.00

956

The History & Antiquities of Winchester Cathedral
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Milnerr, the Rev John, The History Civil and
Ecclesiastical and Survey of the Antiquities of
Winchester in 2 vols, full calf, 4to (fr) £50.00 £70.00

971

Longfellow, Henry Wordsworth & Remington,
Frederick (ill) The Song of Hiawatha', Cambridge,
Riverside Press & Boston & New York: Houghton
Miffin & Co, 1891 gilt dec full vellum ltd ed 244/250
8vo £40.00 - £60.00

972

Edwards, Lionel My Hunting Sketch book, 14
tipped in colour plates with monochrome vignettes 981
and inscriptions, London : Eyre & Spottiswoode
Ltd 1928, fawn cloth with printed paper label 4to
to/w Dawson, Lionel and Edwards, Lionel (ill)
982
Sport in War, with six colour and six monochrome
plates,. London: Collins 1936 green cloth; Rancher
& Edwards, Lionel (ill) Tally Ho Back I,
monochrome plates, 1st London: Country Life Ltd
1931, and Farnell, MJ & Snaffles Red Letter Days,
983
seven colour illustrations, 1st, London: Collins
1933 (4) £70.00 - £100.00

973

974

975

Pogany, Willy & Goethe, Faust, translated by
Abraham Hayward, with thirty colour plates, Art
Nouveau style dec cloth, London: Hutchinson and
Co, 1908, 4to, signed in pen on frontispiece
'Rosalind from "Billie" May 1912' (possibly
Pogany) £60.00 - £90.00
Hampshire County Cricket Club: a small selection
of memorabilia, including framed prints, pamphlets
and other documents, car badge and wall shield
and a poster printed on canvas, signed by David
Gower £50.00 - £100.00

A boxed M Hohner 8-octave harmonica, 'Marike
Bakel Echo Tremolo', 40 cm £40.00 - £60.00

977

A late 19th century German violin with
'Stradivarius' inner label, two piece flame
mahogany back, l.o.b. 36 cm to/w an unnamed
bow with silver wire and rosewood frog inlaid with
mother of pearl, in stained pine case £50.00 £100.00

978

A vintage ebony clarinet with nickel mounts,
unnamed in leather case
Prov: George Payne (b 1893) lot includes his 1931
White Star Line Contract to be ship's musical
conductor on violin and Alto saxophone, to/w his
Crew Medical card and photograph
£50.00 - £100.00

979

980

A 19th century German violin, unnamed, with twopiece flame satinwood back, lot 36 cm, with silvermounted bow a/f in pitch-cloth shaped case
Prov: George Payne (b 1893) lot includes his 1931
White Star Line Contract to be ship's musical
conductor on violin and Alto saxophone, to/w his
Crew Medical card and photograph £100.00 £150.00
A scarce 19th century mahogany violin double
case with brass loop handle and fitted lining, label
for George Withers & Co, 95 St Martin's Lane,
London, 83 cm long, containing an unnamed violin
with single-piece flame back, l.o.b. 36 cm and a
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David Bernett, Ottawa, Canada - a square marble
tile, relief carved with an Inuit hunter, signed and
dated 12-12, 17.8 x 17.8 cm £30.00 - £40.00
A pair of brass twin-branch wall lights hung with
faceted lustres, to/w a matching pair of singlebranch lights and a four-tier ceiling lightshade with
brass crown and faceted lustres drops and beads
(5) £100.00 - £150.00
A copper ship's bow-light with port and starboard
lens and original spirit lamp, stamped 'Playmit
1943', 35 cm, including swivel top-bracket £40.00 £50.00

984

An extensive Britains Coronation Procession Set,
including coach (a/f) and horses, mounted cavalry
and bandsmen, guardsmen and grooms, etc.
£200.00 - £300.00

985

A boxed Meccano Outfit No. 4, mostly complete
and little used (box worn) £40.00 - £60.00

986

A George IV brass-bound rosewood writing slope
with partially-fitted interior and lower side drawer,
engraved brass name escutcheon dated 1825,
40.5 cm wide £100.00 - £150.00

Hampshire County Cricket Club: a large painted
wood sign (removed from the Northlands Road
987
ground when HCC moved to the Rose Bowl), 257 x
67 cm overall £100.00 - £150.00

976

bow stamped 'Japan'
Prov: George Payne (b 1893) lot includes his 1931
White Star Line Contract to be ship's musical
conductor on violin and Alto saxophone, to/w his
Crew Medical card and photograph
£300.00 - £500.00

An antique cast and wrought iron adjustable
cauldron-suspender, to/w a pair of wrought iron fire
dogs £40.00 - £50.00

988

Hornby-Dublo: 4-6-2 No. 46232 Duchess of
Montrose and Tender in British Railways Green
livery, modelled after the original by Sir William
Stanier, both in original fitted boxes; together with
LMS 0-6-0 tank No. 6917; a quantity of rolling
stock including two 'blood and custard', decorated
coaches in their boxes; a quantity of track; a
transformer and some Hornby Dublo leaflets (lot)
£50.00 - £100.00

989

A quantity of Hornby Dublo and similar model
railway locomotives, including Denby Castle,
Evening Star, Barnstable, Western Crusader and
Rapid, to/w rolling stock, track, etc - much of it
boxed £100.00 - £200.00

990

A Schuco tinplate 1055 Go-Kart with clockwork
motor and original key (un-boxed), 10 x 15 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

991

A 1960s Japanese Ko (Yoshiya) tinplate
clockwork robot, 17 cm (untested), a boxed JR21
plastic model of Lady Penelope's FAB 1, a
Matchbox 5-Pack of Sleek Riders and a 1-11
model 1912 Packard Landaulet, to/w a gilt metal
charm bracelet hung with Thunderbirds models (5)
£70.00 - £100.00

992

A small collection of die-cast and other zoo and
farm animals, street lamps, etc. (box - all a/f)
£20.00 - £30.00

993

A good selection of die-cast zoo animals by J. Hill 1005
& Co., Britains and others, approx. sixty-five - all
a/f £40.00 - £60.00

A James II penny, 1687, F-VF to/w a late Victorian
silver-bladed penknife with mother of pearl handle,
Sheffield 1900 (2) £40.00 - £60.00

994

Two vintage stuffed soft toy monkeys in very worn 1006
condition, to/w a zip-up dog (3) £20.00 - £40.00

995

An Armand Marseille 995 A.4.M. bisque-headed
girl doll with cropped brown wig, closing blue eyes
and open mouth with two teeth and tongue, on fivepiece composite body (requires re-stringing) 42
cm, to/w an Armand Marseille 341/3-1/2.K bisqueheaded baby doll with sleeping brown eyes, on five-1007
piece composite body, 40 cm (requires partial restringing), with embroidered silk gown (2) £80.00 £100.00

Two Victorian crowns 1845/97, F, 1887 half crown,
1915 Florin, two shillings 1902/20, two sixpence
1826/1913, 1855 groat (drilled); and a quantity of
Victorian, Edwardian and George V 3d and a
selection of 1921-1945 3D to/w four Victorian fiddle
pattern teaspoons, Exeter 1858 and two salt
spoons £100.00 - £150.00

996

997

998

999

1000

1001

1002

1003

1004

A Simon & Halbig 1909 2/0 bisque-headed girl doll 1008
with blond wig, closing blue eyes and open mouth
with four teeth, on jointed composite body, 37 cm,
to/w an Armand Marseille 390 A.2/0.M. bisque1009
headed girl doll with red wig, closing brown eyes
and open mouth with four teeth, on jointed
composite body, 36 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00
1010
A Heubach Koppelsdorf 342.4 bisque-headed girl
doll with curled blond close-cropped wig, sleeping
brown eyes and open mouth with two teeth and
'lapping' tongue, on five-piece composite body, 47 1011
cm, to/w an Armand Marseille 992.A.7.M. bisqueheaded girl doll (blond wig a/f), with closing mouth
with two teeth and 'lapping' tongue, on five-piece
composite body, 46 cm (2 - both require partial re- 1012
stringing) £100.00 - £200.00
A French Unis 00 small bisque-headed girl doll
with red wig, fixed brown eyes and open mouth
with four teeth, on five-piece composite body, 31
cm, dressed 'au Paysanne'
£40.00 - £60.00

1013

A large Edwardian plank-constructed pond yacht
with weighted keel and painted hull, complete with
mast, boom and rigging, 170 x 117 cm £100.00 £150.00
1014
A 1915 half crown, 1920 shilling and two drilled
Victorian sixpences, various commemorative
nickel crowns, banknotes and other coinage, to/w 1015
a cut glass vase with silver top, London 1930
£40.00 - £60.00

1893 groat XF, 1836 groat F and 1836 two pence
VF, to/w a silver sovereign case, Birmingham 1913
and a pair of electroplated folding lorgnettes with
sprung action (5) £50.00 - £70.00
A 1906 Maundy Money set in leather case to/w
various other Georgian and later silver coins etc
£100.00 - £150.00
An 1890 crown F, five Victorian and later florins,
1878 shilling, 1836 groat and 1887 Indian 2 Annas
to/w a quantity of other world coins £40.00 - £60.00
Commonwealth: Sixpence, 1652, Sun mint-mark,
3g, F-VF, to/w half groat VG-F (2) £180.00 £220.00
Charles I: Half crown, horse caparisoned,
portcullis mint-mark 1633-4, VG-F to/w three
shillings G-VG and a sixpence VG (5) £100.00 £200.00
Tudor and Jacobean: Edward VI shilling, facing
bust, G-VG to/w Elizabeth I sixpence, Francis II &
Mary (Queen of Scots) groat, 1559, VG-F to/w
James I sixpence, 1606, VG-F (4) £150.00 £200.00
France: Louis XV and XVI (2) ECU, 1768/84, F-VF
to/w Belgium: Maximillian Henry of Bavaria,
Patagon, Liege 1671, F (polished), and Russia:
Katherine the Great Rouble 1794, VG-F (surface
degraded on reverse) (4) £200.00 - £300.00
Japan and China: One yen 416/900, VF with
partial original minting bloom to/w Chinese 'Fat
Man' dollar (1919-21), F-VF (2) £80.00 - £120.00
Egypt & Morocco: 20 Qurh 1313 (1896) to/w 1329
10 Dirhams Rial (1911), 1336 10 Dirhams (1918),
1352 Empire Cherifien 20 Francs (1933), 1329 and
1336 1 Rial (6) £100.00 - £200.00

Two silver proof 1977 Jubilee commemorative
crowns, to/w a set of five silver 1977 Jubilee
medallions depicting Royal Palaces and castles all cased (3) £80.00 - £120.00

1016

Two Maltese white metal pin-dishes, each loosemounted with a 30 Tari piece, 1781 and 1790
£50.00 - £70.00

Spain: Alfonso XII and XIII 5 Pesetas, 1871/ 75/
83/ 91/ 92/ 97/ 98, 2 Pesetas 1882/ 92/ 1903, 1
Peseta 1891/ 93/ 99 and 50 centimos 1892 (14)
£200.00 - £250.00

1017

British: 1681 4d, F and 1710 4d, F to/w six
shillings: 1696, 1737, 1758 all F, 1787 VF, 1816
and 1825 VF (8) £200.00 - £300.00

A John Pinches minted set of twenty-four silver gilt
medals in the Churchill Centenary Trust series, in 1018
fitted Trustees Presentation Edition Album no. 470
£200.00 - £250.00
A John Pinches collection '100 Greatest Cars',
silver ingots in fitted case, to/w the Companion
album incorporating magnifying glass £80.00 £120.00
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40

British: Two Charles II 2d undated F/FV 1678 2d,
1737 2d, 1784 2d, 1818 2d, 1762 3d and five 1d 1776, 1792 (2), 1829 and 1832 (12) £180.00 £220.00
British: 1887 crown, half crown, florin, shilling and
sixpence to/w three other 1887 sixpences, 4d
1842, 45, 48, 55, 1901, 02, 3d 1855, 86, 1908, 2d

1842, 55, 1d 1855, 66, 90, 92, 1902, 03 (31)
£200.00 - £300.00
1020

1021

1022
1023
1024

battery types (one in metal case) £30.00 - £40.00

1040
Tokens & Commemorative medallions: Norwich
Barracks 1793 (Queen's Boys), Jacobite medal
Duke of Cumber, 'Come Back Again - Retentes',
'Success to the Bay Trade 1794', British Naval
1041
halfpenny 1812, Death of Queen Charlotte 1818,
Death of George Canning 'Friend of National
Freedom', 1827, Canterbury Token 1894, Death of
1042
William IV', By Trampling on Liberty I Lost the
Reins', Birth of Princess Royal 1840 and 2 'To
Hanover' Jetons 1837 (11) £80.00 - £120.00
1043
A quantity of British Empire & Foreign coinage mostly copper 17th-20th century, including 19th
century US silver, 1778 Swiss 1/2 Batzen 'Beast'
coin, etc (box) £50.00 - £100.00
1044
Edward the Confessor, Hammer Cross type
penny, Chichester F-VF £200.00 - £300.00
Edward VI shilling five silver issue (1551-53) with 1045
facing bust, F £80.00 - £120.00
1046
Henry VII groat (young bust) F, to/w Elizabeth I
groat, 1566 F (2) £100.00 - £150.00

Various scientific instruments, including three
magnetic flux testers, two Bakelite moving coil
testers, to/w a clockwork graph drum (for
barograph) (box) £30.00 - £50.00
A 1917 vintage laboratory 'standard' manganin 7stage Ratio Box with copper terminals, in teak
case £60.00 - £90.00
A 1903 Series 1 ERV Megger 1000V, with crank
handle, teak case £40.00 - £60.00
Two Leitz brass compound microscopes by E.
Leitz, Wetzlar, nos. 81844 and 99556, in teak
cases, to/w a case of slides, a folding brass set of
scales and weights £100.00 - £150.00
A good 19th century mahogany cased set of
drawing instruments, to/w a 1930s set (2) £40.00 £60.00
A resin cast of a fossilized ichthyosaur, 105 x 23
cm £40.00 - £60.00
A George III cross-stitch sampler, worked with a
horse in woodland, improving verse, flora and
fauna, etc., by Mary Woodward 1818, 60 x 50 cm
(a/f), framed and glazed £40.00 - £60.00

1025

Henry IV groat, F to/w two other (drilled) examples
(3) £100.00 - £200.00

1026

Henry IV, two groats, F £150.00 - £250.00

1046A A pair of 19th century petit point embroidered
panels, floral sprays, 32 x 34 cm £50.00 - £80.00

1027

William I penny, Rochester mint F-VF £300.00 £400.00

1047

1028

Edward III, half groat, F to/w three Edward I
(probably) pennies, all F or below (4) £80.00 £120.00

An early Victorian needlework sampler, worked
with alphabets and numbers, flying figures, flora
and fauna, by E. Owen, 1841, 34 x 30 cm, framed
and glazed £80.00 - £120.00

1048

1029

Edward III, 4 pennies F or lower £80.00 - £120.00

1030

A hammered silver penny, defaced with cross
(typical of King Stephen and the Anarchy) to/w a
penny of Richard I or John (2 - both F or below)
£80.00 - £120.00

A George III alphabet sampler, Sibella Manson
1811, 43 x 20 cm, in glazed maple frame, to/w
another alphabet sampler by Sarah Jane Cox aged
12 (undated) (2) £70.00 - £100.00

1049

A late Georgian cross-stitch sampler worked with
flora and fauna, prayer, baskets of fruit and a
house, by H. Goddard, 43 x 33 cm. Family note
on reverse of frame suggests date of 1828. £80.00 £120.00

1050

A George III fine cross-stitch oval map sampler
with floral silk long-stitch border, by Mary Wills,
1801, 52 x 45 cm, in black glass surround and gilt
frame £100.00 - £200.00
An 18th century Dutch map engraving of
Venezuela, by Johannes Janssonius, with printed
matter to the reverse, impression, 38 x 50 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

1031

Three long-cross pennies, Edward III or Henry IV
probably (all F or below) £60.00 - £90.00

1032

Four various silver short-cross pennies - all F or
lower £100.00 - £150.00

1033

Seven various early English hammered silver
pennies - all a/f £70.00 - £100.00

1034

2 x Charles I 2d (one drilled) to/w a half penny and 1051
another, unidentified, hammered coin (4 - all a/f)
£40.00 - £60.00

1035

Nine various continental and other hammered
coins (all a/f) £50.00 - £70.00

1052

1036

Various hammered Roman and later coinage,
including foreign issues, some replicas etc - 22 in
total (box) £80.00 - £120.00

1037

A telephone engineer's field unit, to/w a rubberised 1053
telephone unit with integral dial (2) £20.00 - £40.00
A 1940s vintage cream plastic telephone and bell- 1054
unit (2) £100.00 - £150.00

1038
1039

Four small Meggers, two with crank handles (one
Series 3, the other 'Wee Megger' type WM4 - two
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An 18th century French map engraving of the
Lesser Antilles, with Grenada shown upside down
(in order to fit in the panel!), dated 1717.
Impression 65 x 38 cm £80.00 - £120.00
An 18th century map engraving by John Ogleby,
England, 38 x 50 cm £60.00 - £90.00
Two 17th century county map engravings, Rutland
& Cheshire, by Robert Morden, to/w a 19th
century steel engraving of Northumberland and a
1924 Ordnance Survey map of Corbridge (4)
£60.00 - £90.00

1055

A George IV partial map engraving of Southampton
and the Isle of Wight by C & J Greenwood, printed
on two folio sheets, 1826 £60.00 - £80.00
1066

1056

Three silver-bladed penknives with mother of pearl
handles, to/w a Dutch 830 grade miniature shoe
and various collectables, in a Black Forest carved 1067
wood glove-box £60.00 - £90.00

1057

Three Waterman fountain pens, a Sheaffer and a
Soennecken Pony (5) £40.00 - £60.00

1058

A pair of French gilt brass and mother of pearl
opera glasses on telescopic handle, by Iris of
Paris, to/w a French steel wheel-measure,
calibrated in centimeters (2) £70.00 - £100.00

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1069

Two gilt brass pocket barometer, to/w another
later example stamped for Negretti & Zambra, in
leather case £50.00 - £100.00

A brown-patinated bronze group of two cowled
figures, signed indistinctly, early 20th century, 20
x 13 cm.
Provenance: 'Jack' Savage (John Clifford Savage 1073
MBE 1891-1945) £400.00 - £600.00
A Finnegan's of London Spread Eagle car mascot,
16 x 26 cm, on later turned and ebonised plinth
Prov: mounted at one time on one of eight Rolls
Royces owned by 'Jack' Savage aviator, as shown 1074
in attached copy of photograph £800.00 £1,200.00
1075
Christine Gregory (1879 - 1963) a brown bronze
sculpture 'Circle of Spring', a naked young woman
kneeling in a spring garden, signed and dated
1921, raised on a circular base, 44 cm high x 35
cm diameter
1076
Notes: Purchased from the artist by the famous
aviator and motor racer 'Jack' Savage in the 1920's
(John Cameron Savage MBE 1891-1945), Miss
Christine Gregory was the first women member of
1077
the Royal Society of British Sculptors, this artists
work rarely appears for sale. A companion
example is recorded as being acquired in the
1920's by the City of Belfast art collection.
1078
£2,000.00 - £3,000.00

1065

A 19th century Continental tortoiseshell circular
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A small Art Deco gilt travel-clock with enamelled
bezel and marble plinth, 6.2 x 6.5 cm, in folding
green leather case £60.00 - £80.00
A 19th century French Sedan clock, turned
mahogany with brass mounts and enamel dial, 15
cm diam £150.00 - £250.00

A unique bronze humidor, or cigar box by Dunhill,
commissioned by the famous aviator 'Jack' Savage
(John Clifford Savage MBE 1891 - 1945), profusely
cast in relief in the classical manner, the hinged
cover with figure of Diana as Huntress with stag
enclosing a cedar lined interior stamped 'Dunhill
London' in gilt capitals, the sides with scroll
animal form handles,
Provenance: consigned by the late owner's family
1072
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

A black patinated bronze, leaping hare, 14 x 20
cm signed with monogram (not identified), to/w a
seated Highland terrier, 11 cm and a bronzed
spelter recumbent lurcher (3) £100.00 - £150.00

A Garrards Art Deco style mantle clock with
square gilt bezel and chapter ring, on scroll-carved
oak base, 16 cm high £30.00 - £50.00

1068

A Dunhill Aquarium table cigarette lighter, the
Incite body reverse intaglio-cut and painted with
1070
exotic fish amongst weeds and rocks, plated
mounts (worn), Reg. No. 737418, 8 x 10 cm.
Provenance: 'Jack' Savage, Aviator (John Clifford 1071
Savage MBE 1891-1945) £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

1064

snuff box, the cover inset with pietra dura bird in
gilt metal surround, 8 cm diam £50.00 - £80.00

An alabaster cloaked classical figure with laurel
wreath and scroll, 35 cm high £60.00 - £90.00
A pair of Baroque gilt metal sconces, cast and
cased with brazier flanked by cherubs, eagles'
heads scrolls and floral motifs, engraved with the
shield, crest (The Bass Rock) and motto 'Firm' of
John Dalrymple, 1st Earl of Stair, each with
(probably) later single branch candle socket of
foliate design, 22 x 15 cm overall
NB 1st Earl of Stair - Scottish Politican & Lawyer,
instrumental in the 1707 Act of Union and formerly
said to have ordered the Massacre of the
MacDonalds at Glencoe) £60.00 - £100.00
A Grupo Galos design lustred ceramic abstract
seated figure, on marble base, 15 cm high to/w
two Canadian carvings, Inuit mother with infant and
Beaver with cub (3) £40.00 - £60.00
Two British Railways Western Region exmination
Certificats of Merit awared to DL Hambly,
Paddington 1957/60 to/w his 1939-45 War medal
and various family-related medallions £20.00 £40.00
Masonic: Nine silver gilt and enamel jewels and
nine base metal gilt and enamel examples, to/w a
sash and waistcoat £100.00 - £150.00
A WWI Queen Mary Christmas brass box c/w
original tobacco and cigarettes to/w an early 19th
century pair of binoculars in a leather case (2)
£80.00 - £120.00
A WWI pair to 121226 Gnr. C.R. Sensier R.A.
comprising 1914-18 British War medal and Victory
medal to/w the recipient's Imperial Service medal
in case of issue (3) £50.00 - £80.00
A WWII group of five campaign medals comprising
1939/45 star; Africa star; Italy star; France &
Germany star; Defence and 1939/45 war service
medal (5) £30.00 - £40.00
Various military cap badges, including Victorian
Infantry, Queen Royal 2, Gloucester Regiment,
Glider Regiment , Pilot & Smith African Infantry
Brigade to/w five enamel Chairman badges,
embroidered badges etc. £50.00 - £70.00
A marching banner staff, surmounted by a brass
spread eagle, 158 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

1080

A pre-Revolutionary Russian military sabre, 1881
Dragoon trooper pattern, with 87 cm curved blade
dated 1909, brass hilt with spiral reeded woodgrip, stamped 1912, the leather and brass
scabbard fitted with bayonet-holder (no bayonet)
£100.00 - £200.00

1081

An early 19th century cutlass, the 62 cm curved
blade with double-edged tip, brass hilt with fishing
grip, in brass mounted leather scabbard to/w a
Continental hunting sword, the 64 cm fullered
blade with 2-edged tip, gilt brass hilt with spiral
reeded guard and embossed copper grip (lacks
scabbard) and a Sirupate kukri with 62 cm blade
(3) £70.00 - £100.00

1082

A 19th century Continental knife with 11 cm steel
blade, ribbed ferrule and antler handle, in leather
scabbard to/w a Northern African dagger with 16
cm double-edged board blade and horn-mounted
brass handle (2) £40.00 - £60.00

1083

A hardwood Luba tribal axe, Democratic Republic
of The Congo, carved with a male head with
shaped hair, steel pin eye studs and shaped ear
pieces (one missing), fitted with a narrow flared
steel axe head, 40 cm long £150.00 - £200.00

1084

A 19th century African tribal hardwood hunting
axe, the shaft with forked head and fitted with a
flared steel axe blade secured by a leather knot,
75 cm long £80.00 - £120.00

1085

A 19th century copper and brass gunpowder flask
with Sykes patent nozzle, to/w a copper and
electroplated hunting horn (2) £50.00 - £70.00

1086

An early 19th century Persian flintlock pistol with
28 cm foliate engraved barrel and engraved brass
stock and handle, 46 cm £100.00 - £150.00

1087

A pair of 18th century small bronze signal cannon
barrels, in marine recovery condition, 35 cm
£400.00 - £600.00

1088

A Remington Express .177 air rifle with 4 x 32
telescopic sight, to/w a tin of pellets £60.00 £90.00

1090

An oriental bone pen-holder, the cylindrical body
decorated with scrimshaw insects and frogs,
surmounted by a carved wood toad, 18.5 cm high
£40.00 - £60.00

1091

A Chinese carved ivory large figure of an ancient
with dragon staff and floral sprig, on carved wood
base inlaid with silver wire, 34 cm high overall, 1st
half 20th century £600.00 - £800.00
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